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Welcome to Botany! If you are new to Gather ‘Round Homeschool, I wanted to take a few moments to explain
the philosophy, the backstory, and the how behind this curriculum and approach.

Who am I?
My name is Rebecca Spooner. I have no special accreditation, and I have no certificates
of qualification lining my walls. I am just a homeschool parent like you. I am a
second-generation homeschooler who is following my mother’s footsteps. I have
lived and breathed homeschooling for as long as I can remember. As soon as my
kids were (probably not quite) old enough, I had a schedule and a plan and a full
curriculum prepared for them. I jumped in with both feet, and I floundered and
sputtered and made countless mistakes. Homeschooling my kids was harder than I
had ever imagined: there were so many kids and so many curriculum options to choose
from. Slowly but surely, my vision of my kids gathered around me like a flock of little chicks
faded into the realm of naive and impossible. I began a blog and reviewed curriculum and
bounced from one thing to the next (sorry, kids). Eventually, my little blog grew and I began traveling, speaking,
and writing books, and I even wrote my first Bible curriculum: More Than Words. My dream was to continue with
the direction I was in—review curriculum, blog, and write. But all that changed in early 2019.
It started with a healthy dose of discontent. Why on earth was I settling? I was choosing curriculum that was suiting
my kids but killing me with all the projects and activities and one-on-one (as I bounced from child to child like a
Ping-Pong ball), or I was choosing curriculum that was suiting me and compromising a love of learning to keep my
sanity. No one was winning; this couldn’t be it. One random weekend, as I was praying and asking God, “What
now? What now for my business? What now for our homeschool?” I felt like the question was bounced back at
me: “What if you could teach all your kids together?” I believe that when Jesus said He came to bring life and life
abundantly, He was thinking about our homeschools and families too. He came to bring life and joy and wonder
and curiosity and love of learning—if we learn anything from scripture, it is that God is unpredictable and wild and
adventurous and exciting. He cares about our homes and He cares about our relationships with one another. With
that one question and with my pencil poised, the entire vision for Gather 'Round Homeschool was born.
One unit that ties in all your subjects for all your kids, Tailored, customized, easy, a launchpad for
adventure and learning, kindle for the fire, and above all else: all about Him and all for Him.
Within one month, we were taking preorders for something I was still working out in my head, and we now launch
a brand-new unit every single month.

We also have mini units, a team of writers and designers and illustrators and proofreaders, and an entire
community of over 10,000 families standing with us. This is not just a mom making this—this is an entire
community creating a curriculum that is working for a vast variety of homeschoolers with a huge scope of styles
and needs. And you have just taken the first step in seeing what taking the pressure off and letting
love of learning back into your homeschool can do!
			

What is the Gather ‘Round difference?

I have personally tried and used or looked at nearly every curriculum on the market, and I can tell you there is nothing
like this to even compare to. The closest model or style that comes close to explaining Gather ‘Round is a unit study.
We take one topic and we tie all subjects into that topic. We cover nine or more subjects in every unit. Even a single
page can cross over into two-to-three subjects: science, geography, history, social studies, spelling, writing, Bible, art,
grammar, and more! However, unlike any other unit study out there, instead of merely adapting for older or younger
students, we created six student notebooks to go with each teacher’s guide. These student notebooks span the
ages from preschool all the way up to high school and blend in targeted, leveled, and age-appropriate lessons and
projects that meet individual needs. We do not put ages on the notebooks to give you discretion to place your child
where you feel they fit best. The levels and their recommended age ranges are as follows:
• Pre-reader: 3–5 years old (any student not yet reading)
• Early Reader: 6–8 years old
• Early Elementary: 8–10 years old
• Upper Elementary: 10–12 years old
• Middle school: 12–15 years old
• High school: 16–18 years old
We bring in Charlotte Mason elements: a feast of education, narration, art, summation and memory work, and—
best of all—no busywork! We also heavily bring in unschooling principles with child-directed learning based on
themes or topics that interest them and tie in connections. But for moms with lots of kiddos, we also bring in a core
principle to make the one-room schoolhouse flow more smoothly and help your kids work more independently, and I
call this the Gather 'Round difference. Let’s see it in action with a typical day!

A day with Gather ‘Round Homeschool
Read from the Teacher’s Guide (10–20 minutes)
Call all your children, young and old, to gather around and listen to today’s lesson. The lessons are engaging and
full of bright pictures and activity breaks to help hold interest. If you’d like, you can have your students color their
picture or take notes in their notebooking page while they listen. The more rabbit trails and discussions you have, the
longer this time can take. But remember, you’re snuggled on the couch in your pj’s, sipping tea or coffee, so everyone
is relaxed and chill.
Have your students work in their student notebooks (30–60 minutes)
Once you have read from the Teacher’s Guide, each student will pull open his or her student notebook and work on
the lessons. Each notebook has about five pages per day.

These will include pages like:
SEATWORK
Every week has a seatwork page that gives options for
scripture copywork, spelling lists, habit trackers, and
more! This page is removable so it can be pulled out of
the student book and referenced all week!

Notebooking
A great way to write written narrations about
what they learned, draw pictures, or take notes
while they listen. These sometimes include
geography or art projects, as well.

Science
Science pages might include some reading and questions, a visual
science experiment, or a research and discovery page to learn more
about an animal or process.

Social Studies
Social studies pages could be about trade and
economy, cultures, people groups, immigration,
music, missionaries, or anything else that can be
tied in to the lesson!

History
History lessons might include reading about a historical
figure or time period and discussing it and how it impacts
us today.

geography
Geography is built into the lessons wherever we can. From
identifying and coloring in the younger levels to labeling and
researching in the upper ones, geography is constantly being
reviewed in all our units.

Narration Bingo weekly review
In the appendix of each book is a variation of a bingo card
question game. The answer key is in the Teacher’s Guide
appendix. This is designed to be done on lesson 4, 8, 12,
16, and 20 as a fun weekly review with students of all ages!
Pull them out and use either bingo dabbers from the dollar
store or just color in squares to complete a row.

Writing Project
From writing postcards to learning how to write an essay or
story to making a travel journal or comic book, we bring in
monthly projects that will help grow your budding writers, no
matter their levels, without overwhelming them! Botany focuses
on helping your child find their inner botanist as they nature
journal their way through this unit.

Bible
Bible pages are throughout our units. There might be a
missionary story or Bible story that connects to our lesson
that day, and there are even some personal reflection
questions throughout the unit for older students.

Art
Coloring, painting, shading, sketching, doodling, and more!
We try to give the framework and leave space for you to take
these art lessons as far as you want, depending on your child’s
interests.

So how long does it take?

How long this takes depends on you and your kids. If time is short, you can easily finish all your subjects in 1 1/2–2
hours. Just add math and you’re finished! If you have the time, you can use this as a jumping point to go deeper, to
research, to go on field trips and adventures, and to find videos and have rich discussions, and do this all day! There
are accompanying resources to help facilitate this: cookbooks, cursive writing notebooks, and additional resources
yet to come! There is also a Facebook group where we post resources for each unit into a file. You can find this at
http://facebook.com/groups/gatherroundhomeschool and ask your questions and get help from other users of the
curriculum.

supplies

Supplies include an atlas or globe, a pencil, colored pencils, watercolors or paint (optional), a Bible, resources for
research (books, internet, etc.), and blank pieces of paper for older students (or a computer for paragraphs, articles,
and essays). Middle and high schoolers will need a separate journal for their prayer journal or written summaries, as
well.

and that’s it!

Is this enough?

Obviously, I believe in this or I wouldn’t be creating it and selling it. But ultimately, you have to decide that for yourself
based on your goals and expectations. It takes trust. Trust that love of learning will accomplish more than
force-feeding information. Trust that the connections in these units will mean more to your kids than individual
subjects carefully separated into the little cubicles of their minds. Rest in the fact that the less pressure you have and
the more time you have, the more you can jump into whatever strikes your fancy and do those things you’ve always
wanted to but never had time for. This is your moment. Lay down the comparison for one month, and let’s just bring
it back to the family couch. Gather 'Round, kids—this month is going to change everything.
May God bless your homeschooling this month. May the Creator of creativity inspire you and give you fresh vision
and motivation and excitement in your home. May this month bring you closer together as a
family and spark deep conversations that stick. And may God use what is truly His to draw you
and your kids even closer to Him.
Love,

FACEBOOK PAGE: www.facebook.com/gatherroundhomeschool
FACEBOOK GROUP: www.facebook.com/groups/gatherroundhomeschool
INSTAGRAM: www.instagram.com/gatherroundhomeschool
DOWNLOAD OUR APP: https://homeschool.disciplemedia.com
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These supplies are not required for this unit beyond basic school supplies. They are just given as suggestions.
Lesson 1
A bean
Clear cup or jar
Some paper towels
Sunny spot

Lesson 11
Several mini succulents from a store
A pot
Succulent potting soil
Rocks

Lesson 2
Optional: flowering, potted plant

Lesson 12
Large pot
Potting soil
House plant or new seedling

Lesson 5
Flower for dissecting
Lesson 6
Fruit
Lesson 7
Plant root node
Small jar
Water
Lesson 8
Heavy cardstock or a piece of plywood
White glue
Dried seeds (beans, peas, lentils, barley, wheat, corn,
etc.; this is for a craft—seeds from a grocery store are
much cheaper than seeds from a nursery)
Lesson 10
A house plant or a seedling
A larger pot
Potting soil

Lesson 13
Clay pot
Mini succulents
Succulent potting soil
Small rocks for ground cover
Lesson 18
Pre-existing or new seedling
Camera or phone
botany book
Heavy cardstock, brown paper, watercolor paper, or
stor-bought journal
String or twine (if making your own book)
Stick (optional)

B O O K + R E S O U R C E L IST
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These books are not required for this unit, they are just given as suggestions for further, age-appropriate and leveled
reading. Use this list or find books to assign your kids on
your own shelf at home!

how to use this list:
Pre-Reader: Picture Books
Early Reader: Books You Can Read Together
Early Elementary: Books for Grades 2–4
Upper Elementary: Books for Grades 4–6
Middle School: Books for Grades 7–8
High School: Books for Grades 9–12

Lesson 1: What is Botany?
Lola Plants a Garden by Anna McQuinn
The Hike by Alison Farrell
National Geographic Readers: Plants by Kathryn Williams
Greg’s Microscope by Millicent E. Selsam
Karl, Get Out of the Garden! Carolus Linnaeus and the Naming of Everything by Anita Sanchez
Seed Savers - Treasure by Sandra Smith
Who was Galileo? by Patricia Brennan Demuth
Nature Anatomy: The Curious Parts and Pieces of the Natural World by Julia Rothman
World of Wonders by Aimee Nezhukumatathil
Other Resources : Thames & Kosmos Kids First Botany–Experimental Greenhouse Kit
Lesson 2: Many Parts, One Plant
Plants Can’t Sit Still by Rebecca E. Hirsch
Up in the Garden and Down in the Dirt by Kate Messner
How Plants Grow by Dona Herweck Rice
Plants by Kathryn Williams
Johnny Appleseed: My Story (Step into Reading) by David L. Harrison
Easy Peasy: Gardening for Kids by Kirsten Bradley
Miracles on Maple Hill by Virginia Sorensen
What Linnaeus Saw: A Scientist’s Quest to Name Every Living Thing by Karen Magnuson Beil
Other Resources: Draw a Pot Draw Plant Pots Kit
Lesson 3: Stable Stems
Lola Plants a Garden by Anna McQuinn
We Are the Gardeners by Joanna Gaines
Stems (Plant Parts) by Vijaya Khisty Bodach
Stems and Trunks by Melanie Waldron

The Lorax by Dr. Seuss
The Corn Grows Ripe by Dorothy Rhoads
The Secret Garden by Frances Hodgson Burnett
Other Resources: Backpack Explorer: On the Nature Trail by Editors of Storey Publishing
Lesson 4: Luscious Leaves
Leaves (Baby Explorer) by Carol Lawrence
Full of Fall (Weather Walks) by April Pulley Sayre
Leaves (Plant Parts) by Vijaya Khisty Bodach
The Magic School Bus Gets Planted: A Book About Photosynthesis by Joanna Cole
Photosynthesis (Science Readers) by Torrey Maloof
Understanding Photosynthesis (4D Book) by Liam O’Donnell
Generation Green: The Ultimate Teen Guide to Living an Eco-Friendly Life by Linda Sivertsen
Other Resources: Photosynthesis Board Game Brand: Blue Orange
Lesson 5: flashy flowers
What’s Inside a Flower? by Rachel Ignotofsky
The Flower Alphabet Book by Jerry Pallotta
The Magic School Bus Plants Seeds: A Book About How Living Things Grow by Joanna Cole
The Moonflower by Peter Loewer
Flowers (Nature Explorers) by DK
Floriography: An Illustrated Guide to the Victorian Language of Flowers by Jessica Roux
Emily Dickinson’s Gardening Life by Marta McDowell
Other Resources: Nature Anatomy Activities for Kids: Fun, Hands-On Learning by Kristine Brown
Backpack Explorer: On the Nature Trail: What Will You Find? by Editors of Storey Publishing
Lesson 6: fascinating fruits
Blueberries for Sal by Robert McCloskey
My Magical Foods by Becky Cummings
Ten Apples Up on Top! by Dr. Seuss
Where Do Bananas Come From? A Book of Fruits by Arielle Dani Lebovitz
The Comic Book Guide to Growing Food by Joseph Tychonievich
James and the Giant Peach by Roald Dahl
The Moon in the Mango Tree by Pamela Binnings Ewen
Other Resources: Twin Spring Goods 1000 Piece Jigsaw Puzzle, Fresh Fruits, 1,000 pcs by Squirrel Products
Lesson 7: rustic roots
Too Many Carrots by Katy Hudson
Plants Feed Me by Lizzy Rockwell
Roots (Plant Parts) by Vijaya Khisty Bodach

National Geographic Readers: Plants by Kathryn Williams
The Life and Times of the Peanut by Charles Micucci
A Question of Yams: A Missionary Story by Gloria Repp
Root, Stem, Leaf, Flower: How to Cook with Vegetables and Other Plants by Gill Meller
Other Resources: Roots, Shoots, Buckets & Boots: Gardening Together with Children by Sharon Lovejoy
Lesson 8: super seeds
The Tiny Seed by Eric Carle
If You Plant a Seed by Kadir Nelson
A Seed is the Start by Melissa Steward
Seeds Move! by Robin Page
Who Was Johnny Appleseed? by Joan Holub
The Corn Grows Ripe by Dorothy Rhoads
How Plants Work: The Science Behind the Amazing Things Plants Do by Linda Chalker-Scott
Other Resources: Latin for Gardeners by Lorraine Harrison
Lesson 9: pretty pollinators
The Honeybee by Kirsten Hall
The Bee Tree by Patricia Polacco
DK Readers: Amazing Bees: Buzzing with Bee Facts! by Sue Unstead
The Very Impatient Caterpillar by Ross Burach
The Magic School Bus Inside a Beehive by Joanna Cole
You Wouldn’t Want to Live Without Bees! by Alex Woolf
The World Encyclopedia of Butterflies & Moths: A Natural History And Identification Guide To Over
565 Varieties Around The Globe by Sally Morgan
Backyard Farming: Keeping Honeybees by Kim Pezza
Other Resources: Beeswax Alchemy: How to Make Your Own Soap, Candles, Balms, Creams, and Salves
from the Hive by Petra Ahnert
Lesson 10: terrific trees
A Tale of Three Trees by Angela Elwell Hunt
The Tree Lady by H. Joseph Hopkins
Would You, Could You Plant a Tree? by Todd Tarpley
Paul Bunyan: My Story by David L. Harrison
Science Comics: Trees: Kings of the Forest by Andy Hirsch
Can You Hear the Trees Talking? by Peter Wohlleben
Blackwater Ben by William Durbin
Other Resources:The Backyard Lumberjack by Frank Philbrick

Lesson 11: healthy herbs
The Little Farmer by Joanne Baker-Smith
The Yummy Alphabet Book: Herbs, Spices and other natural Flavors by Jerry Pallotta
Pete the Cat and the Perfect Pizza Party by James Dean
Italian Food (I Can Cook!) by Wendy Blaxland
The Complete Cookbook for Young Chefs by America’s Test Kitchen Kids
The Cook’s Herb Garden: Grow, Harvest, Cook by DK
Encyclopedia of Herbal Medicine: 550 Herbs and Remedies for Common Ailments by Andrew Chevallier
Other Resources: Indoor Herb Garden Starter Kit
Lesson 12: Creative Cover Crops
We are Growing by Laurie Keller
The Little Mower That Could by Yvonne Jones
Silly Milly by Wendy Cheyette Lewison
Princess Faith’s Garden Surprise by Jeanna Young
The Grapes of Wrath by John Steinbeck
Of Mice and Men by John Steinbeck
Gone with the Wind by Margaret Mitchell
Other Resources: Chia Pet Handmade Decorative Planter–Pig
Lesson 13: Stunning Succulents
Nobody Hugs a Cactus by Carter Goodrich
Cactus Hotel by Brenda Z. Guiberson
Cactus and Flower by Sarah Williamson
Dust for Dinner by Ann Turner
Desert Giant: The World of the Saguaro Cactus by Barbara Bash
Insignificant Events in the Life of a Cactus by Dusti Bowling
The Gardener’s Guide to Succulents: A Handbook of Over 125 Exquisite Varieties of Succulents and
Cacti by Misa Matsuyama
Other Resources: Succulent & Cactus Seed Kit for Planting
Lesson 14: Majestic Moss
Mossy by Jan Brett
National Geographic Little Kids First Big Book of the Rain Forest by Moira Rose Donohue
Let’s Get Gardening by DK
Up in the Garden and Down in the Dirt by Kate Messner
Trees, Leaves, Flowers and Seeds: A Visual Encyclopedia of the Plant Kingdom by DK
Mosses of the Northern Forest: A Photographic Guide by Jerry Jenkins
Gathering Moss: A Natural and Cultural History of Mosses by Robin Wall Kimmerer
Other Resources: Gardening Lab for Kids: 52 Fun Experiments to Learn, Grow, Harvest, Make, Play, and
Enjoy Your Garden by Renata Brown

Lesson 15: Forest Ferns
Adventures in Fern Hollow by John Patience
Bedtime Stories from Fern Hollow by John Patience
Explore My World Rain Forests by Marfe Ferguson Delano
From Egg to Ladybug by Lisa Owings
Where the Red Fern Grows by Wilson Rawls
Fern Finder: A Guide to Native Ferns of Central and Northeastern United States and Eastern Canada
by Barbara Hallowell
The Complete Book of Ferns: Indoors-Outdoors-Growing-Crafting-History-Lore by Mobee Weinstein
Other Resources: Peterson Field Guide to Ferns: Northeastern and Central North America
by Boughton Cobb
Lesson 16: Famous Fungi
The Mushroom Fan Club by Elise Gravel
Mushroom in the Rain by Mirra Ginsburg
Read About Fungi - Reading Fun for Kids by Elle Simms
Fungus is Among Us! by Joy Keller
Wild Mushrooms: A Cookbook and Foraging Guide by Kristen Blizzard
Mushroom Cultivation: 12 Ways to Become the McGyver of Mushrooms by Richard Bray
The Mushroom at the End of the World: On the Possibility of Life in Capitalist Ruins
by Anna Lowenhaupt Tsing
Other Resources: Foraging with Kids: 52 Wild and Free Edibles to Enjoy With Your Children
by Adele Nozedar
Lesson 17: Water + Weeds
Ecosystem Facts That You Should Know by Baby Professor
Over and Under the Pond by Kate Messner
In the Small, Small Pond by Denise Fleming
Be a Pond Detective: Solving the Mysteries of Lakes, Swamps, and Pools by Peggy Kochanoff
The Secret Lives of Plants! by Janet Slingerland
Li Lun, Lad of Courage by Carolyn Treffinger
Seaweeds: Edible, Available, and Sustainable by Ole G. Mouritsen
Other Resources: The Seaweed Cookbook by Caroline Warwick-Evans
Lesson 18: Perilous Plants
Perfectly Peculiar Plants by Chris Thorogood
Hungry Plants by Mary Batten
Oh Say Can You Seed?: All About Flowering Plants by Barbara Worth
Eaten Alive by Carnivorous Plants by Kathleen J Honda and Makoto Honda
Plants Bite Back by Richard Platt

Lesson 18: Perilous Plants, cont.
Predator Plants: 20 Questions Kids ask about Carnivorous Plants by Yvonne Krishnan
Plants That Kill: A Natural History of the World’s Most Poisonous Plants by Elizabeth A. Dauncey and
Sonny Larsson
Cultivating Carnivorous Plants by Natch Greyes
Other Resources: A Field Guide to Venomous Animals and Poisonous Plants: North America North of
Mexico by Roger Caras and Steven Foster
Lesson 19: Turning Tropisms
From Seed to Plant by Gail Gibbons
A Seed is Sleepy by Dianna Aston
National Geographic Readers: Seed to Plant by Kristin Baird Rattini
The Big Book of Blooms (The Big Book Series) by Yuval Zommer
Secrets of the Vine for Kids by Bruce Wilkinson
Fearless Faith: 90 Devotions for Teens by Our Daily Bread Ministries
Abide in Christ: A 31-Day Devotional for Fellowship with Jesus by Andrew Murray
Other Resources: 4M Grow-A-Maze Green Science Kit
Lesson 20: Conservation + Stewardship
The Berenstain Bears’ Big Book of Science and Nature by Stan and Jan Berenstain
The Berenstain Bears’ Nature Rescue by Stan and Jan Berenstain
The Berenstain Bears Patience, Please by Mike Berenstain
If I Ran the Rainforest: All About Tropical Rainforests by Bonnie Worth
National Geographic Readers: Water by Melissa Stewart
The Boreal Forest: A Year in the World’s Largest Land Biome by L. E. Carmichael
America’s National Parks by Lonely Planet Kids
What a Plant Knows: A Field Guide to the Senses by Daniel Chamovitz
Other Resources: Edible Wild Plants: A North American Field Guide to over 200 Natural Foods
by Thomas Elias and Peter Dykeman
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R EC I TAT I O N
John 15:1-11
“I am the true vine, and my Father is the
vinedresser. 2 Every branch in me that does
not bear fruit he takes away, and every
branch that does bear fruit he prunes,
that it may bear more fruit. 3 Already you
are clean because of the word that I have
spoken to you. 4 Abide in me, and I in you.
As the branch
cannot bear fruit by itself, unless it abides in
the vine, neither can you, unless you abide
in me. 5 I am the vine; you are the branches. Whoever abides in me and I in him, he
it is that bears much fruit, for apart from
me you can do nothing. 6 If anyone does
not abide in me he is thrown away like a
branch and withers; and the branches are
gathered, thrown into the fire, and burned.
7
If you abide in me, and my words abide in
you, ask whatever you wish, and it will be
done for you. 8 By this my Father is glorified,
that you bear much fruit and so prove to
be my disciples. 9 As the Father has loved
me, so have I loved you. Abide in my love.
10
If you keep my commandments, you will
abide in my love, just as I have kept my
Father’s commandments and abide in his
love.11 These things I have spoken to you,
that my joy may be in you, and that your joy
may be full.”

LESSON

1

W H AT I S B O TA N Y ?

T O D AY ’ S P R AY E R
Thank you so much for the beauty that surrounds us.
All creation sings of your glory: the beautiful flowers
in the field, the tallest trees in the forest, and the
smallest seeds on the ground. Help us to see You in our
lesson today and in everything that you have made.

NOTE TO THE TEACHER

Each day, students have a notebooking page in their
student notebook that will help them sketch and take
notes while they listen. Older students should take
notes while they listen to practice their note-taking skills
(remind them to use shorthand, simple notes), while
younger students will need more guidance and support.
For an easy way to work with younger kids without
too many interruptions, choose a different colored
highlighter for each child and, as you read, have
students put up their hand if a fact or detail is something
they want to include in their notes. Highlight the
sentence or detail in their color highlighter and continue
reading. At the end of the lesson, pass your Teacher’s
Guide around so that they can find their notes and copy
them into their notebooking pages.

PLANTING SEEDS
• What is botany?
• Why should you study botany?
• How are plants classified?
• What does a botanist do?

These are some cool things you will
know at the end of today’s lesson.

And God said, “Let the earth sprout vegetation, plants
yielding seed, and fruit trees bearing fruit in which is their
seed, each according to its kind, on the earth.” And it was so.
12
The earth brought forth vegetation, plants yielding seed according
to their own kinds, and trees bearing fruit in which is their seed, each
according to its kind. And God saw that it was good. 13 And there
was evening and there was morning, the third day.
—Genesis 1:11–13
11

During the next few weeks, we are going to study the wonderful world of plants. As in all good stories, this
history has a point of origin, or beginning. Before God made the world, it was void, or entirely empty. God’s
Spirit was hovering over the waters. There was no dry ground, there was no light or warmth, no air to breathe;
nothing could exist unless God made a way. But, if you know the story, He did this in an incredible fashion. In
the very beginning, God made light. There was no sun or moon (He made those later) but, just like turning on
a light switch, light sprung forth out of nothing at the command of His voice. On the second day, He made the
atmosphere and sky and separated it from the waters. On the third day, He separated the sea from dry ground
and then, what a sight to behold, the earth began shooting up plants and vegetation! Wavy, flowing plants
stretched their gangly arms in the oceans and lakes. Massive trees shot up out of the ground, standing sentinel
over the soft, buttery grass. Berry bushes and root vegetables, hanging vines and clinging moss—all germinating
and growing at an accelerated rate by the spoken word of their creator: “Let there be . . . ”
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Reading the story of creation helps us see the complex ecosystems of the earth and how God provided for each
need before it was even required; something He is still in the business of doing today. Without air and light, plants
could not survive. Without plants, the birds and fish and animals (not to mention people) would have no food.
With just a few words, God fashioned the differences between animal and plant cells, atoms and molecules, and
all the intricate details that, though unseen, are happening all around us. Throughout this unit, we will be like
scientists—observing and understanding how plants grow and reproduce and live. Before we begin, let’s take a
look at all of the branches of science to see where our study of plants fits.
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Let’s observe this painting of a Science Tree. This illustration includes only some of the many branches of science.
Read the sciences on the Science Tree together, and then see if you can find which branch our unit is a part of. The
study of plants is called botany, which is part of biology (the study of all living things). The science of botany can
have many different applications, or uses. One botanist might use their knowledge to work in a lab, while another
might write a book or a field guide. Botanists might teach at a university, find and classify new species of plants,
develop new medications or products from plants, and so much more! God created so many incredible plants,
that scientists are still discovering new things every day! Botany is definitely not a boring career.
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WHY SHOULD I STUDY BOTANY?

Now that we know what botany is, let’s answer the most important question of the day: why does it matter to
you? Other than the fact that plants are probably a lot more interesting than you might realize, they are also
absolutely vital to your life. Let’s identify just a few reasons botany is worth your time:

1
2
3
4

PLANTS CREATE OXYGEN.
Almost every living thing consumes or uses oxygen (02) in order to breathe and live and exhales or
produces carbon dioxide (C02). While plants do use oxygen, they capture poisonous carbon dioxide
from the air and release more oxygen through photosynthesis. Plants help to get rid of the waste we
breathe out and create more oxygen for us to breathe in!

PLANTS ARE FOOD.
Imagine life with no carrots, no coffee beans, no berries, no apples, no potatoes, no grain for bread,
only meat. In fact, this picture is impossible because without plants, there would be no meat either.
Herbivores eat plants, carnivores eat herbivores, and people (and some animals) are omnivores
meaning we need both meat and plants. Without plants, we would have no meat, no bread, no fruit,
and no veggies.

PLANTS CAN HELP HEAL.
Another good reason plants are worth studying is that they can help heal us. God created plants
to have medicinal properties. For thousands of years, they have been used to treat and even cure
diseases, infections, and discomfort. Many of the pain relievers that are used today are plant based:
there are antibiotics and heart medications based off of plants, as well! Botanists can study the
properties and chemicals in plants and isolate or recreate them to make the medicines and salves you
find at the pharmacy!

PLANTS ARE NATURAL RESOURCES.
Plants are natural resources, meaning they provide things for us and they are found in nature! Trees
give us lumber to build things and pulp for paper. Plants provide fibers like cotton and hemp which are
then used to make cloth and clothing. They also provide shelter for people and habitats for animals to
live in.
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PLANT ANATOMY

In order to understand how a plant grows or makes food or reproduces, we have to understand the basic
structure, or anatomy, of a plant. Most plants are made up of six main parts: roots, stem, leaves, flowers, fruits,
and seeds. While human anatomy and plant anatomy are incredibly different, we can see some similarities
between the two. Human beings have different systems that work together to help them live, move, and grow.
We have skin that protects our organs, just like plants have hard stems or thick bark. We have bones that give
us structure so that we can stand upright, the same way a sturdy plant stem or the roots help to keep the plant
strong so it won’t blow over. We have a circulatory system that helps to take nutrients and oxygen and water to
all the different parts of our bodies, and plants have an inner system of tubes and leaves, and even sap, that help
to take nutrients and water to the whole plant. We have a reproductive system that helps us to grow our families
and reproduce, the same way plants create fruit and seeds to make more of themselves. We have a respiratory
system that helps us take in oxygen and breathe out carbon dioxide, kind of like how the leaves of a plant help
it to take in carbon dioxide and create oxygen. Let’s take a look at the different parts of a plant to see how they
work.
Seeds contain the part that
make a new plant. They usually
have a hard shell to protect
them, and they have food to
help the seeds grow until it can
reach sunlight to make its own.

Flowers or fruits
produce and protect the seeds
which are then scattered around
to grow new plants. (Not all
plants have flowers and fruits.
We’ll learn more about that later..)

The leaves absorb sunlight
to make food for the
plant through a process
known as photosynthesis.
The stem supports the
other parts of the plant
and transports water and
food to other areas.
Roots help the plant
stand upright and pull
water and nutrients from
the soil.
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IDENTIFYING PLANTS

Once you understand more about botany, you can begin to identify plants all around you. Many plants have a
common name and a scientific name based on how they are classified. You can find out much more specific and
detailed information about a plant if you know it’s scientific name, but how is that decided? There are hundreds
of thousands of species of plants, and to organize them all, scientists have come up with a system called
classification or taxonomy. In the 1700s, a man named Carolus Linnaeus came up with the system that we still
use today to classify all living things. Let’s take a look!
Classification is just a fancy way of saying group. When we classify
a plant specimen, we are putting it into a group with other plants
that have similar characteristics. Think of it like organizing a grocery
store. If a store did not organize its goods by putting similar things
together, you could roam the aisles all day looking for bread to
eventually find it in the frozen foods section. Would they put a
fresh loaf of bread in the ice cream freezer? Probably not! The loaf
would go out on a shelf with other types of bread. Similarly, if we
wanted to classify a new species of cactus, we wouldn’t toss it in
a group with seaweed. Classification is a complicated process,
a little bit like a choose-your-own-adventure novel. Scientists ask
themselves a series of questions to help them place the plant in the
correct category. Take a look at the chart below to see some of the
questions that are asked.

CLASSIFICATION CHART
KINGDOM
PHYLUM
CLASS
ORDER
F A M I LY
GENUS
SPECIES

Plants
do not make seeds
has no true roots, stems,
or leaves

has no roots, stems,
or leaf structure

algae
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do make seeds

has roots, stems,
or leaves

no flowers
(gymnosperms)

flowers
(angiosperms)

ferns

conifers

sunflower

has some roots, stems,
or leaf structure
moss
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When a new plant species is discovered, it is carefully classified to find
out where it fits, and then it is given a scientific name (called binomial
nomenclature) that includes the genus and species of the plant. When we
write a scientific name, we write the genus first (it is capitalized), while the
species comes after it (it is lowercase). For example, the scientific name of a
common sunflower is Helianthus annuus. Helianthus is the genus and annuus is
the species. Binomial nomenclature is accepted and used world-wide, making it
a universal way to identify organisms.

TOOLS OF STUDY

Most botanists who are out in nature classifying and identifying new plants use a field guide to help aid them
in their research. They might also carry a plant press to press a plant or flower they find in order to do further
research once it has been preserved. They often carry tools such as a knife or magnifying glass to help them learn
more about how the plant reproduces or what it looks like inside. Finally, they often carry a notebook or journal
to sketch plants, take notes, and make observations. Throughout this unit, you have the opportunity to delve into
the world of botany. If you can, find a journal or notebook you can use, as well as a detailed field guide (one local
to your region is ideal as many plants are endemic [or native] to a particular area). With these few tools, you
will be able to observe the world of plants around your home and begin to classify and identify both what plants
you have, as well as their uses and characteristics. You can also put together a nature journaling kit that you can
carry with you including some of the simple tools mentioned to help you collect specimens for art and scientific
observation.

Watch Me Grow!

As you are learning and growing throughout
this unit, you can watch a seed grow too.
Today, gather some supplies so you’re ready
to plant tomorrow. You can do one for each
family member or take turns caring for just
one together. You’ll need:
1. a few beans (dried kidney, navy, black or
white beans work best. This is the seed.)
2. a clear cup or jar
3. a couple paper towels (this will be like
“soil” for your plant)
4. a sunny spot to place your cup
5. patience!
You can also regrow kitchen scraps if you
don’t have any beans. Green
onions or romaine lettuce are
good choices.
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Students
It’s time to open up your student notebooks to
complete your assignments. (Teachers: reference
Day at a Glance for answers and additional
resources.) Use the checklist to help you complete
all your tasks.
Today’s Checklist
Read your recitation together as a family.
Complete your copywork in your seatwork page.
Work on your spelling words.
Complete your student notebook pages.
Vocabulary
Early Reader: botany, biology
Early Elementary: biology, origin
Upper Elementary: origin, taxonomy
Middle School: taxonomy, sentinel
High School: sentinel, classification
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LESSON

• DAY AT A G L A N C E•

1

What is Botany?

What’s Happening

PAGE 4: Health + Science

PAGE 1: Notebooking

Students will use prompts and targeted activities in their
notebooking pages to help them take notes and/or reflect on what
they are learning about in today’s lesson.

PAGE 2: Science
Younger students will focus on organizing the different areas of
science and older students will do the same, while also reflecting
on which area they’d be interested in as a career.

PAGE 3: Language Arts
During the course of this unit, students will create and fill in a
Botany Book. Today, they have the option to make a book or
use a store-bought one.

Students will make connections between the human lungs and
plants regarding their need for air. Younger students will use
food items to create a model of human lungs. Older students
will conduct an experiment to watch a plant breathe and do
further research.

pAGE 5: Social Studies
Students will view some fossils and use their detective skills
to determine what the fossil is. Older students will also use a
Venn diagram to compare scientists and detectives, as well as
study the fossilization process.

• A NSWERS •

early reader + Early elementary
page
1

Notebooking

page
2

SCIENCE

page
4

Health + Science

page
5

Social Studies

upper elementary

Section 1
botany: the study of plants
biology: the study of all living things
Early Elementary
origin: the place of beginning
Section 2
Answers could include: work in a lab, write a book or
a field guide, teach at a university, find or classify new
plants, develop new medications or products from
plants
Section 3
Answers could include: plants create oxygen, plants are
food, plants help heal, plants are natural resources
1. life science: biology—ecology, botany, anatomy,
zoology, genetics
2. earth + space science—geology, meteorology,
astronomy
3. physical science: chemistry, physics
breathe

Notebooking

page
2

SCIENCE

page
4

Health + Science

Section 1
origin: the place of beginning
taxonomy: a system of classification for all living
things.
Section 2
Answers could include: work in a lab, write a book
or a field guide, teach at a university, find or classify
new plants
Section 3
Answers could include: plants create oxygen,
plants are food, plants help heal, plants are natural
resources
1. life science: biology—ecology, botany, anatomy,
zoology, genetics
2. earth + space science—geology, meteorology,
astronomy
3. physical science: chemistry, physics
Small air bubbles form on the leaf and around
the edge of the bowl because of the oxygen
released by the leaf.

page Social Studies
5 1. fish 2. plant 3. flower 4. dinosaur

1. leaf 2. flower 3. shell 4. frog
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What is Botany?
• A NSWERS •

Middle + High School

page Social Studies
5 Middle School

page Notebooking
1 Section 1

taxonomy: a system of classification for all living things
sentinel: with the intention to stand guard and keep watch
classification: organizing things according to shared features,
characteristics, or qualities
Section 2
Answers could include: plants create oxygen, plants are food,
plants help heal, plants are natural resources
Section 3
Answers could include: bones or stems to give structure,
system to deliver nutrients, reproductive system, use of
oxygen and carbon dioxide
Section 4
Answers could include: it is a system to organize millions
of varieties of plants, use of Latin names is transferable
worldwide, etc.

page Health + Science
4 1. cellular respiration: utilizing oxygen for the conversion
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

of nutrients (glucose) into energy
input needed: glucose
(sugar) and oxygen; resulting output: energy, carbon
dioxide, and water
Breathing uses lungs to inhale and exhale gases,
exchanging gases and expelling carbon dioxide.
Plants technically do not breathe in the same sense; they
do not have lungs, but they do absorb oxygen and expel
carbon dioxide.
Plants respire through their stomata, and instead of
calling this “breathing” it is called diffusion.
All living things need oxygen to help complete the
functions of converting food into energy.
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1. Scientist: Someone who is an expert in the
study of one or more sciences. Answers vary,
but could include: analysis, concentration,
persistence, organization, understanding their
field of study.
2. Detective: Someone whose job is to examine
and solve crimes. Answers vary, but could
include: critical thinking, commitment to
detail, current understanding of the law,
communications, computer knowledge.
3. Skills in common: Answers vary, but
could include: Asking the right questions,
investigating theories, diagnosing problems,
searching for evidence or proof, careful
observation, thinking outside the box,
patience.
High School
1. Woody, fibrous plants like palms and reeds will
fossilize best because the material takes longer
to decay and forms the best impressions
because they are stiffer.
2. Petrified wood fossilizes when it is buried
in sediment that is rich in silica, pyrite,
calcite, and even opal that seeps into the
cell structures of the wood and replaces the
organic material over time.
3. Impression fossils usually formed on semi-stiff
clay show the clear details of the fossilized
plant after the plant has rotted away.
Compression fossils are usually formed in
sediment that hardens and will show a portion
of the actual fossil since the rock preserves the
organic material from decay.
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T O D AY ’ S P R AY E R
LESSON

2

M A N Y PA RT S , O N E P L A N T

Father, thank you that you created everything with a
purpose. You established the roles that we would play
in this world, just as you established the roles of a
plant stem or flower. Help us to find contentment
with who you have made us to be and seek to draw
closer to you today.

ONE BODY, MANY PARTS
KEY
VERSE
For just as the
body is one and has
many members, and
all the members of
the body, though
many, are one body,
so it is with Christ.
—1 Corinthians 12:12

Have you ever been in the middle of a forest or a garden, surrounded by many
different types of plants? The sea of green you may see is a beautiful mosaic of
plants and trees that together all make up one forest or garden. In 1 Corinthians
12, Paul gives us a metaphor comparing hands, feet, and the parts of a body
all working together as one. He compares this to the Church, with many people
who have different gifts, yet each one is important, and if one is left alone the body
would not function. The same principle is true with every single thing you see with
your eyes. Our world is made up of billions of cells. Cells are made up of molecules,
which are made from even smaller atoms. God created the human body to have
various systems, such as the digestive system or the respiratory system, which have
very different functions. Each system is vital to our life and because of that, not one
of them is less important.

As we investigate the parts of a plant, we will begin to see how each piece plays
a vital role that contributes to keeping the plant alive. Just like the systems of our bodies, God created systems
inside of plants as well! He planned out how they would reproduce and grow. He programmed them with seeds
or spores that would contain everything they need to produce another plant. He knew they would need to have
a frame that would keep them strong, or that they would need something to cling to. He determined that they
would lean toward the light and stretch out their leaves and branches to absorb it. He knew that tall plants would
need strong roots to hold them fast to the ground so that the wind would not blow them over. All these things He
planned with just a few words: “Let there be . . .” As we discover the parts of a plant in today’s lesson, think about
it through the lens of today’s key verse to help you remember that you have a part to play in the body of Christ!

NEEDS OF A PLANT

All plants need some basic things to grow and live, just like us. What do you think a plant needs to survive? It
needs light from the sun to convert energy into food. It also needs soil to grow in or something on which to anchor
itself. It needs air to convert carbon dioxide into food. Finally, it needs water to help transport nutrients and food.
It also uses water to make the food it needs to survive. The different parts of a plant are all custom-tailored to
help it get just what it needs—if it is planted in the right environment. Unlike people, who have to work together
and prepare food, a plant has everything it needs to take care of itself. Most plants have some basic parts, which
we learned about yesterday. Do you remember what they are? Let’s take a look at how those parts work together
to help the plant.
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ROOTS

Most plants begin with a small, hard seed. Once this seed is
planted, it soaks in the wet, dark ground, and this tells the seed
that it is time to grow: we call this germination. Have you ever
wondered which grows first: the root or the stem? While you
might think that the plant wants to reach the sun as soon as
it can, seeds are prepared with enough food to feed our little
shoot before it can grow its first leaves. Kind of like an egg
cracking, the seed splits, and a tiny thread-like root shoots
down. The roots continue to develop even while the plant
begins to grow upward, peeking through the clumps of soil.

DID YOU KNOW?

What do you think would
happen if you
planted a seed upside down
? Plants always
know which way is up; they
never accidentally
grow roots up and leaves
down. Have
you ever wondered how it
can tell, when
it is buried in dark soil? Sc
ientists have
done some cool experimen
ts on seeds and
hypothesize that plants can
sense gravity. If
they turn a plant upside do
wn, what do you
think the roots do? The ro
ots begin to do a
U-turn! Do some more rese
arch about this or
check out some experimen
ts, if you’d like!

Taproot System

Fibrous Root System
grass roots

dandelion root

Have you ever tried to pull weeds or a plant from the soil? Is it hard to do? Are some plants easier to pull than
others? If the soil is soft, it might be an easier job, but in firm soil it can be quite challenging. Usually, you have
to use a shovel or pitchfork to first loosen the soil so that you can shake the roots free. You might have noticed
that some roots are harder than others to extract. Some plants have roots that go so deep they just break off
when you try to pull them up. Others are so entwined with the dirt or with the plants or grass around them that
they do not detach easily. Why do you think this is? There are two different types of root systems: fibrous and
taproot. Fibrous roots are kind of like hair, branching off in new directions. A taproot is a single, thick main root
(like a carrot) with smaller thread-like roots growing from it (like the little hairs that grow on the side of a carrot).
Taproots go very deep and are strong, while fibrous roots are shallower.
Roots aren’t just there to support the plant however, they have other purposes as well! What else do you think
they do? They reach out to absorb water and minerals from the soil, which help to feed the plant. They also store
food for the plant and send it to the rest of the plant. Finally, some plants can regrow from their roots! You might
have noticed this if you left some weed roots in the ground and came back to find more weeds a week later.
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STEMS

Nodes

The next part of a plant (though not all plants) is the
stem. What is the purpose of the stem? This is the thick,
supportive part that helps it to stand up, but it does more
than this! Plant stems shoot up toward the light, helping
it to get more sun. They hold up flowers, fruit, leaves, and
branches so that the plant can reproduce or make food. Some
plant stems even have special protective functions to keep them safe
(such as bark, sap, thorns, and toxins). Acting like a delivery service,
the stems carry water and nutrients between the roots and the leaves. Let’s look a little bit closer to
understand the anatomy of plant stems.
All stems have sections that are smooth with no branches or leaves, called internodes. The places where
the stem juts out a bit so that a leaf or branch can grow is called a node. When a botanist studies a
new plant, one of the details they might add to their nature journal is the space or distance between
the nodes because this varies from species to species. This is one of the reasons a botanist might carry
a ruler or measuring tape with them. Inside a stem is vascular tissue, which is
kind of like the circulatory system of the plant. This tissue is made of something
called the xylem and phloem. The xylem brings water from the roots up to the
Internodes
branches and leaves while the phloem carries proteins, hormones, and nutrients
throughout the plant. This is similar to our veins and arteries which carry blood
that is oxygenated or not!

LEAVES

Branching out of the internodes of a stem there might be a branch or a leaf.
These can look very different depending on the type of plant you are looking at,
and they are useful in identifying the plant. You might not suspect that a plant’s
survival depends on these leaves, but they make food for the plant! The
green color in a leaf is from the pigment chlorophyll, which absorbs
light. The plant goes through a process called photosynthesis, which
is where it uses energy (from the light) to convert carbon dioxide and
water into food. This process releases water from the plant, so it is
important that the xylem brings more water from the roots. The food
is then transported through the phloem into all the other
parts of the plant to give it the energy it needs to
live. Without the roots, the plant would not have
the water it needs for photosynthesis. Without light, it would not have
the energy it needs. Without air, it would not have the carbon dioxide it needs.
Without the stem, the plant couldn’t transport the energy, food, and water it
needs. Do you see how every part of the plant works together to help it live?
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FLOWERS

Not every plant has flowers, but most
LOOKING FORWARD
plants have some way of producing seeds so
Have you ever dissected a flower before? If not, stay tuned
that they can make more of themselves (or
and start gathering your supplies. You might want to pick up
reproduce). While flowers are beautiful and
a flowering potted plant at the store so that you are ready
something
we love to put on the table or smell,
because this is one of the activities we’ll be doing in this unit!
even they have a much deeper purpose than
just beauty. Flowers are made to attract, but
they are more interested in attracting insects than
your nose. God designed certain insects and birds that are attracted to the bright colors of a plant’s flowers so
that they would come and drink the nectar that the flowers produce. In turn, the insects and birds collect pollen
on the plant and take it to the next flower where it all mixes together. This is called cross-pollination, and it
fertilizes the egg inside of the flower so that it can become a seed. A botanist in the field often brings a small knife
with them so that they can dissect the flower of a plant. This helps them determine more information about the
plant and learn more about the way it reproduces.

FRUIT

A crisp, juicy apple or a tart raspberry: these delicious parts
of a plant are ones we are well familiar with. But have you
ever wondered about the purpose of fruit? We know
how it benefits us, but how does it benefit the plant?
If you have an apple or orange laying around your
house, stop the lesson and go cut it open together.
What do you think we will find inside? Lay it
out on the table and observe what you see
inside. Seeds! These seeds are protected by
the fruit, but fruit has another purpose as
well! Can you imagine hoping to be eaten?
Imagine, a tasty, juicy peach glistening
in the heat of the summer sun as it ripens,
practically broadcasting to the animal
world: eat me! Birds flock to the branches,
spearing the fruit’s flesh with their sharp beaks.
As overripe fruit falls to the ground, larger
mammals eat it too. The tree is not concerned.
This isn’t just because it has no brain or thought process, but it’s
because it needs these animals to help it reproduce. The seeds
are not broken down by the animals that eat it, but instead the
animals wander off and leave the seeds somewhere else in their
feces (or poop). In fact, animals play an important role in helping
disperse the seeds so that more trees or plants can grow!
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SEEDS

While not all plants have seeds, most of them do. Seeds help a plant
reproduce. Because plants are so important, and because they do not live
forever, they have to replace themselves. Seeds come from flowers and fruit.
Some of them blow away to disperse (move somewhere else) like a dandelion
seed. Others simply fall to the ground or are spread by animals. Still others
are gathered by harvesters who package them into packets and sell them
at your local hardware store or plant nursery for you to plant in your
garden! Once a seed is planted in the ground, or covered with soil, it
knows that it is time to grow. Do you remember how we learned about
germination? A little root pushes through the seed, reaching down, down,
down, so that the seed can get food and water. Seeds are really cool parts of
plant anatomy and really important too! Without them, we wouldn’t have new
plants.

IMPRESS THE REST!
Not sure you can
remember what
germination is? The
word germinate comes
from the Latin word
germinationem, which
means “a sprouting
forth, or budding.”

In today’s lesson, we have learned about some of the different parts of a plant and the function of each one.
Many different parts all work together to form one plant and keep it alive. But did you know that in the same
breath that God formed the plants of the earth, He was thinking about how the many plants would provide life
for people, animals, and insects as well? He orchestrated not just the smaller systems that would work together,
but the bigger systems of our ecology (how organisms interact with each other and their environment). We
can eat the roots of many plants (turnips, anyone?), the leaves (spinach, your favorite), even the flower buds
(steamed broccoli, mmmm!), and let’s not forget the fruit! Insects or birds might drink the nectar, herbivores eat
the leaves or even the bark, and carnivores eat the
herbivores! Everything works together to provide life,
and life abundantly!
Students
It’s time to open up your student notebooks to
Watch Me Grow!
complete your assignments. (Teachers: reference
Today is an exciting day—planting day! Plant
Day at a Glance for answers and additional
your bean today using the supplies you gathered
resources.) Use the checklist to help you complete
yesterday. Dampen the paper towel, crumple it up,
all your tasks.
and stuff it in the cup. Push the seed only half way
down the cup on one side. It should be squished
Today’s Checklist
against the side of your cup so you can see it, with
Read your recitation together as a family.
the damp paper towel holding it in place. Pour in
Complete your copywork in your seatwork page.
just enough water to cover the bottom of the cup.
Work on your spelling words.
It will be absorbed by the paper towel as needed. You
Complete your student notebook pages.
can plant several beans in one cup. Put the cup in a
Pull some weeds! (If the ground isn’t frozen, try to
sunny location, and come back
pull some weeds from the ground and identify their
and check on it each day.
root structure.)
Vocabulary
Early Reader: taproot, germination
Early Elementary: germination, cross-pollination
Upper Elementary: cross-pollination, ecology
Middle School: ecology, photosynthesis
High School: photosynthesis, xyl
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Many Parts, One Plant

What’s Happening

PAGE 4: Social Studies

PAGE 1: Notebooking

Students will learn about John Chapman, otherwise known as
Johnny Appleseed. Younger students have a Read It section,
and older students will complete independent research.

Students will use prompts and targeted activities in their
notebooking pages to help them take notes and/or reflect on what
they are learning about in today’s lesson.

pAGE 5: Bible

PAGE 2: Science

Each person is created by God to have different gifts and
abilities. All students will look at 1 Corinthians 12 to learn about
the gifts of the Spirit, but older students will take it deeper
by also looking at Colossians 1:18, Romans 12:3–8, and
Ephesians 4:1–7.

Students will learn about the parts of a plant, using the
Teacher’s Guide as a reference if they need help. Older students
will also reflect on the functions of the xylem and phloem.

PAGE 3: Language Arts + Art
Students will continue working on their Botany Book.

• A NSWERS •

early reader + Early Elementary
page
1

Notebooking

page
2

Section 2
• sun: light
• soil: soil
• water drop: water
• wind: air
Section 3
Answers could include:
• roots (potatoes, carrots, onions, ginger
garlic) stems (asparagus, celery rhubarb,
broccoli, cauliflower)
• leaves (lettuce, spinach, kale)
• fruits (apples, bananas, cucumbers, peppers,
tomatoes, squash)

Science

Seeds contain the part
that make a new plant.
They usually have a
hard shell to protect
them, and they have
food to help the seeds
grow until it can reach
sunlight to make its
own.

Flowers or fruits
produce and protect
the seeds which
are then scattered
around to grow
new plants. (Not all
plants have flowers
and fruits. We’ll learn
more about that
later..)
The leaves absorb
sunlight to make
food for the
plant through a
process known as
photosynthesis.

The stem supports the
other parts of the plant
and transports water and
food to other areas.
Roots help the
plant stand
upright and
pull water and
nutrients from
the soil.
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MIDDLE + HIGH SCHOOL

early reader + Early Elementary
page
4

Social Studies

Early Elementary
true, true, false, true 1. John Chapman
2. Massachusetts
3. Orchard
4. Pot

page
1

Notebooking

page
2

Science

Upper Elementary
page
1

Notebooking

page
2

Science

page
4

Section 2
• light: convert energy into food
• soil: to anchor themselves and grow in
• air: convert carbon monoxide into food
• water: to make food and transport nutrients
and food through the plant
Section 3
Answers could include:
• roots: potatoes, carrots, onions, ginger,
garlic stems: asparagus, celery, rhubarb,
broccoli, cauliflower
• leaves: lettuce, spinach, kale
• fruits: apples, bananas, cucumbers, peppers,
tomatoes, squash

Section 2
Answers could include:
• roots: supports plant, absorbs water and minerals
from the soil, stores and sends food for the plant
• stems: supportive part that helps it to stand up; shoot
up toward the light helping it get more sun; hold up
flowers, fruit, leaves, and branches, so that the plant
can reproduce or make food; some have special
protective functions to keep it safe; carry water and
nutrients between the roots and the leaves
• leaves: make food for the plant through the process
of photosynthesis
• fruit: holds the seeds of the plant and is intended to
be eaten so the seeds will spread once digested
Section 3
chlorophyll: green pigment that absorbs the light
photosynthesis: process of taking energy (from the light)
to convert carbon dioxide and water into food
This process releases water from the plant, so it is
important that the xylem brings more water from the
roots. The food is then transported through the phloem
into all the other parts of the plant to give it energy to live.

(see diagram on previous page)

Social Studies
1. Johnny Appleseed’s real name was John
Chapman.
2. He planted apple seeds so that settlers moving
into the area could use the apples and continue
to plant their own.
3. He walked through Massachusetts,
Pennsylvania, Ohio, and beyond.
4. He wore a sack as a shirt, no shoes, and a pot
on his head.
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Middle School
root system: taproot
The xylem brings water from the roots up to the branches
and leaves while the phloem carries proteins, hormones,
and nutrients throughout the plant.
High School
The xylem brings water from the roots up to the branches
and leaves while the phloem carries proteins, hormones,
and nutrients throughout the plant.
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page
4

Social Studies
Middle school
1. Johnny Appleseed was born in Massachusetts around
1775.
2. People sometimes thought Johnny was crazy because he
walked long distances wearing a burlap sack as a shirt, no
shoes, and a pot on his head.
3. His mission was to bring seed to the territories, to help
settlers plant orchards for their use, and to teach plant
conservation and propagation. He traveled around the
Northwest Territories of the United States.
4. Johnny Appleseed left a legacy of apple trees across
America, and these seeds are still being harvested to this
day.

page
5

Bible
Fruit of the Spirit
1. Love
2. Joy
3. Peace
4. Patience
5. Kindness
6. Goodness
7. Faithfulness
8. Gentleness
9. Self-control

Optional: Apple seeds are ingested by animals and dispersed
in their feces.
High School:
1. Johnny Appleseed was born in Massachusetts around
1775.
2. His mission was to bring seed to the territories, to help
settlers plant orchards for their use, and to teach plant
conservation and propagation.
3. Johnny Appleseed helped settlers by giving them seedlings
for at least 50 trees, which the law viewed as a way to
claim land.
4. He preferred seeds over grafting methods to help the new
trees adapt to be “hardier” in the areas where they were
planted.
5. People sometimes thought Johnny was crazy because he
walked long distances wearing a burlap sack as a shirt, no
shoes, and a pot on his head.
6. Johnny Appleseed left a legacy of apple trees across
America, and these seeds are still being harvested to this
day.
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3

S TA B L E S T E M S
:

Father, help us to be rooted in you today. Make us
like trees planted by streams of water, whose leaves
do not droop or wither. Help us to bear the fruit of
the Spirit: love, joy, peace, patience, kindness, goodness,
faithfulness, gentleness, and self-control.

LET’S REVIEW!

How many things do you remember about stems? Let’s review!
• Not all plants have stems.
• A stem is a thick, supporting part of the plant that helps it stand up.
• Inside the stem is the xylem and phloem which carry water and nutrients through the plant.
• Branches have smooth sections called internodes.
• A node is the area on a branch where a branch or leaf grows.

There are two main types of stems: herbaceous and woody. Take a look at the images below to help you
understand how they are different.

Woody Stems

Herbaceous Stems

Examples
sunflowers
and
dandelions

Examples
trees and shrubs

Features
soft, flexible
stem that stays
green

Features
hard, protected
by bark

Life
Woody plants are
perennials (they
don’t die each year)
that grow taller and
wider each year.

Size
The largest and
tallest plants on
earth

Size
Because these plants
don’t live as long
and aren’t as strong,
they don’t get to be
nearly as big.

Life
Herbaceous plants often don’t have a long
life. Most commonly
they are biennials
(the top dies but
they grow again the
next year) or annuals
(meaning they only
live for one growing
season and don’t
grow back).

Now that you know the difference, name as many plants as you can think of that have woody stems and ones that
are herbaceous.
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WOODY STEM ANATOMY

Woody stems are a little bit different from herbaceous ones. Did you
know that we can actually see their growth? As you grow taller,
your bones grow with you, getting taller and thicker. As a tree
grows, its branches get longer too, and the trunk thickens.
With each passing year, trees in temperate, or mild
climates, add another ring or layer to their trunk. If you
were to chop a tree down and slice the trunk into circular
pieces, you could count the rings and discover the age of
the tree. You might also be able to tell what the climate
or environment was like for that tree. The wider the ring,
the healthier the tree was that year, with plenty of sunshine
and enough moisture. The xylem and phloem (the tubes that
carry nutrients and water) help to make those rings! These
tubes in a tree are separated by a layer called the cambium; it is
the part of the tree that makes cells (do you know what part of your
body makes new cells?). Xylem and phloem tubes eventually have to
be replaced, and the cambium makes even more; this makes the space
between the rings! Check it out! How old is this tree?

This tree is
19 years old.

Another special feature of woody plants is their bark, which is a tough outer layer that helps to protect the tree.
Remember how we learned about xylem and phloem: the vascular tissue inside a plant stem? Dead phloem
pushes outward, becoming part of the bark. Bark is very important to a tree. What do you think bark does?
Bark helps protect the stem from insects, animals, and the sun. However, bark isn’t just good for the tree, it also
provides food and a habitat for many creatures. Now that you understand how xylem and phloem play such an
important role, can you guess what tree sap is? Think about it: it’s sticky and is found where there is damage to
the bark. If you guessed phloem, you are correct! Next time you see sticky, tree sap, impress your friends by telling
them that it’s phloem is leaking! What about having some phloem on your pancakes—yum, maple syrup!

PLANTS THAT HAVE NO STEM

While stems are common features of plants that you
are probably pretty familiar with, they aren’t a part
of every single plant. Some plants cling to other
structures, like rocks and trees, rather than being
supported by a stem. These plants have no leaves,
no stem, and no roots, and are called bryophytes
(which comes from Greek and means “tree moss
plant”). Can you guess what plants fit into this
category? Moss and liverwort are the main attraction!
Because these plants don’t have roots that go deep into the
soil, they dry out very quickly. This is why they are found in
places that are very damp.
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STEMS WE EAT

Which stems do you think you can eat? Woody or herbaceous? While woody stems can be used for practical
purposes (such as a homemade toothbrush), and we can use portions of bark and sap for various purposes, we
really aren’t made to chew on bark or wood like a beaver or deer. However, there are herbaceous stems that we
do eat all the time! Take a look in your fridge and see how many from the list you can find.

Edible Stems Scavenger Hunt
Celery
Swiss chard
Rhubarb
Beets (did you know that the stems are edible?)
Broccoli
Asparagus

Cauliflower
Sugar cane
Lemongrass
Bamboo shoots
Green onions
Leeks

While stems are not the most common part of the plant that we use or eat, it is definitely possible, with the right
kind of plant. The more we know about plant identification and safety, the easier it is to know which parts of the
plant are safe. Remember, many plants can make us sick, so it is very important to always ask an adult before we
ingest anything we might find outside.

SPECIAL STEMS

Have you ever climbed a tall tree, or stood at its base
and followed its trunk up with your eyes to see blue
sky filtering through dense green branches at the
top? Isn’t it amazing how these sturdy stems support
towering trees? Sequoia National Park in California is
home to the biggest tree on earth. It isn’t the tallest,
but has been labeled the biggest when measured by
volume because of both the height combined with
the massive girth of its trunk. This tree, nicknamed
General Sherman, is thought to be over 2,000 years
old. This giant sequoia tree—that may have been
growing when Jesus walked the earth—has a very
impressive and unusual trunk. Standing at 275 feet
(83 m) tall, it has a 36 foot (11 m) diameter base,
which means if you walked up to the base of this
tree, it is almost as wide as a mid-sized school bus!
Giant Sequoia Trees
There are no branches on the lower half of this
tree and it’s reddish-brown bark is amazingly fireresistant—actually fires can even help these trees
by spreading their cones and causing them to immediately open
and spread their seeds. Giant sequoias grow tapered trunks with a rounded top, the
perfect shaped stem for supporting these majestic plants.
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If you want to see a fast growing stem in action, plant a
sunflower seed! Pushing their cheerful yellow flowers up to the
sky, sunflower stems can grow up to 16 feet (4.9 m) tall in just
three months. These soaring stems support the happy head of
the sunflower that can grow up to 12 inches (30 cm) in diameter,
attracting bees and birds. Sunflowers love direct sunlight and
long, hot summers. Strong winds can damage sunflower stems
so gardeners sometimes use bamboo stakes to support them.
Sunflowers are heliotropic. This means they turn their flowers to
face the sun as it moves across the sky each day. They are even
known to spend the night facing east—ready for the sun to come
out again in the morning. The stem works like a neck, turning
the head to follow the sun. Heliotropism happens mostly in the
early stages of plant growth, before the sunflower head is heavy
with seeds. What a unique function of the stem!

DID YOU KNOW?
The world record for the tallest
sunflower is 30 feet, 1 inch (9.17
m). How tall is that? For some
of you, that might be taller than
your house! The record is held by
Hans-Peter Schiffer of Germany.
This is actually his second world
record for highest sunflower; he
beat his previous record in
August of 2014.

Vines like wisteria, morning glory, jasmine, and black-eyed susan are other examples of stems hard at work.
These plants are called twining vines. They twist and turn their stems in spirals around a support like wood
stakes, branches, wires, twigs, leaves, or string. Their stems grow out, casting a wide arch until they find
something to hang onto or climb up. Vines tend to grow quickly and some varieties are hard to stop. If they aren’t
properly pruned, their rapid growth can cause some vines to take over
a garden, and you could find yourself with an unexpected jungle!
Unlike the rigid sunflower stem, the stems of most vines are limp and
more flexible, which allows them to twist and turn and grow around
other plants or even defy gravity growing up and around arches and
poles. Take a close look at these fascinating stems the next time you see
vines growing somewhere and trace the winding, twisting journey of their
super stems.

HOW STEMS CAN HELP US

We’ve learned so much about the stems that hold up most of our
plants! We’ve learned how they help to feed the plant like a delivery
system. We’ve learned to identify different types of stems and
what makes them different. Finally, we’ve learned about
different stems that we can eat. Let’s finish our lesson today
learning about the different uses of plant stems. While
herbaceous plant stems are primarily a source of food
in the animal kingdom, they can also be used to make
fibers such as jute, linen, or twine. The most useful type
of stems to people are woody stems. Bark was historically
used by Indigenous Peoples to build canoes, as a canvas
for painting, or to make baskets for cooking or gathering.
Tree sap has been used to make syrup and even help
manufacture rubber for tires or erasers. Healing essential oils
and medicines (such as quinine, which is used to treat malaria)
have been made from bark, as well as spices such as cinnamon.
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However, trees have so many more uses than just the bark on the outside! They provide support
and water to the leaves which recycle our carbon dioxide waste and turn it into
oxygen for us to breathe again. The wood of a tree is used to make paper,
logs for a fire, building materials for your log cabin or the 2x4’s
that frame your walls, cork, matches, toys, and so much
more! If just the stems of plants are so vital to life,
imagine what the rest of the plant can do!

Students
It’s time to open up your student notebooks to
complete your assignments. (Teachers: reference
Day at a Glance for answers and additional
resources.) Use the checklist to help you complete
all your tasks.
Today’s Checklist
Read your recitation together as a family.
Complete your copywork in your seatwork page.
Work on your spelling words.
Complete your student notebook pages.
Gather some different types of stems for your
Botany Book.

Watch Me Grow!

Check on your bean seed and add just enough water
to cover the bottom of the cup, if needed. If you
notice any changes, draw, write, or dictate them in
your Botany Book.

Vocabulary
Early Reader: climate, environment
Early Elementary: environment, temperate
Upper Elementary: temperate, biennial
Middle School: biennial, herbaceous
High School: herbaceous, bryophytes
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Stable Stems

What’s Happening
PAGE 1: Notebooking

Students will use prompts and targeted activities in their
notebooking pages to help them take notes and/or reflect on what
they are learning about in today’s lesson.

PAGE 2: Science
Students will learn about the parts of a plant, using the
Teacher’s Guide as a reference if they need help. Older students
will also reflect on the functions of the xylem and phloem.

PAGE 3: History + Social Studies
Students and families will read together about how Indigenous
Peoples used plants for medicine. They will look outside for
examples of natural objects that can be used for practical

purposes, and even create something from the materials that
are found or gathered!

PAGE 4: art
Students will use what they have learned to sketch or
watercolor a picture of a birch tree on a separate sheet of
paper or in their Botany Book. They are prompted to add
details to their picture and write in their journal.

pAGE 5: language arts
Students will write in their Botany Book today about stems.
Younger students will cut out pictures from the appendix, and
older students will go outside to find specific examples. All
students will sketch in their Botany Book and write about the
stems they found.

• A NSWERS•

early reader + Early Elementary
page
1

Notebooking

page
2

science

upper Elementary
page
1

Section 1
Vocabulary
climate: common weather conditions over a period of
time in one area
environment: the circumstances surrounding a specific
area that affect what is living there
temperate: a region wtih mild tempuratures
Section 2
herbaceous
Section 3
13 years
Section 4
Answers could include:
• herbaceous: food or fibers (twine, etc.)
• woody: paper, logs for a fire, building materials,
cork, matches, toys, etc.
• both: recycle carbon dioxide waste and turn it
into oxygen for breathing

1. woody: tree 2. herbaceous: flower
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Notebooking
Section 1
temperate: a region or area known for mild
temperature and climate
biennial: lasting for a time span of two years
Section 2
13 years; by counting the rings of phloem or xylem
compared to the rings of cambium
Section 3
Answers could include:
• giant sequoia: massive and old tree, no
branches on lower trunk, fire-resistant, forest fire
helps to spread seeds
• sunflowers: fast growing stem; heliotropic,
turning their flowers to face the sun as it moves
across the sky each day; tall flower
• twining vines (wisteria, morning glory, etc.):
called twining vines; twist and turn their stems
around a support like wood stakes, branches,
wires, twigs, leaves, or string; stems grow out in a
wide arch searching for something to grab; can
climb up and over things
Section 4
Answers could include:
herbaceous: food or fibers (twine, etc.)
woody: paper, logs for a fire, building materials, cork,
STABLE STEMS
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Notebooking, cont.

Upper Elementary

Section 4
Answers could include:
• herbaceous: food or fibers (twine, etc.)
• woody: paper, logs for a fire, building materials, cork,
matches, toys, etc.
• both: recycle carbon dioxide waste and turn it into
oxygen for breathing
• historic: bark was historically used by Indigenous
Peoples to build canoes, as a canvas for painting, or a
basket for cooking or gathering
• Additionally: tree sap has been used to make syrup
or even help manufacture rubber for tires or erasers;
healing essential oils and medicines (such as quinine
which is used to treat malaria) have been made from
the bark; spices such as cinnamon

matches, toys, etc.
both: recycle carbon dioxide waste and turn it into oxygen
for breathing

page science
2 1. flower 2. herbaceous 3. tree 4. woody
a) woody, tree, uses will vary
b) herbaceous, flower, uses will vary

MIDDLE + HIGH SCHOOL
page
1

Notebooking
Section 1
biennial: lasting for a time span of two years
herbaceous: defined by or relating to herbs; a soft and flexible stem
staying green
High School only
• feature: often don’t have a long life; most commonly they are
biennials (the top dies but they grow again the next year) or
annuals (meaning they die every year)
• bryophytes: small, stemless and flowerless plant
• feature: cling to other structures rather than being supported
by a stem; often found in damp places
• examples: Answers could include moss and liverwort
Section 2
By counting the rings of phloem or xylem compared to the rings of
cambium.
Section 3
Answers could include:
• giant sequoia: massive and old tree, no branches on lower
trunk, fire-resistant, forest fire helps to spread seeds
• sunflowers: fast growing stem; heliotropic, turning their
flowers to face the sun as it moves across the sky each day; tall
flower
• twining vines (wisteria, morning glory, etc.): called
twining vines; twist and turn their stems around a support like
wood stakes, branches, wires, twigs, leaves, or string; stems
grow out in a wide arch searching for something to grab; can
climb up and over things
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page
2

science
Middle School
Woody stems: have hard, rigid stems and are hardy
Herbaceous stems: have soft, vascular stems that die
each year.
1. Answers will vary.
2. Cambium is the part of the tree that makes cells.
3. A special feature of woody stems is the bark on the
outside.
4. The name of plants without stems are called
bryophytes; examples are moss and lichen.
High School
1. Perennials will come back each year, and annuals
will die and need to be replanted.
2. The name of plants without stems are called
bryophytes and examples are moss and lichen.
3. Heliotropism is the turning of the plant “head” on it’s
stem following sunlight so that it receives maximum
exposure for growth.

page art
4 The scientific name for the Birch tree is Betula

STABLE STEMS
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L U S C I O U S L E AV E S

:

LET’S REVIEW!

How many things do you remember about leaves?
• They grow from the nodes of woody stems.
• They make food for the plant.
• They are green because of a pigment called
chlorophyll.
• Chlorophyll absorbs light.

Thank you for the beauty you have made even in the
midst of purpose and function. May we be filled with
fresh awe and wonder for who you are as we study
your amazing creation that points back to you. Holy
Spirit, fill our home with your presence today.

Do you remember how we learned about photosynthesis? This
is the process by which plants make their own food. Our bodies
take energy from the food we eat and extract sugars and
nutrients to feed us, which works because we have a mouth to
put food into, teeth to chew it up, and a whole digestive system
that works to absorb what we need from our meal. Plants,
having no mouth or stomach, need to create their food instead.
Let’s take a look at a graphic to see how it works.

Photosynthesis
Energy

Chlorophyll

Photosynthesis cannot
happen without the
sun. This gives the plant
the energy it needs to
make food.

Chlorophyll is the pigment that makes the
leaves green, but it does so much more than
that! It absorbs the light so that the plant cells
can convert it to energy!

Oxygen

After the plant’s
special chemical
reaction (which,
remember, uses
energy from the sun), it still has six
leftover oxygen molecules which
it releases into the atmosphere for
animals and people to breathe!

Carbon Dioxide

Carbon dioxide (CO2 ) is all
around us in the air. In fact, you
breathe it out when you exhale
(because it is not good for your body).
CO2 enters the leaves through little
pores called stomata. The plant uses
this to do a bit of chemistry. Like
a scientist in a lab, it does its
very own chemical reaction!

Glucose

Remember that special
chemical formula that the
plant made with carbon
dioxide and water? C6H12O6 is a form of
glucose, or sugar, and it goes down the
phloem tubes to feed the rest of the plant.
Extra glucose is stored in the plant for later
(this is what makes starchy root vegetables
extra yummy, like carrots and potatoes!).

Water

The final photosynthesis “ingredient”
is water, which it gets from the xylem
tubes that carry it from the roots. The
leaves combine CO2 and H2O to
make C6H12O6 (which is glucose). It
releases what is left over into the air.
Can you guess what it is? Oxygen!
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LEAF ANATOMY

Have you ever truly observed the simple beauty of a leaf? Have you put it under a microscope or looked closely
with a magnifying glass? Maybe you have studied the jagged or smooth edges to see how they differ from leaf
to leaf. Hold your hand open and look at your palm. What similarities do you notice between your palm and the
leaf below? Like the seasons and life cycles all around us, God created patterns. He created some leaves to have
only one vein (like a pine needle) and others to have a whole spiderweb of them! The veins are made from xylem
and phloem cells. They help to take the food the leaf makes to the plant and bring water that traveled all the way
up from the roots! If you looked at a leaf under a microscope, you would see that leaves have tiny pores and even
layers, kind of like your skin! These layers have special plant cells in them with parts called chloroplasts inside.
Deep inside the teeny-tiny cells of a leaf is where photosynthesis takes place!

Blade

Stem
Base
Petiole
Auxillary bud

TYPES OF LEAVES

Leaf shapes and patterns help botanists describe and
Apex identify the many different leaves found around the world.
You can use the posters in the appendix to help you
Margin identify the leaf you see here. How many points do you
see? Is there a pattern? What do you notice about
the midribs and veins? Based on what you’ve
discovered, what type of leaf is pictured here?
Veins
Now, find the trifoliate/ternate on the Types
of Leaves poster. Tri- means “three,” so
Midrib it only makes sense that these leaves
have three sections, right? Can you find
the two leaves on the Shapes of Leaves
poster that are trifoliate/ternate? Do you
recognize any other types or shapes of
leaves? How many different shapes can you
organize into their proper types? These posters,
and others like them, give you the opportunity to
be more specific in the research and observation
you record in your Botany Book.

IDENTIFYING CONIFERS

Think back to the last time you took a walk in the woods or even
around your neighborhood. The most visible and common plant you
likely saw was a tree. We can study the leaves, bark, and cones or seeds to help us identify what
type of tree it is. Rather than having a broad shaped leaf like the one pictured above, coniferous
trees usually have round, pointed needles that are able to retain water. Instead of fruit or flowers, conifers
have hard, woody cones in order to reproduce. Pine cones are the most familiar term for them, but cones are
not limited to just pine trees. Classified as gymnosperms, conifers have uncovered seeds. This means that if
you break apart a cone, you would see all of its individual seeds. They are protected by woody scales that are
feathered around the delicate seed. This is different from other trees that have seeds hidden in fruits. Let’s look at
the chart on the next page to help us begin to recognize different types of conifers.
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Types of Conifers
Pine

needles in
clusters, or
fascicles, of 2,
3, or 5 that are
wrapped in a
paper-thin layer
at the base

Spruce

4-sided
needle, singular
attachment to
branch; cones
droop

Fir

Larch

flat needle,
singular
attachment to
branch; cones
stand up on
branch

needles
deciduous or
evergreen, in
tufts of 10 or
more

Cedar

short, scale-like,
flattened needles;
berry-like cones

DEFINITELY DECIDUOUS!

Close your eyes and picture a tree in the fall; then picture it in the winter,
spring, and summer. Can you see the changes? Chances are the tree
that you are imagining is a deciduous tree. One of the most beautiful
IMPRESS THE REST!
changes in nature is the way that soft, green leaves get crisp and turn to
golden hues. While fresh, green buds on a barren tree branch can fill us with
Deciduous comes from
hope and expectation of warmer days to come. Many of our landscapes (and
the Latin de and cadere,
even our seasons) are shaped and defined by deciduous trees. They have
which means “fall off.”
broad, flat leaves with branches that spread out as they grow and can
adapt to the climate in their region. In the spring, many deciduous trees
have blossoms that turn into fruit. Whether a tree sheds its leaves
seasonally depends on where the tree is located. In warmer climates, a tree might not lose its leaves as often or in
the same way as a tree in cooler climates; perhaps a climate with four different seasons, where the temperature
drops, and the air gets colder, causing the production of chlorophyll to slow down and eventually stop.
While you might be able to identify a tree as deciduous based on the size of the leaf, the specific type of tree
can be a bit harder to determine. Just as the types of cones, the bark, the size, and placement of the needles on
conifers give us clues to what species they are, we can look for clues to help us identify deciduous trees near us.
Take a look at the chart to help you identify some different types of deciduous trees.
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Types of Deciduous Trees
Maple

Ash

leaves are
smooth in
opposite pairs;
simple or
compound

leaves alternate;
pointed edges

Oak

Birch

leaves alternate,
simple; edges
lobed

leaves alternate,
simple; edges
toothed

Walnut

leaves alternate
in compound
groupings, which
is 3 or more
leaflets

LEAVES WE EAT

When you think of leaves, do you picture crunchy, crackly autumn leaves on a sidewalk? Leaves are so much
more than decorations on a tree. While they play a major role in making food for the plant—some of them are
actually food for us! How many of our salads are essentially a bowl of leaves? Spinach, lettuce, chard, and
peppery arugula are all leafy greens full of vitamins and nutrients. Spinach contains a lot of iron and is high
in fiber, and lettuce and arugula have vitamin C which help your immune system function. Kale is a vegetable
from the same family as broccoli and cauliflower and has often been called a “superfood” because of the many
vitamins and nutrients packed into each leafy bite. Cabbage belongs to this veggie family, as well. It comes in
many varieties and even different colors. Which of these leaves have you tried?
Basil, parsley, and mint are just a few of the many delicious herbs grown for the strong flavor packed into their
small leaves. Fresh basil leaves add a tangy punch to pizza and pasta dishes, or they can be blended with pine
nuts, cheese, garlic, and oil to make pesto—a sauce made of leaves! Mint leaves are often used in either hot
or cold drinks to make a soothing hot tea, or they’re muddled (crushed) for refreshing iced drinks on a hot day.
They also add a cool, fresh flavor to many cuisines around the world and are often found in Middle Eastern and
Mediterrean cooking.
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HOW LEAVES CAN HELP US

Besides helping plants make energy and adding flavor and vitamins to our food, can you think of other ways that
leaves help us? Leaves are used in medicine, help add oxygen to our air, and provide food for many critters and
creatures. Echinacea, feverfew, and gingko are some plants are some plants that have leaves which are used
for various medicinal purposes. Leafy green houseplants are more than just pretty decorations; they are very
practical air purifiers as their leaves absorb carbon dioxide in the air through stomata—tiny openings in a plant’s
outer layer—and release oxygen. (Do you remember what this process is called? Photosynthesis!) Many kinds of
creepy crawlies, like beetles and caterpillars, eat leaves for food; rabbits, deer, and voles (a small type of rodent)
eat leaves, as well.
When you think about it, plants feed insects, which feed animals, which can also feed us! Even if we don’t eat
many leaves ourselves, you might have eaten an animal that does. Leaves are another wonderful example of
God’s handiwork in creation. They have so many uses and purposes. From the tiny stomata, letting oxygen and
carbon dioxide in and out, to the way they taste in a crunchy salad, luscious leaves are intricately and beautifully
designed by our Creator for a purpose.

Students
It’s time to open up your student notebooks to
complete your assignments. (Teachers: reference
Day at a Glance for answers and additional
resources.) Use the checklist to help you complete
all your tasks.

Watch Me Grow!

Check on your bean seed and add just enough
water to cover the bottom of the cup, if needed.
Has your bean seed changed at all? Is it any bigger
or a different color? If you notice any changes,
draw, write, or dictate them in
your Botany Book.

Today’s Checklist
Read your recitation together as a family.
Complete your copywork in your seatwork page.
Work on your spelling words.
Complete your student notebook pages.
Gather some different types of leaves for your
Botany Book.
Vocabulary
Early Reader: absorb, extract
Early Elementary: extract, glucose
Upper Elementary: glucose, chloroplasts
Middle School: chloroplasts, stomata
High School: stomata, gymnosperm
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• DAY AT A G L A N C E•

4

Luscious Leaves

What’s Happening
PAGE 1: Notebooking

Students will use prompts and targeted activities in their
notebooking pages to help them take notes and/or reflect on what
they are learning about in today’s lesson.

PAGE 2: Science
Students will show what they learned about photosynthesis by
completing a labeling activity. Younger students will cut, paste,
or write the steps of photosynthesis. Older students will describe
the process with full sentences.

and older students will hunt for the leaves outside and
complete some activities.

PAGE 4: language arts
Students will write in their Botany Book about different kinds
of leaves. Younger students have an option to copy fun facts,
and older students will journal facts or descriptions as they so
choose.

pAGE 5: foods + language arts
Students will combine art and language to create a beautiful,
delicious salad while also reading and writing a recipe in a
recipe format.

PAGE 3: science
Students will practice classifying deciduous and coniferous
trees. Younger students will organize pictures into a graphic,

• A NSWERS•

early reader + Early Elementary
page
1

Notebooking

page
2

science

page
3

science

upper Elementary
page
1

Section 2
Reference the labeled picture in the TG; p. 47
Section 4
houseplant: purifies the air in the house
echinacea: provides medicine

photosynthesis needs: energy, chlorophyll, carbon dioxide,
water
photosynthesis produces: oxygen, glucose

Early Reader
deciduous: leafy cut outs
coniferous: needle cut outs
Early Elementary
deciduous: ash, oak, walnut
conifer: pine, cedar, fir
Answers could include: Deciduous trees lose their leaves for the
winter. Conifers have needles instead of leaves. The leaves on
a deciduous tree change colors.
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Notebooking
Section 2
Reference picture in the TG; p. 47
Section 3
Answers may include: Coniferous trees usually have
round, pointed needles that are able to retain water.
Deciduous trees usually have broad, flat leaves with
branches that spread out as they grow and can adapt
to the climate in their region (could also include: soft
green leaves that change color with the seasons, green
buds as the weather warms, some have blossoms that
turn into fruit.)
gymnosperms: having uncovered seeds
Section 4
Answers may include: spinach contains iron and
is high in fiber; lettuce and arugula have vitamin C
to help your immune system; kale is often called a
“superfood” because it contains many vitamins and
nutrients; basil, parsley, and mint are delicious herbs
providing strong flavor.
Houseplant: purifies the air in the house by removing
carbon monoxide and releasing oxygen
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Upper Elementary

notebooking, cont.

page science
2 1. photosynthesis needs: energy, chlorophyll, carbon dioxide,
water
2. photosynthesis produces: oxygen, glucose
3. Plants take in energy, carbon dioxide, and water to
produce oxygen and glucose.

page science
2 Middle School

page science
3 deciduous (answers may vary): ash, oak, walnut
conifer (answers may vary): pine, fir, cedar

MIDDLE + HIGH SCHOOL
page
1

Notebooking
Middle School:
Section 1
decid(ere): to fall off, down
Section 2
Reference labeled picture in TG; p. 47
Section 3
Answers may include: Coniferous trees usually have round, pointed
needles that are able to retain water. Deciduous trees usually have
broad, flat leaves with branches that spread out as they grow and
can adapt to the climate in their region. (May also include: soft
green leaves that change color with the seasons; green buds as the
weather warms; some have blossoms that turn into fruit.)
gymnosperms: having uncovered seeds
Section 4
Answers may include: spinach contains iron and is high in fiber;
lettuce and arugula have vitamin C to help your immune system;
kale is often called a “superfood” because it contains many vitamins
and nutrients; basil, parsley, and mint are delicious herbs providing
strong flavor.
High School
Section 1
de: Latin prefix for removal
cadere: to fall off
type of tree: A deciduous tree; a tree that loses its leaves
-ous: this suffix gives the idea or sense that something “possesses” or
is “full of” a certain property, tendency, or defining quality
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Section 4
Houseplants purify the air in the house by removing
carbon monoxide and releasing oxygen.
Echinacea, feverfew, and gingko have their leaves used
for various medicinal purposes.
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1. Plants take in energy, carbon dioxide, and water.
2. Plants produce oxygen and glucose.
3. Photosynthesis is the process by which plants make
their own food.
4. Cellular respiration is the process a plant uses to
break down food into usable energy.
5. Transpiration is the process of water vapor leaving
the plant through the stomata.
High School
1. Photosynthesis is the process by which plants make
their own food.
2. Plants take in energy, carbon dioxide, and water.
3. Plants produce oxygen and glucose.
4. formulas: oxygen: 02 ; water: H20;
5. glucose: C6H12O6; carbon dioxide C02;
photosynthesis formula:
6. 6CO2 + 6H2 O C6H12O6 + 6O2

page science
3 Middle School
1.

The easiest way to identify a tree is by looking at its
branches and leaves.
2. Two exceptions to deciduous trees that shed
their leaves annually are the American holly and
evergreen magnolia.
3. A simple leaf is one stem with a single leaf
attached.
4. A compound leaf is one that has multiple lobes or
points attached to a single stem.
5. Pine and larch trees exhibit branches with bunches
or clusters of needles.
High School
3. Scale-like leaves are found on cedar and juniper
trees.
LUSCIOUS LEAVES
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FLASHY FLOWERS

:

Father, thank you that beauty comes from you.
Help us to remember that outward beauty fades,
but inward beauty lasts forever. Help us to build up
treasure in heaven, rather than on earth, focusing on
who we are and the motivations of our hearts.

LET’S REVIEW WHAT WE KNOW ABOUT FLOWERS!
•
•
•
•

Flowers help a plant to reproduce.
They produce pollen and sometimes nectar.
Their bright colors attract birds and insects which help with crosspollination.
Cross pollination fertilizes the egg so that seeds can form.

A Light Exists in Spring
By Emily Dickinson

A light exists in Spring
Not present on the Year
At any other period—
When March is scarcely here
A Color stands abroad
On Solitary Fields
That Science cannot overtake
But Human Nature feels.

What do you love most about the spring? Often, spring is used as a symbol of hope and anticipation of better
things to come. If you live somewhere with evident seasons, spring is a welcome sight after a long, cold winter.
The first bud poking through the dismal brown landscape is a vibrant green that lifts your spirits as you think
about the warm, sunny days to come. Sunny days mean energy for our plants, which means lots of green and
bursts of color as they display their flowers for all to see. While flowers are beautiful to look at and (often but not
always) smell, they have a really important role to play in the life of a plant.
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TYPES OF FLOWERS

How many types of flowers do you think there are in the world? You might be surprised to know that there
are over 300,000 species of flowering plants that have been discovered! While a botanist might memorize
many of their different names, they have other tools and clues to help them identify and describe the different
flowers they find. Scientists can describe and classify flowers through things such as their shape, pattern, and
type of symmetry. Having a greater understanding of some of these terms can help us be more detailed in our
observations and also in our research! (Pull out the poster in the appendix and pass it around while you continue
reading.)
First of all, there are two main types of flowers: monocots and dicots. You can tell the difference between them
from a seed if you were to dissect it. Monocots have only one leaf inside (called cotyledon), while dicots have
two. As they grow and produce flowers, you can tell the differences in the flower pattern as well. Monocot plant
parts are usually in groups of three, and dicots are in groups of four or five. You can also identify which type of
plant you are looking at by its leaves. Monocot plants have parallel leaf veins while dicots have net-like veins.
Let’s take a look at the images and see if we can spot the differences!

Dicot

Monocot
Parallel lines
on the leaves

Petals in
groups of four
or five

Netted veins on
the leaves

Petals in groups
of three
Orchid

evening primrose

Once you know which type of flower you have, you can take a closer look at
the petal arrangement to tell you more information. Flower petals can
be regular or irregular. Regular (actinomorphic) flowers are like a pizza
cut into slices. Each slice is the same. Irregular (zygomorphic) plants are
bilaterally symmetrical, which means that if you cut them in half a certain way,
they are the same on each side. Can you find the difference on your poster?

IMPRESS THE REST!
Monocots and dicots have
Greek roots that can help
us know their meaning!
Mono- means “one” and dimeans “two” in Greek!

Finally, we can tell more information about a flower by how long it lives.
Some flowers only live for one growing season. Once they die, they don’t
come back (unless you plant another seed). These are called annuals,
which means “year” in Latin. Next we have biennials: bi- means “two.”
Can you guess what this means for the plant? The plant grows for two years!
The first year the plant grows, which stays alive all winter long and blooms
the second year. Finally, some plants are perennials (per- means “through” and we know annual means “year”).
These are plants that can live for more than one or two years. Have you ever planted a garden? Do you know
any plants that are annuals or biennials?
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ANATOMY OF A FLOWER

Like so many things God made, flowers have a very important purpose and many complex parts that help them
to achieve their purpose. The flower is the reproductive organ of a plant, and just like there are male and female
animals and people, there are male and female parts in flowers. The male organ is called the stamen, and the
female organ is called a pistil. Let’s take a look at the different parts of a flower. If you have a flower in your
house, see if you can dissect it as a family and find these parts for yourself! If you want, make a game out of it. Do
an anatomy scavenger hunt to see who can identify all these parts in the flower they dissect!
Stamen

Filament

Anther

Stigma
Style

Pistil: Stigma,
Style, + Ovary

Petals
Ovary
Ovule
Sepal

Pedicel

Stamen: The stamen consists of anthers and filaments. These are the parts that produce pollen that might get
stuck on your nose if you smell a flower too closely or make you sneeze if you have hay fever.
Pistil: The pistil contains the ovary, the style, and the stigma. This is where the eggs are made. When they are
fertilized, they turn into seeds!
Petal: The petals of a flower are colorful to attract pollinators. They have oils in them that give them a unique
fragrance and some even have nectar (which is sweet and secreted by glands at the base of the petal).
Sepal: Sepals are often green and are kind of like the frame of the flower. When you see a flower bud on a
branch, the sepal is the bud! When it opens up, it rests under the flower.
Pedicel: The pedicel is the stem of the flower, which may or may not be the stem of the plant depending on how
large the plant is.
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THE WORLD’S MOST INTERESTING FLOWERS

Sometimes things can become so normal and commonplace that our eyes kind of glaze over and we lose our
awe. Seeing flora and fauna that isn’t native to our region can help inspire us with awe and wonder again, as
we see the creativity of our amazing Creator. Flowers are masterfully designed. They are made with so much
beauty—things that are to be appreciated and noticed. Do you ever wonder why God made them so beautiful?
While it is true that their bright colors attract pollinators, many plants self-pollinate, meaning they don’t need
insects and birds to help them make seeds. And yet, some of these flowers are the most fragrant and beautiful
of all! Perhaps God splashed the earth with so much beauty and color and wonder just for us—a canvas of His
glory, dotted around for us to choose to see and appreciate. Take a look at some of the most wild and wonderful
flowers in the world.

Passion Flower

(Passiflora incarnata)
• found by Spanish settlers in
Central America
• symbolic of crucifixion
• ornamental
• edible fruits

Protea Pinwheel

(Leucospermum catherinae)
• South Africa’s national flower
• naturally occurs in the southern
hemisphere
• 1500 species
• known as sugarbushes because
of all the nectar it produces
• they can survive wildfires
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Lobster Claw

(Heliconia rostrata)
• tropical
• large evergreen perennial
• huge leathery, banana-like leaves
• showy flower clusters
• lots of nectar that attracts
hummingbirds
• found in Bolivia, Ecuador, Colombia,
and Peru

Bee Orchid

(Ophrys apifera)
•
•
•
•

petals shaped and colored like
a visiting bee
furry or hairy to touch
can grow like weeds
found in the woods of Great
Britain

Star Flower

Bird of Paradise

•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•

(Stapelia grandiflora)
found in South Africa
large, hairy flowers
cactus like plant
flowers look like starfish
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(Strelitzia)

found in South Africa
crane flower
looks like a bird
part of the banana family
tall erect stem
stiff petals of orange and
purple
FLASHY FLOWERS

FLOWERS WE EAT AND USE

ACTIVITY BREAK

The main type of flowers you eat are
most likely the buds of broccoli or
cauliflower that we discussed in Lesson
2, but there are others you might not
be as familiar with. Many flowers are
edible, but some can make us sick if we
eat too many of them. Many flowers are
incredibly poisonous so we should never
eat flowers without being absolutely
certain we know what they are! Some
flowers have medicinal properties and help us by giving us vitamins or antioxidants (like hibiscus flowers), while
others are used to help make medicine that we use today (like echinacea or foxglove).
If you think these are cool, check out some
pictures of the monkey face orchid! There are
over 25,000 species of orchids that have been
discovered, each one incredibly unique; like a
work of art!

•
•
•

•
•
•
•

Chamomile and lavender tea help with sleep and relaxation.
Dandelion flowers can be made into a mild tea, as well. (Although
tea made from the root is more popular and can even be used as a
substitute for coffee!)
Hibiscus flowers can be used for medicines and teas as a source of
vitamin C. It is full of antioxidants and helps fight infection.

Marigolds and calendula flowers can be used in salad as a garnish;
they have a citrus flavor.
Pansies have a minty wintergreen flavor.
Nasturtium flowers are peppery.
Have you ever tried honeysuckle nectar? It is deliciously sweet, though
the berries are poisonous. Honeysuckle nectar can be added to honeys
or cakes, and it can be used to garnish deserts, as well.

•
•
•
•
•
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Echinacea comes from the coneflower and is used to treat colds and
boost immunity.
Foxglove has been used for a medicine called digitalis, and it can be a
heart stimulant.
Periwinkle helps to provide medicine that is used to treat leukemia.
Dandelion oil that is pressed from the blossom helps arthritis and can
help chapped skin, as well.
Snowdrops and daffodils contain an ingredient that can help to
slow Alzheimer’s disease (this is why the symbol for Alzheimer’s is the
daffodil!)
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Did you know that flowers had so many uses? Isn’t it amazing that God created them not just as a tool, but with
beauty and medicinal benefits, as well? As we close our lesson today, think about all the flowers you know and
name them together. Look up some flowers in your area. What flowers have you planted in the past? Learn some
new local flower names so you can recognize them this year! Try to identify if they are monocots or dicots. What
is their symmetry pattern? What type of shape do they have? Do they need animal helpers to pollinate or do they
self-pollinate? Gather your information and put it together into your Botany Book or just look up pictures and
discuss it as a family!

Students
It’s time to open up your student notebooks to
complete your assignments. (Teachers: reference
Day at a Glance for answers and additional
resources.) Use the checklist to help you complete
all your tasks.
Today’s Checklist
Read your recitation together as a family.
Complete your copywork in your seatwork page.
Work on your spelling words.
Complete your student notebook pages.
Gather some different types of flowers or flower
petals for your Botany Book.

Watch Me Grow!

Check on your bean seed and add just enough
water to cover the bottom of the cup, if needed. You
may notice some big changes! Your seed should be
growing its root system! Draw, write, or dictate about
any changes you see in your
Botany Book.

Vocabulary
Early Reader: stamen, sepal
Early Elementary: sepal, pistil
Upper Elementary: pistil, pedicil
Middle School: monocot, dicot
High School: actinomorphic, zygomorphic
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Flashy Flowers

What’s Happening
PAGE 1: Notebooking

Students will use prompts and targeted activities in their
notebooking pages to help them take notes and/or reflect on what
they are learning about in today’s lesson.

PAGE 4: language arts
Students will work in their Botany Book again today. They will
use a fresh flower to dissect, sketch, and journal about.

pAGE 5: History + Science

PAGE 2: Science
Students will learn about symmetry in nature. Younger students
will do some labeling activities, and older students will research
specific examples.

Students and families will read together about Charles
Darwin. They will also read Genesis 2:7, Colossians 1:16–18,
and Genesis 1:12, 21, and 25 to compare his work to scripture.

PAGE 3: art
Students will create a flower press and use it to press flowers.
There is an adaptation if the activity is not doable.

• A NSWERS •

early reader + Early Elementary
page
1

Notebooking

page
2

science

page
5

History + Science

upper Elementary

Early Reader
Section 1
stamen: the parts of the flower that produce
pollen
sepal: the bud that opens to frame the flower
Section 2
Refer to the completed illustration in TG; p. 55
Early Elementary
Section 1
pistil: where the eggs are made, turning into
seeds; contains the ovary, style, and stigma
Early Reader
regular flower: the white daisy picture
irregular flower: the purple orchid picture
1. God formed man from the dust and breathed life into
him. Evolution teaches that humans evolved from
apes.
2. All things are created through and for the Son of God
(Jesus).
3. God created each plant and animal according to its
own kind. It does not change into something different.
It does not reproduce into something different.
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page
1

Notebooking

page
2

science

page
5

Section 1
• pistil: where the eggs are made, turning into
seeds; contains the ovary, style, and stigma
• pedicel: the stem of the flower, possibly also
the stem of the plant depending on the plant
size
Section 2
refer to complete illustration in TG; p. 55

1. radial symmetry: answers can include: starfish, pizza
2. bilateral symmetry: answers can include: butterfly,
ladybug

history + science
See Early Elementary answers
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MIDDLE + HIGH SCHOOL
page
1

page science
2 Middle School

Notebooking

•

Middle School
Section 1
monocot: plant seed with only one cotyledon inside
dicot: plant seed with two cotyledons inside

•

Section 2
Refer to completed illustration in TG; p. 55
• stamen: The stamen consists of anthers and filaments.
These are the parts that produce pollen that might get
stuck on your nose if you smell a flower too closely or make
you sneeze if you have hay fever.
• pistil: The pistil contains the ovary, the style, and the
stigma. This is where the eggs are made. When they are
fertilized, they turn into seeds!
• petal: The petals of a flower are colorful to attract
pollinators. They have oils in them that give them a unique
fragrance and some even have nectar (which is sweet and
secreted by glands at the base of the petal).

radial symmetry: when something can be
divided into identical parts with more than one
line; if you think of a starfish, it can be divided
into several sections that are the same.
bilateral symmetry: when something can be
divided into two identical parts; like a butterfly
can be divided down its body to have two
identical halves

High School
Section 1
• actinomorphic: regular, symmetrical shaped flower petals
(examples could include: lily and buttercup)
• zygomorphic: irregular shaped petals, but bilaterally
symmetrical if you cut the flower in a certain direction
(examples could include: orchid and sweet pea)
Section 2
• sepal: Sepals are often green and are kind of like the frame
of the flower. When you see a flower bud on a branch,
the sepal is the bud! When it opens up, it rests under the
flower.
• pedicel: The pedicel is the stem of the flower, which may or
may not be the stem of the plant depending on how large
the plant is.
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FA S C I N AT I N G F R U I T S

Help us to produce fruit in our lives by abiding in you,
Jesus. Teach us what that means today and help us to
understand your love for us even more, so that we can
abide and rest in it. Help us to obey your commands
out of our great love for you.

LET’S REVIEW WHAT WE KNOW ABOUT FRUIT!
•
•
•

Fruit can be food for humans and animals.
Fruit helps to protect the seeds of a plant so that it can reproduce.
What else do you know about fruit? What is your favorite fruit? What
types of fruit grow where you live?

Nothing illustrates the meaning of the word juicy quite like a fresh peach or nectarine. These fruits have so much
liquid in them that they hang heavily on the branches, just waiting for someone (or something) to take a bite.
Fruit has existed from the very beginning when God made the plants on the third day. After He made Adam and
Eve, He told them:
And God said, “Behold, I have given you every plant yielding seed that is
on the face of all the earth, and every tree with seed in its fruit. You
shall have them for food.”
Genesis 1:29
We know that God created some plants to produce fruit that would help them make more of their kind. But we
also know that He gave those plants to us for food—talk about dual purpose! Only God can think about all the
intricate details of how our world fits together to sustain the life that He gave.

TYPES OF FRUIT

While fruit might make you think of something juicy and sweet, there are many different kinds of fruit, and some
of them might surprise you! First of all, there are three main types of fruit: simple, aggregate, and multiple fruits.
Take a look at the classification chart in the appendix. Did you know there were so many different types of fruits?
Simple fruits can be divided into dry and fleshy. Examples of dry fruits are nuts,
legumes, peanuts, and grains. Fleshy fruit, on the other hand, is the fruit
you are likely more familiar with: the kind that might drip down your chin or
IMPRESS THE REST!
make a mess when you eat it (but so worth it, right?).
The Latin root for fruit is
fructus, which not only means
Classifying fruit requires us to learn more about the plant. What does the fruit
“produce,” but also “enjoyment
look like when we cut it open? Is it in sections like a pineapple or all one piece
or satisfaction.” It’s cool how
with a single pit? What kind of flower did it grow from? Did it have a single
the two meanings go together!
flower or multiple flowers? Is the fruit dry or wet? Asking good questions and
Do you feel enjoyment or
making good observations help make us better scientists! Knowing the right
vocabulary can help us research and find information easier. The more you
satisfaction (fructus) while biting
learn about the different types of flowers, fruits, and leaf patterns, the easier it
into a juicy apple (fructus)?
will be to identify a plant if you find it in the wild.
FASCINATING FRUITS
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FRUIT ANATOMY

Unlike a leaf or stem, fruit anatomy is different depending on the type of fruit. For example, citrus fruits have
a kind of dimpled peel which has an outer layer and an inner layer. The peel is often quite bitter and strong.
It helps to protect the fruit, and it is usually very good for you, with special vitamins and nutrients that aren’t
found in the fruit itself. Apples, and other pome fruits, have seeds that are surrounded by a kind of scaly exterior.
These help make up the parts of the core that we do not eat. The stem of an apple is called the pedicel; do you
remember that from yesterday’s lesson? The part on the other side of the apple is what is left of the flower. A
raspberry is an aggregate fruit that is divided into little sections called drupelets. Each drupelet contains a seed.
As we learn how to classify fruit, we can look deeper into each type of fruit to learn about the anatomy of each
one. It varies depending on how it forms.

ACTIVITY BREAK

Take a look at the posters in the appendix to learn more
about labeling fruit based on its kind. Look closely at the
blossom and what happens to each part of the flower as
it develops into a fruit that contains the seed(s). Then,
dissect some fruit in your house and see if you can guess
the different parts!

THE WORLD’S MOST FASCINATING FRUIT

While you might think you are a fruit expert, being well familiar with bananas, apples, plums, or berries, you
have probably tried only a portion of the variety of fruit that God made for us to eat! Can you think of any other
less common fruit? Many fruits are endemic to a particular region. This means that they are native to, or only
found, in a certain place in the world. They are made to thrive in that particular climate, with just the right
temperature, the right amount of moisture year round, and the right amount of sun or shade that the plant
needs. For example, bananas thrive in a tropical climate, while berries tend to be hardier and can grow in many
places around the world. Let’s discover some incredible fruit you may never have even heard of! As you look at
the pictures, see if you can tell what type of fruit it might be.

Noni Fruit (Indian Mulberry)

This unique multiple fruit is found in Southeast Asia. It is tart and kind of smelly,
said to be a bit like rotten cheese. If you eat it raw, it can numb your mouth,
kind of like an unripe pineapple. This unique fruit is part of the coffee family,
and it has an unfortunate nickname: vomit fruit. It is most often made into
juice or health supplements as it has numerous health benefits. Would you
try it?
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Miracle Fruit

This fruit is a red berry native to West Africa. It has a special chemical in it
that makes sour things taste sweet. The fruit itself is similar in texture to a fresh
cranberry and tastes kind of like a sour cherry. But if you hold it in your mouth for a
bit of time and eat a lemon, it will apparently taste like lemonade!

Kiwano Melon (Horned Melon)

This rather formidable looking fruit is grown in Africa. It has spiky orange skin
and grows on vines: kind of like cucumbers. The inside of this fruit looks almost
like jello with a bright-green gel surrounding tough seeds. It tastes kind of like a
cucumber, with a bit of a citrus-like flavor. Have you ever seen one at your local
supermarket?

Jackfruit

Something that you may have seen in your produce section of the grocery store is
jackfruit, which is an exotic multiple fruit that is the largest tree fruit in the world!
Grown in Southeast Asia, it can weigh up to 110 lbs (50 kg) and has a very meaty
flesh surrounding the seeds. Unripe jackfruit doesn’t have much of a flavor, but the
meatiness of it makes it a great addition to veggie burgers and even stir frys! Once it
ripens, it tastes a bit like a combination of an apple and a banana. Even the seeds are
edible, making it an incredibly useful plant that is full of health benefits. It is sold and
traded all around the world.

Durian

Jackfruit, with its kind of rough exterior, is not to be confused with durian, which you
also might find at your local grocery store. Durian, unlike jackfruit, is not necessarily
sweet, nor does it have a pleasant smell. It is said to be a combination of sweet,
savory, and creamy all at once: kind of like a rich cheesecake that tastes a bit like
onion and garlic mixed with custard. Its smell may be a deterrent for many people, but
apparently, the smellier, the better! Its nickname is the world’s smelliest fruit and it is
actually banned on some public transport! It is incredibly good for you, but it might be
more of an acquired taste.

ACTIVITY BREAK

Go to the grocery store as a family and find a fruit that we
talked about today or any fruit that is new to you. Look up
how to cut it, how to prepare it, how to eat it, and then try
something new! If you’d like, research where it is grown; try
to determine if it is a single, multiple, or aggregate fruit;
and learn anything else you can as you dissect your snack
together!
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POISONOUS FRUITS

While many different types of fruit are edible,
some berries, nuts, or fruit that you find outside
are incredibly poisonous. When we learn
about identifying trees and plants, it is
important to learn about both the things that
are safe or edible, as well as the things that
we want to stay away from (such as poison
ivy or rhubarb leaves, which are poisonous).
Let’s take a look at a few different types
of fruit that should come with a caution
sign!
Lychee is a popular fruit grown all around the
world in subtropical areas (though it is native to China). With
large pits and an almost see-through flesh, they are usually eaten fresh or in a salad. They taste sweet with a
hint of rose, but they can be a bit tart, as well. While you may think it is more like a jelly fruit, it is actually kind of
hard and crisp. While the ripe fruit can be delicious and is nothing to be feared, the unripened fruit contains a
dangerous toxin that can cause seizures and sickness.
The manchineel tree grows in mangroves in South Florida, the Caribbean, and Central and South America. This
deadly tree grows fruit that looks a lot like a small green apple, but every single part of the tree is toxic. The sap
of the tree can cause blistering, which means even touching the bark or leaves can have painful consequences.
Burning the wood from the tree can cause blindness and difficulty breathing as it greatly affects your lungs and
your eyes. Finally, the fruit of the tree, though it tastes sweet and delicious, can cause internal bleeding, blistering
in the mouth, and difficulty breathing and swallowing. While there are no documented cases of deaths linked to
this tree, death is a possibility and many trees have danger signs to deter unsuspecting visitors from injury.

DID YOU KNOW?

DIG DEEPER

We have learned so much about fruit today!
Maybe you learned some new types of fruit that
Did you know that even parking your car
you didn’t know before or some new information
near this tree can cause damage to your
about how to identify and classify them. Let’s
paint if the sap drips on it? Look up
close our lesson today with a list of some of
pictures of this toxic tree
the things you eat that you might think are
and find some ways you
vegetables, but are actually fruits. Remember,
could identify it.
a fruit is something that contains seeds and is
formed from a flower. In botany, many things
are classified based on how they grow, as
compared to how we classify them on grocery store shelves. In fact, there have been tense disagreements about
what constitutes a fruit or a vegetable. In 1893, there was a US Supreme Court ruling in which tomatoes were
classified as vegetables in import and trade, even though in botany they are technically fruits. Supposedly, this
ruling is based on the fact that people don’t eat tomatoes like other fruits. Because imported fruits were not
taxed, but imported vegetables had a 10-percent tax, the people importing tomatoes did not want to pay the
tax!
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1. tomatoes
2. tomatillos
3. sweet peppers
4. eggplants
5. winter squashes
(like butternut)
6. summer squashes
(like zucchini)

7. cucumbers
8. bitter gourds
9. chayote
10. green beans
11. peas
12. avocados
13. sweet corn
14. okra
15. olives

Students
It’s time to open up your student notebooks to
complete your assignments. (Teachers: reference
Day at a Glance for answers and additional
resources.) Use the checklist to help you complete
all your tasks.

Watch Me Grow!

Today’s Checklist
Read your recitation together as a family.
Complete your copywork in your seatwork page.
Work on your spelling words.
Complete your student notebook pages.
Gather some different types of magazine 		
clippings about bananas for your Botany Book.

Check on your bean seed and add just enough
water to cover the bottom of the cup, if needed.
Have you had any more roots develop? Have they
grown in length? If you want, make a mark on
the cup where the roots end. When you come back
tomorrow, you can measure how
much the roots grew in just
one day!
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Vocabulary
Early Reader: fruit, classify
Early Elementary: classify, endemic
Upper Elementary: endemic, formidable
Middle School: formidable, aggregate
High School: aggregate, exotic
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What’s Happening
PAGE 1: Notebooking

Students will use prompts and targeted activities in their
notebooking pages to help them take notes and/or reflect on what
they are learning about in today’s lesson.

PAGE 2: Science
Students will learn more about bananas. Younger students will
study and read a graphic organizer about the fruit, and older
students will fill in blanks or do additional research.

They will do some research and even take note of exotic fruits
at the grocery store next time they’re there.

PAGE 4: language arts
Students will draw, paint, or cut and paste a picture of
a banana into their Botany Book today, and then write
observations or facts about the image they chose.

pAGE 5: bible
Just like a branch must stay connected to the vine to bear fruit,
so must we stay connected to Jesus to bear fruit. Students and
families will read and discuss scriptures, such as John 15:10
and Galatians 5:22–23.

PAGE 3: Social Studies
Students will read about fruits grown in tropical climates and
then exported to or imported from certain areas of the world.

• A NSWERS•

early reader + Early Elementary
page
1

upper Elementary

Notebooking

page Notebooking
1 Section 2

Section 2
Africa: miracle fruit + kiwano melon
Southeast Asia: noni fruit + jackfruit

simple, aggregate, multiple
Section 3

Section 3
Answers could include: tomatoes, tomatillos,
sweet peppers, eggplants, winter squashes (like
butternut), summer squashes (like zucchini),
cucumbers, bitter gourds, chayote, green beans,
peas, avocados, sweet corn, okra, olives
Early Elementary
Section 1
2. fructus: produce; enjoyment

Section 4
Answers could include: tomatoes, tomatillos,
sweet peppers, eggplants, winter squashes (like
butternut), summer squashes (like zucchini),
cucumbers, bitter gourds, chayote, green beans,
peas, avocados, sweet corn, okra, olives

page Bible
5 1. by obeying His commandments

page science
2 1. leaves 2. herbs 3. potassium 4. 12 feet (3.66 m)

5. tropical 6. banan 7. bulbs 8. 1876 9. Hand, fingers

page
5
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1. by obeying His commandments
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MIDDLE + HIGH SCHOOL
page
1

page science
2 Middle School:

Notebooking
Section 2
simple, aggregate, multiple
(examples for each classification will vary: see Fruit
Classification Poster in the appendix)
Section 3
details may vary, but fruit should include three of the following:
miracle fruit & kiwano melon (Africa), noni fruit & jackfruit
(Southeast Asia), durian
Section 4
Answers could include: tomatoes, tomatillos, sweet peppers,
eggplants, winter squashes (like butternut), summer squashes
(like zucchini), cucumbers, bitter gourds, chayote, green
beans, peas, avocados, sweet corn, okra, olives
High School:
Section 3
poisonous fruits: unripened lychee & manchineel tree fruit
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Answers may vary but could include:
banana seeds: Banana seeds are used for planting
new plants, and oil is extracted from them. Bananas
that are grown for human consumption are
cultivated to be seedless.
banana leaves: Banana leaves are used for cooking,
for serving food, and for decorating.
how bananas grow: Bananas grow from a rhizome,
which is an underground stem. A false “trunk” grows
up to a height of 20 feet (6 m) and produces a
bunch of bananas that can have up to 150 fingers.
Each trunk only produces one bunch of fruit, and
then is cut down to the ground. A new trunk grows
up from the rhizome and produces a new bunch of
bananas.
High School:
where bananas grow: These fruits grow in hot,
tropical locations. They originated in Southeast Asia,
but they are now grown around the world, including
Africa, South and Central America, and many places
in Asia.
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FUN FACTS

•

•

• Did you know that
some trees spread through
their root systems rather than
through spreading seeds? Some
species like poplar and aspen are known for
this trait.
In Utah’s Fishlake National Forest, there is a
system of 47,000 quaking aspen trees that
is called Pando. The trees in this system are
believed to all stem from a single root system;
it’s name is Latin for “I spread.” This group
of trees is in danger of dying because it’s not
regenerating as it should because deer and
cattle are eating the saplings.
The deepest root known in the world is a
species of fig (ficus) from South Africa. These
roots can be up to 400 feet (122 m) long.
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Help us to learn what it means to be deeply rooted
in you, Jesus. Give us deep roots that help us grow
strong as we learn from your Holy Spirit and
follow your teaching. Thank you that we can learn
from the amazing way you have designed your plants.

If you’ve ever planted a seed in the ground, probably
the first thing you noticed as it sprouted was the little
green shoot poking through the soil. But before that
plant reached toward the sun, stretching out its leaves
to make its food, a root was actually burrowing down
to anchor it. Most roots grow underground, though for
some plants, they are found in water or even growing
into other plants. Roots often go unnoticed by the casual
observer, but they are extremely important to plants. In
fact, without roots, plant growth wouldn’t be possible!
Seeds that are planted in moist, warm soil often only
take a matter of days or weeks to develop strong root
systems, while plants that grow in dry or harsh climates
can take much longer to develop strong
roots.
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Roots are so
important to a plant
that without them, the
plant could not survive. They
cannot be in soil that is too wet or
they might rot or get moldy. Soil that is too dry might
cause them to shrivel up. Soil that is depleted of nutrients
and minerals can’t sustain them. God created not only a
world full of plants, but just the right environments (with the
proper climates) for them to grow in, all on their own, without
needing us to cultivate or help them grow! In Lesson 2, we
learned some of the main purposes of roots and why they are so
important. Take a look at the root poster in the appendix to see the
different parts of a root as we dive deeper into our lesson today.

THE PURPOSE AND FUNCTIONS OF ROOTS

Perhaps the most well-known function of plant roots is that they absorb
water for the plant. If you have ever taken care of a plant before, you are
probably familiar with the idea of keeping the soil damp so that the plant
doesn’t wilt. But did you know that roots absorb other things, as well? Soil
contains important minerals such as nitrogen, phosphorus, and potassium,
which plants need to live. The roots stretch down, absorbing these minerals—
kind of like taking a morning vitamin! If the soil is depleted of these nutrients,
plants will not be healthy and may not survive or keep growing. We also learned
that the root system is responsible for stabilizing the plant. Like the foundation of
a house, a strong root system makes for a strong plant. Finally, roots store food. In
some plants, sugar that is made by the leaves is sent to the roots of the plant and
stored as starch. God made our bodies in a similar way, storing food as fat that
can be accessed later if we need it. If a day is cloudy and the plant can’t make
much food through photosynthesis, it can convert the starch in its roots
back to sugar to tide it over.
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EXTENSION ACTIVITY
The apostle Paul talks about being “rooted in love” in
Ephesians 3:16–19. This scripture uses the beautiful picture of
a strong root to help us learn how to build a strong life of faith.
Who strengthens us according to this verse? How is being
strengthened linked to having strong roots?

Finally, roots are also very attractive. Ok, maybe not to us, but to the tiny, little microbes that live in the soil (like
bacteria or fungi). Roots and microbes are symbiotic: they both help each other. Some roots produce a sugar
paste that attracts these helpful microbes. The microbes in turn help the plant absorb the minerals it needs.
While fungi can be very beneficial to plants, not all fungi are created the same. Some fungi that are common in
really wet soils actually cause something called root rot. Root rot spreads through the soil as the fungi multiplies,
causing it to spread from plant to plant. These organisms cause the plant to stop growing the way it is designed
to, causing the plant to have stunted growth. Fusarium wilt is the name for the condition these pesky fungi cause
in plants such as tomatoes, potatoes, eggplant, and peppers. To rid your plants of these diseases, you must
remove the rotting portion of the plant, as well as the soil around the root. This can be a frustrating process for a
gardener. In this case, the best medicine is prevention, so if you plant a garden, make sure the soil drains well and
don’t overwater your plants!

TREE ROOTS

Have you ever walked through the forest
and tripped on a root? Tree roots are
fascinating things. Most of a tree’s roots
develop in the top 18–24 inches (46–61
cm) of the soil, allowing the tree to receive
the proper amount of water, oxygen, and
nutrients. That means that a massive tree’s
foundation is relatively shallow. The root
system for a tree can spread two-to-three
times wider than the width of its branches
above the earth. When you trip on a
tree root in the forest, it is because tree
roots grow so close to the surface of the
soil that sometimes they poke through.
Because tree roots grow and spread
Damage from tree roots
so far out, they can cause issues in
urban areas when they’re planted near
homes. Tree roots can be strong and stubborn. They’ve
been known to grow into pipes and sewers, and lift pavement and sidewalks. They can even damage the
foundation of a home! When tree roots cause damage in communities, sometimes it is possible to remove the
roots and repair the damages to infrastructure without damaging the tree, but other times the tree must be cut
down to prevent further damage.
RUSTIC ROOTS
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RANDOM ROOTS

Have you ever seen a root that has grown from an unexpected place? Sometimes a stem or a leaf produces a
root called an adventitious root. On some plants, it is part of its design, while others might do this as a response
to stress to help the plant live. Although you may have never heard this name before, you have likely seen or even
eaten this type of root. Rhizomes, tubers, and corms are examples of adventitious roots. Let’s take a closer look
to see how they work!

Aerial roots

These look like tiny tree trunks, but they’re actually aerial roots! They grow
above ground, down from the branches.

Banyan tree with aerial roots

Rhizomes

Have you ever seen ginger in the grocery store? This strange looking
root is called a rhizome. Rhizomes are underground plant stems that
produce both roots and shoots underground. These roots are known
for storing starches and proteins. Ginger isn’t the only rhizome we
eat! Turmeric is another delicious and healthy rhizome. Irises, water
lilies, ferns, and lotus flowers are all reproduced this way.

Ginger

Corms

If you live somewhere where there is snow in the winter, you may
have had the privilege of seeing a crocus pop its cheerful head
above the last of the snow when spring has finally arrived. These
welcome blossoms signal an end to the bitterly cold winter in many
places. A corm is a type of root that is made from an underground
stem that stores food for the plant. Gladiolus and taro are other
plants that grow from corms.

Taro corm

Tubers

Many people look forward to a holiday dinner with mashed potatoes or candied
yams each year. These delicious side dishes are made from tubers, and they are
common staple foods in many places around the world. Tubers are a very thick
part of an underground stem. They are used to help store starch for the plant.
This is why potatoes are known as a starch, and it is also why they make potato
water cloudy.

Sweet potatoes
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Bulbs

Onions and garlic are both grown from bulbs, a type of adventitious root. Lilies,
leeks, tulips, and hyacinths are all plants that grow from a bulb—a stem that
is in the resting stage of some seed plants. Bulbs are large and shaped like a
globe. To plant it, you place it so that the flat part is in the ground and
the pointy part is up toward the sky. Cover it with dirt and water, then
watch these remarkable plants grow!

ROOTS WE EAT

Do you like to eat roots? That might seem like a strange question.
After all, who wants to pull out a weed and eat the dirty root they find? If
you’ve never grown a garden, maybe you’ve never thought about how many
roots are commonly eaten. You might also be surprised to learn that many
of these root vegetables can be stored for months after they are
harvested—under the right conditions—without going bad. Cool
temperatures coupled with high humidity will preserve these
vegetables for a long time. People who live in cool climates
often have cold rooms in their basements or garages where
they can store these vegetables. Some people have even built
a special place, called a root cellar to effectively store these
veggies through the winter. If the storage space is too warm,
they will either rot or sprout, so a cool, consistent temperature is
important.
Some of these “root vegetables” we eat are adventitious roots, like
potatoes, yams, garlic, and onions. But there are also other roots that
Hyacinth
we can grow in a garden to eat! Turnips, parsnips, and beets are most
often served as hot side dishes. They might be boiled, roasted, mashed, or
perhaps added to soup. Carrots are deliciously sweet and can be served raw or cooked, in salads, with mixed
vegetables, or in soups. Radishes are most often served cold, in salads, or with a vegetable dip. These slightly
spicy, usually red roots are a unique and surprising addition to a garden salad. Some people even eat less
common roots like dandelions or cattails. Roots tend to have a high starch content, making them ideal sources of
energy. It is important to know that too much starch or sugar can cause your blood sugar to get high, so eating
these vegetables in moderation is key.
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OPTIONAL HANDS-ON ACTIVITY
Some plants are able to reproduce themselves without planting a new seed. This is called
vegetative propagation. Try this activity to watch it in action! This activity works best with is a
spider plant, a wandering Jew, a chain of hearts, or a fiddle leaf fig. If you don’t know anyone with these
types of plants, you can ask at your local plant nursery. They will be able to help you find them.
• Find a root node (a root node looks like a little knob on the stem of the plant), and cut your plant just below
with scissors or a sharp knife.
• Place your cutting in clean glass with water. Make sure the water covers your root node.
• Place in a sunny spot.
• Change out your water every three-to-five days.
• Watch and wait.
• Transfer to soil when your roots are 3–5 inches (7.62–12.7 cm) long.
Adaptation: Another option is to use an avocado pit. You puncture an avocado pit with toothpicks and
suspend it in water over a glass and watch roots develop.

Students
It’s time to open up your student notebooks to
complete your assignments. (Teachers: reference
Day at a Glance for answers and additional
resources.) Use the checklist to help you complete
all your tasks.

Watch Me Grow!

Check on your bean seed and document any
changes in your Botany Book. How much did
your bean roots grow in one day? You could also
try growing green onions from scraps! After
cutting off the green part of a green onion,
place the bulb end in a cup with just enough
water to cover it. In a few days you’ll see a new
green shoot growing. After it grows several
inches you can cut off this green shoot and eat
it and a new one will regrow again from the bulb!
To keep your onions healthy,
change out the water about
every four days.
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Today’s Checklist
Read your recitation together as a family.
Complete your copywork in your seatwork page.
Work on your spelling words.
Complete your student notebook pages.
Gather some different types of roots (either
outside or from your fridge) for your Botany Book.
Vocabulary
Early Reader: convert, stabilizing
Early Elementary: stabilizing, cultivate
Upper Elementary: cultivate, symbiotic
Middle School: symbiotic, adventitious
High School: adventitious, rhizomes
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What’s Happening

PAGE 4: science

PAGE 1: Notebooking

Students will use prompts and targeted activities in their
notebooking pages to help them take notes and/or reflect on what
they are learning about in today’s lesson.

Students will begin a science experiment with celery, water,
and food coloring to watch how roots pull water upward.
Older students will choose and/or create their own experiment
and follow the scientific method.

PAGE 2: Social studies

pAGE 5: home economics

Students and families will read together about the Irish Potato
Famine, and then answer questions to show what they learned.

Families will enjoy time together by cooking in the kitchen!
Younger students will learn how to make mashed potatoes,
and older students will make more advanced dishes.

PAGE 3: language arts
Students will do some nature journaling in their Botany Book
today. They will choose a type of root to sketch and document
observations about it.

• A NSWERS•

early reader + Early Elementary
page
1

upper Elementary

Notebooking

page
1

Section 1
convert: to make something change its form
stabilizing: causing something to not turn or fail
cultivate: to help something grow
Section 2
Answers could include: absorb water; absorb
minerals such as nitrogen, phosphorus, and
potassium; stabilize the plant; store food
Section 3
• aerial root: banyan tree
• rhizome: ginger
• tuber: sweet potato
• corm: crocus
Early Elementary:
Section 4
Answers could include: potato, onion, garlic, yam,
turnip, parsnip, carrot, beet, radish

page social studies
2 Early Reader:

Notebooking
Section 1
cultivate: to help something grow
symbiotic: they help each other
Section 2
Answers could include: absorb water; absorb
minerals such as nitrogen, phosphorus, and
potassium; stabilize the plant; store food
Section 3
• aerial root: banyan tree (examples could
include: mangrove and orchid)
• rhizome: ginger (examples could include:
turmeric, water lilies, or ferns)
• tuber: sweet potato (examples could include:
potato, yams, or turnips)
• bulb: crocus (examples could include: onion
or garlic)
Section 4
Answers could include: potato, onion, garlic, yam,
turnip, parsnip, carrot, beet, radish

1. c 2. a 3. c
Early Elementary:
1. Great Hunger, Ireland 2. fungus 3. 7 4. hunger
memorials
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upper Elementary

High School
Section 1
• adventitious: a stem or a leaf producing a root that
seems unexpected or random (examples could
include: tubers, bulbs, aerial roots, etc.)
• rhizome: an adventitious root that is an
underground stem that produces roots and shoots
(examples could include: ginger, turmeric, water
lilies, ferns, irises, or lotus)

page social studies
2 Answers could include:

1. A fungus spread through Ireland and
damaged most of the potato crops. Many
people starved or had to move away to
escape the famine.
2. Potatoes were an important source of
nutrition, especially among the poor. They
were easy to grow and easy to store for long
periods of time.

MIDDLE + HIGH SCHOOL
page
1

Notebooking
Middle School
Section 1
symbiotic: they help each other
adventitious: a stem or a leaf producing a root that seems
unexpected or random
Section 2
Answers could include: absorb water; absorb minerals such as
nitrogen, phosphorus, and potassium; stabilize the plant; store
food
Section 3
Answers may vary, but could include: both help each other;
some roots produce a sugar paste that attracts these helpful
microbes; microbes in turn help the plant to absorb minerals
Section 4
• aerial root: banyan tree, mangrove, or orchid
• rhizome: ginger, turmeric, water lilies, or ferns
• tuber: sweet potato or turnips
• bulb: crocus, onion, or garlic
• corm: gladiolus or taro
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SUPER SEEDS

Thank you Jesus that you made all seeds unique and
special--just like you have created each of us full of
diversity and potential. As we learn about the seeds
you designed in the plant world, plant seeds in our
heart that will grow into deeply rooted truths of
who you are.

LET’S REVIEW!
•
•
•
•

Plants have many different parts: the root, the stem, the leaves, the
flowers, and the fruit.
Most plants begin with a small, hard seed.
Germination is when a seed begins to grow.
Do you remember what happens if you plant a seed upside down?

Close your eyes for just a minute and let’s play a game called “What do you see?” When you hear the word
seed, what picture comes to mind? Do you see sesame seeds or bird seeds? Do you picture a seed that is just
germinating; a tiny shoot pushing out to the top of the soil? There are many different kinds of seeds which can
be sorted and classified by shape and size or by the way that they grow. Just like people, seeds come in all shapes
and sizes. They can be bean-shaped (also called reniform), square, rectangular, triangular, round, or oval. Most
plant life (but not all) reproduces from seeds. Let’s take a look at the two main types of plants that grow this way.

GYMNOSPERMS

If you’ve ever walked through a forest of spruce, pine, or other coniferous trees, you’ve likely seen what many
people refer to as “pine cones” on the forest floor. These cones are not only produced by pine trees, but also by
other plants in the group called gymnosperms. These are plants whose seeds are not protected by an ovary or
fruit; instead, they build their own protection—sometimes in plates of armor like cones. Conifer trees have cones
that look unique and different between species, and we can use them to help with identification—just like we use
a flower or the leaves of a tree.
Have you ever collected pine cones or cracked one open? While some
cones are softer than others, you might have noticed that many are pretty
strong and scaly! They are covered in a resin. While forest fires can cause
lots of damage to trees and plants, they play a large role in these seeds
being released from the cone to germinate. After a forest fire, it is
common to see little conifers popping up all over the blackened
landscape. Why? God created some cones—and the seeds
inside them—to survive fires so that our beautiful forests could
regenerate! Some cones, when exposed to extreme heat, open
up to release their seeds which are scattered across the ground
to germinate and take root. Other cones open to release
their seeds when the weather is hot and dry. Those seeds fall
to the forest floor or are carried along by winds or animals to
germinate and start new trees farther away.
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IMPRESS THE REST!
Gymnosperm is Greek and
means “naked seed.” This
makes sense because the seeds
are not enclosed, but instead
are exposed on structures like
cones. The opposite of this is an
angiosperm, which comes from
the Greek meaning “casing”
(angeio) and “seed” (sperma).
This is the type of seed you
typically picture: small, round,
and enclosed.
SUPER SEEDS

ACTIVITY BREAK

Look up pictures of different types of cones in a book or on the internet. If you
live near a forest, you could go on a hike with the goal of collecting as many
different kinds of cones as you can! If you find any closed pine cones, place
them on a baking tray and heat them in an oven at 230º F (110º C). See
what happens! (Note to the teacher: they will open up. Resin cones will pop open
to release their seeds. Soft cones will dry and “relax,” allowing the seeds to fall out.)
Watch them carefully, and when you see the cones opening, try eating a few
of the seeds. What do you think?

ANGIOSPERMS

Spring is a favorite time of year for many people. The warm sun melting away the dreariness of winter makes
most people’s spirits soar. Spring also brings a burst of color to the world. Tulips stretch their green necks above
the barely-thawed ground in northern places, while further south, row upon row of fruit trees bloom in their
orchards. The sweet fragrance of countless flowers fill the spring air as plants burst into bloom at their appointed
time.
Most of the plants you see in the
world around you are called
angiosperms. An angiosperm
is a plant thats seeds develop
in the ovary of a flower.
Flower seeds are held in a
seed pod that is only visible
once the flower has died.
Bees and other pollinators
help to move pollen from flower
to flower, allowing the seeds to
develop. Once a fruit tree flowers
and is pollinated, its seeds are
encased in a fruit that are exposed
once the fruit has matured and dropped.
Many fruits are delicious and safe to eat;
others are not. Some fruit seeds are NOT safe to eat,
such as apple seeds and the stones of plums, pears, or peaches.
Isn’t this crazy? God’s imagination is totally awesome!

A poppy and it’s seed pod
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ANATOMY OF A SEED

Seeds are complex creations. Though they look small and unassuming, they
are full of genetic information that is perfectly protected and designed to
work just the way God intended. Take a look at the poster in the appendix
and pass it around while we read about the different seed parts and what
they do for the plant.

DID YOU KNOW?

Did you know seeds have
a belly
button? Just like your belly
button
is a reminder that you were
once
connected to your mother
in the
womb, the seed has a hilum
, which
is just a little scar where th
e seed
was attached to the mother
plant!

The part of the seed that you see is called the testa. Like a tiny coat of
armor, this seed coat is usually hard and protects the seed from things that
might destroy the tiny plant inside (like bacteria or fungi). This part of the
seed must split for the seed to germinate. In order for that to work, God
added a tiny pore called a micropyle to the seed coat that allows water in so that the seed can split open.
Inside the testa is where you will find the embryo and the endosperm. The embryo contains all the parts that will
become a seedling once it is germinated. The endosperm provides the food that the tiny plant will need until
it can begin making its own from exposure to the sun. (Remember! This is called photosynthesis.) The plumule
becomes the shoot, the radicle becomes the root, and the hypocotyl is the beginning of the stem—it connects the
radicle and plumule. Once germinated, the parts of the embryo start growing! Seeds that produce one first leaf
are called monocotyledons (or monocots). Examples of monocots are grains (like wheat or oats), onions, garlic,
and bananas. Some 60,000 monocots have been identified. If the seed produces two first leaves, it is called a
cotyledon (or dicot). Common dicot plants are beans, peas, almonds, and avocados. There are over 175,000
species of dicots.

SEED DISPERSAL

NOTE

seed
Check out the
r in
dispersal poste
the appendix.
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While many seeds simply drop to the ground to make a new
plant, God created plants with many different ways of
spreading seeds to new areas.
This helps to provide diversity,
so that one area can have many
different types of plants. Some
seeds blow in the wind, and
others are surrounded by spikey
burrs that stick to carriers (such as
animals or your pant leg) to travel to
a new location. Still other plants
don’t disperse their seeds at
all, but instead need animals
to help them reproduce. They
will use bees, butterflies, or even
hummingbirds who are attracted
to the plant’s juicy nectar, and in
return carry their pollen to another
plant to fertilize them and produce their seeds.
Some plants even have their seeds explode out of their pods to spray
everywhere!
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Using the wind

Seed
Dispersal
Wind blowing seeds
of a dandelion

Have you ever seen a fluffy, white dandelion or
blown one into the wind? Those fluffy white hair-like
structures (called pappus) that you see on a dandelion
that is done flowering are connected to its seeds.
When the wind blows on the seeds, it helps them travel
far from the original plant. Milkweed and poplar are
other species that have similar methods of spreading
their seeds. Trees like maples have wings around their
seeds to float on the wind. Orchid seeds are carried by
the wind because they are so small—they are almost
like dust.

pappus

Using water

Some seeds are spread through the water as they float
down rivers or streams to find new homes. Sea kale,
mangrove, coconut palm, and water plantain seeds
Animal carrier all move to new areas with a little help from water.

Animal (and people) carriers

Seeds with barbs (like burrs) act like velcro and stick to
an animal’s fur or feathers, then fall off or are brushed
off in another area. But this isn’t the only way that
animals help disperse seeds! Fruit seeds are often
spread through the droppings of animals. Many types of berries are spread through bear scat (yes, that’s their
poop!) into different areas of the woods. These undigested seeds have an advantage, essentially being planted
in rich fertilizer. Animals such as squirrels or chipmunks often transport fruits or nuts to store for the winter. Some
get dropped, while some are left uneaten and able to germinate in their new home. Seeds are full of potential.
Some have the potential to taste good in our mouths, but their purpose goes much deeper than just their taste.
Do you remember when we learned about the creation of plants? God said that each seed bearing plant would
make seeds according to their kind. Each seed can produce many more seeds if it is planted. With just the right
conditions, our little seed is triggered to germinate, where the embryo pushes out of the seed. Because of seed
dispersal, we don’t just look out at a field of the exact same type of plant. Instead, plant varieties all grow closely
together to create a beautiful display of colors, shapes, and sizes.

WEIRD AND WONDERFUL SEEDS
•
•
•
•

The prize for smallest seed goes to the orchid. These seeds are the size of a speck of dust, making them
difficult to even see. There can be more than one million seeds per gram!
The largest seed is the double coconut or coco de mar (Lodoicea maldivica). This seed can weigh up to 39.5
pounds (18 kg). These unique trees grow on the Seychelles Islands.
The squirting cucumber is a trailing plant that is part of the gourd family. It originally came from the
Mediterranean region. The plant has been described as rough or hairy, and it is known to expel, or shoot, its
seed up to 20 feet (6 m) once it is mature.
The sandbox tree is found in the tropical regions of the Americas. It is a large tree with poisonous leaves and
bark,and its seeds are shaped like a pumpkin. These seeds are known to explode with such ferocity that they
can injure people or animals that happen to be nearby.
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VIDEO
BREAK

5 of the world’s most bizarre seeds

Search

SEEDS WE EAT

Can you think of a fruit you eat that has seeds? Can you imagine yourself as the vehicle used to spread new
fruit bushes or trees? Most places in the world have seeds as a main part of their diet in some way. Wheat is a
type of seed, just like all the other grains we eat (remember oats, corn, barley, or rice). Wheat is ground to make
your bread. Margarine is made from the seeds of different plants, including rapeseed (in Canada, it’s known
as canola seed), soybean, or a mixture of both. Peanut butter is made from peanuts, a type of legume. They
are related to peas, beans, and lentils. So a peanut butter sandwich can be accurately described as a seed
sandwich, even if you cannot see a seed anywhere in it! Tree nuts are also seeds. Nuts like pecans, almonds,
walnuts, and hazelnuts contain healthy fats, protein, and fiber, as well as many other nutrients. Many people like
to eat nuts raw or roasted with salt. These nuts make an amazing addition to a salad, or they can be eaten with
fruit for a balanced snack. Another way to enjoy these nutritional powerhouses is as a nut butter. Dip your apple
slices in the nut butter or spread it on a piece of bread! Other seeds that are common in baking or cooking are
chia, hemp, flax, sunflower, sesame, and poppy seeds. These all add a delightful crunch, not to mention healthy
fats, protein, fiber, and calcium to your culinary creations.

Students
It’s time to open up your student notebooks to
complete your assignments. (Teachers: reference
Day at a Glance for answers and additional
resources.) Use the checklist to help you complete
all your tasks.
Today’s Checklist
Read your recitation together as a family.
Complete your copywork in your seatwork page.
Work on your spelling words.
Complete your student notebook pages.
Gather some different types of seed pictures (or
reference the seed collage from the appendix) for
your Botany Book.

Watch Me Grow!
Check on your bean seed and onion bulb.
Document any changes you find in your
Botany Book. Add just enough water to
cover the bottom of
your bean seed cup, if
needed.
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Vocabulary
Early Reader: cone, seed pod
Early Elementary: seed pod, germination
Upper Elementary: germination, gymnosperm
Middle School: gymnosperm, angiosperm
High School: angiosperm, endosperm
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What’s Happening
PAGE 1: Notebooking

Students will use prompts and targeted activities in their
notebooking pages to help them take notes and/or reflect on what
they are learning about in today’s lesson.

PAGE 2: Science
Seeds are dispersed many different ways, and students will show
these different methods in varying activities today. Younger
students will do cutting and pasting activities and older students
will build dioramas.

PAGE 3: ecology

can actually benefit plant and animal life in the long run.
Older students will do independent research.

PAGE 4: art + la
Students will be back in their Botany Book today to dissect,
draw, and document about seeds.

pAGE 5: art + bible
We are told in scripture that God has plans for each of us,
and will give us everything we need along the way. Families
will read Matthew 6:26, Jeremiah 29:11, Psalm 139:13, and
Matthew 10 and discuss.

Students and families will read together about how forest fires

• A NSWERS•

early reader + Early Elementary
page
1

page ecology
3 Early Reader

Notebooking
Early Reader
Section 2
gymnosperm: pinecone
angiosperm: seed pod
Section 3
Reference the completed diagram in the appendix
of the Teacher’s Guide
Early Elementary
Section 2
• gymnosperm: seeds built within their own
protection, like armor, rather than a fruit or
ovary
• gymnosperm: pinecone
• angiosperm: seeds contained in a seed pod
or a fruit
• angiosperm: seed pod

page
2

Early Elementary

science
Early Reader
1. wind: dandelion 2. water: sea kale 3. carrier: berries
Early Elementary
1. wind: dandelion, maple seed 2. water: sea kale,
coconut 3. carrier: berries, burr
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upper Elementary
page
1

page
3

Notebooking

page ecology
3 Middle School

Section 2
gymnosperm: seeds built within their own
protection, like armor, rather than a fruit or ovary
angiosperm: seeds contained in a seed pod or a
fruit.
Section 3
Reference the completed diagram in the appendix
of the Teacher’s Guide

ecology
answers may include: dead plant material is removed,
allowing new plants to grow; by thinning the canopy,
sunlight can reach the forest floor and allow other plants
to grow; plant-eating animals will have new plant life for
food

MIDDLE + HIGH SCHOOL

Answers could include: Forest fires release nutrients stored
in the fallen leaves and dead plants and animals on the
forest floor. The destruction of tall trees provides increased
sunlight to small plants and saplings trying to grow. Some
species of plants, like wild lupine, need fires to balance the
ecosystem. Morel mushrooms, a wild mushroom that is
sought after in expensive restaurants and by mushroom
aficionados, grow best after a burn.
High School
2. When a forest fire becomes a wildfire, it is burning out
of control. It becomes unpredictable and begins to pose a
risk to wildlife, people, and homes.
3. Firefighters use planes and helicopters to dump fire
retardant on the forest and to get smokejumpers into
an area, and they use large machinery to knock down
potential fuel to make fire breaks.

page Notebooking
1 Middle School

Section 2
gymnosperm: seeds built within their own protection, like
armor, rather than a fruit or ovary
angiosperm: seeds contained in a seed pod or a fruit
Section 3
Reference the completed diagram in the appendix of the
Teacher’s Guide.
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T O D AY ’ S P R AY E R
LESSON

9

P R E T T Y P O L L I N AT O R S

Jesus, help us to understand what we need to produce
fruit. Flowers need pollinators, and we need you, Holy
Spirit, to bring us into truth. Give us wisdom and grace
to accept your ways, and the situations you want to
use to make us fruitful.

LET’S REVIEW WHAT WE KNOW ABOUT FLOWERS!
•
•
•
•

Flowers are important for some plants to reproduce.
Pollen and/or nectar are produced by flowers.
Insects and birds help with cross-pollination.
Pollination is necessary for many plants to reproduce.

In our study of botany, we have learned all about the different parts of plants, their uses, and their functions.
These plants all rely on pollination to reproduce. Some plants can pollinate themselves, while others rely on
wind to move pollen from one plant to another. But many plants rely on pollinators to help the process. In fact,
many of the plants that humans eat rely on pollinators to help the plants produce seeds so they can propagate
themselves. Hummingbirds, bees, butterflies, and many other insects and animals participate in this process.
Let’s take a little detour from plants and focus on pollinators and their role in plant reproduction!

THINK ABOUT IT!

Have you ever wondered how you can produce the fruit of the Spirit? We
talk about abiding in Jesus and learning to hear from Him and live like
He would live. But many plants can’t produce fruit without pollination.
What are the tiny seeds of truth or “pollen” that the Holy Spirit has
taught you? You can begin to think of truth like pollen and the Holy Spirit
like the pollinator that brings you what you need to bear fruit!

BUTTERFLIES AND MOTHS

Butterflies and moths have showy, large wings and are a delight to behold on their summer missions. They can
be seen flitting from flower to flower throughout the summer, sipping nectar with their long proboscises, and
collecting pollen on their legs. While some moths are seen as a pest in the garden, butterflies and many species
of moths are in the business of pollination. Though many people note that the butterfly doesn’t seem to be as
efficient as bees when it comes to pollinating flowers, these beautiful insects are delightful to look at and they
serve a beautiful purpose in God’s creation.
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One of the most unique partnerships between flower and moth is the yucca plant and the yucca moth. As
the name suggests, these two are designed for each other. The small, white yucca moth is responsible for the
pollination of the yucca plant. These moths mate on the plant, and then the female scrapes pollen up from
around the anthers of the flower. Then she heads out in search of another plant. When she finds the right
one, she will lay her own eggs in the flower’s ovary and, in doing so, pollinates the flower with the pollen from
the first flower. Now the plant will produce fruit and seeds, just in time for the moth larvae to feast on it as it
gets large enough to make a cocoon.
Monarch butterflies are famous around the world for their long migration south for the winter. These
amazing butterflies live in the United States and Canada in the summer, but migrate to the southern-most
places in the United States and Mexico for the winter. In some cases they will travel as far as 3,107 miles
(5,000 km) to their winter home to escape the cold Canadian winter. These beautiful butterflies lay their
eggs on the milkweed plant, the only thing that the caterpillars will eat. When the caterpillar changes into
a full grown butterfly (through a process called metamorphosis), its diet is nectar, which makes it a prime
candidate for cross-pollination among its flowers of choice. It often chooses milkweed nectar,
which contributes to the strength of the species by making sure that the food source for the
caterpillars is strong.
Butterfly gardens are becoming more and more popular. These gardens contain
multiple flower species in a condensed space, providing a beacon to thirsty pollinators.
Many gardeners will plant a butterfly garden near their vegetable garden in hopes of
drawing in extra pollinators to help the garden yield more produce.

ACTIVITY BREAK
Look up pictures of the monarch butterfly at each stage of its
development. Then, see if you can trace its migratory pattern
from Canada to Mexico. Some monarch butterflies have even been
found in other areas of the world as long as milkweed grows
there. Do you have milkweed growing wild near you?

HONEY BEES

Did you know there are thousands of bee species? Some of the most common pollinators around the world
are honey bees. You can find both domesticated and wild bees around the world. Both pollinate farmers’
crops and provide honey for human consumption. These bees live in colonies with a queen bee, many worker
bees, and some drones. After the queen goes on her mating flight, she has the job of laying eggs all day
long, every day. She only has to mate once. Worker bees are all female and have the shortest lifespan of any
honeybee—about a month and a half. They have various jobs in the colony. Some collect the nectar that is
used to make honey and the pollen that is fed to the young larvae, some are in charge of cleaning the hive
or building honeycomb, some help the queen bee and produce the royal jelly she is fed, some guard the hive,
and some take care of the larvae.
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Drones are the male bees. Drones do not have stingers, and their only
job is to mate with queens from other hives. They can live up to
three months, but they will die as soon as they have mated with
a queen. Honeybees are generally peaceful, and the worker
bees, though equipped with stingers, are not prone to using
them. They have no way of releasing their stinger from
their body, so if they sting something, it is usually
because what they sting is perceived as a threat.
Honeybees have very short lifespans, so unless
the queen lays large amounts of eggs, the whole
group will die off relatively quickly. The queen bee will live the
longest, up to seven years, and when the hive needs a new
queen, they will pick a larva and feed it royal jelly, allowing it to
become the new queen. As the saying goes, “You are what you eat.”

DID YOU KNOW?

Bees seal their honeycomb with a substance called propolis, a mixture
of pollen, honey, and tree resins. This amazing substance is used in the
hives to protect from infection by foreign substances. It is said to have
anti-viral, anti-fungal, and anti-bacterial properties and is found in various
natural healthcare products to treat coughs or other issues. This is just one
of the many ways that products bees make can be used by humans for their
health. Interestingly, honey does not go “bad” or mold when stored properly.
Archaeologists have discovered 3,000 year old honey within an ancient
Egyptian pyramid tomb—perfectly edible! Other discoveries have dated honey to 2,400 BC; that’s about
5,500 years old!
In recent years, there has been concern about the declining populations of honeybees for the purpose of
pollinating food crops. There has been a downward trend in keeping bees alive, with colonies being prone to
collapse. No one really knows all of the factors that play into the larger than normal deaths, but we do know that
there are viruses, parasites, and bacterial diseases that can attack colonies. Some insecticides that are used in
large quantities have been linked to bee death. Many scientists agree that if the agricultural industry around the
world does not figure out how to stop more and more bees from dying, there will be very real consequences for
our food chains worldwide.

NON-INSECT POLLINATORS

Not all animals that help with pollination are insects. Have you ever seen the amazing hummingbird hover over
a flower as it takes a long sip of nectar? These birds have a unique ability to hover because of the pattern that
their wings make while moving. Similar to an insect, these beautiful birds have pollen rub onto them as they take
their satisfying drink. When they move to another flower, the pollen drops into the flower, providing the necessary
ingredients for fertilization. Some bats also enjoy sips of nectar, and their furry faces and bodies make a perfect
spot for pollen to hold onto until it gets brushed off by another flower. Other small animals also participate
in cross-pollination, whether by sipping nectar or through just brushing up against a flower. We need all the
pollinators in our world to keep our ecosystems healthy and strong.
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BRING IT ALL TOGETHER

Remember when you learned about the stamen? The stamen consists of anthers and filaments. These are the
parts that produce pollen. Pollen is often noticed by people who have hay fever. They will sneeze or get a runny
nose or sound all stuffed up when there is lots of pollen in the air. The pistil is where the eggs are formed awaiting
pollination. Once pollinated, these eggs turn into seeds and the flower is ready to reproduce—to form a fruit
or seed pod. Although pollinators play an important role in keeping this life cycle going, most of them are not
visiting flowers just for the joy of helping with pollination. The bright colors of the flower attract them in, and
many pollinators draw sweet nectar from the petals using their proboscis. They help with pollination because
God designed them to like to flit from flower to flower. For instance, a bee will visit many plants on each flight to
gain nectar, collecting and depositing pollen as it flies. Pollen attaches to the legs or body of a bee, a butterfly,
or another bug or animal; the pollen is then brushed off when it touches another plant. This provides crosspollination to the plants and allows them to produce seeds.
Stamen

Filament

Anther

Stigma
Style

Pistil: Stigma,
Style, + Ovary

Petals
Ovary
Ovule
Sepal

Pedicel

Pollinators have an important role in the life cycle of a plant. If pollinators didn’t do their jobs, many plants would
not get the pollen they need to have the opportunity to produce fruit or seeds, and the life cycle of that plant
would be cut short. Some years are rainy or cold when fruit trees or vegetables are in bloom. Most gardeners will
tell you that those years, their gardens tend to have a lower yield, simply because the pollinators are not out at
the perfect time for the flowers to be pollinated. As a result, some of the plants do not bear as much fruit as they
would have if they had more visits from bees and other pollinators.
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For such a small insect, these pollinators have a big
job. They work hard at their part in the pollination
process—doing exactly what God made them to do.

Students
It’s time to open up your student notebooks to
complete your assignments. (Teachers: reference
Day at a Glance for answers and additional
resources.) Use the checklist to help you complete
all your tasks.
Today’s Checklist
Read your recitation together as a family.
Complete your copywork in your seatwork page.
Work on your spelling words.
Complete your student notebook pages.
Cut out the Bee Life Cycle from the appendix for
your Botany Book.

Watch Me Grow!
Check on your bean seed and onion bulb. Document
any changes you find in your Botany Book. Add
just enough water to cover the
bottom of your bean seed
cup, if needed!
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Vocabulary
Early Reader: nectar, pollen
Early Elementary: pollen, cocoon
Upper Elementary: cocoon, proboscis
Middle School: proboscis, propagate
High School: propagate, propolis
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What’s Happening
PAGE 1: Notebooking

Students will use prompts and targeted activities in their
notebooking pages to help them take notes and/or reflect on what
they are learning about in today’s lesson.

PAGE 2: Science
Students and families will read about allergies and their
connection to pollen. Younger students will answer questions,
and older students will conduct research.

populations. Younger students will complete activities, and
older students will conduct research.

PAGE 4: science
Students will complete diagrams showing the various stages of
a bee’s life cycle.

pAGE 5: art + LA
Students will create various pieces of artwork to illustrate
something related to a bee, and then document observations.

PAGE 3: social studies
Students and families will read about dangers to bee
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early reader + Early Elementary
page
1

page social studies
3 Early Reader

Notebooking

circle: flowers, garden, tree in a field
x-out: construction site, big city, city streets
Early Elementary only
1. nectar 2. pollinator 3. water 4. queen 5. environment

Early Reader
Section 1
nectar: a sugary liquid produced by flowers that
draws in insects and other animals to help with
pollination
pollen: a fine powder produced by many plants
that is used to fertilize plants of the same kind
Section 2
male drones: no stinger, their job is to mate
female workers: various working jobs such as
collecting, cleaning, serving, guarding, or building

page science
4 Refer to the completed illustration of the bee’s life cycle in
the Teacher’s Guide.

upper Elementary
page
1

Early Elementary only
Section 1
cocoon: the home made by a caterpillar before
becoming a moth

page
2

Section 1
cocoon: the home made by a caterpillar before becoming
a moth
proboscis: straw-like mouth part that many insects use for
sucking up nectar

page social studies
2 1. pollen and nectar 2. pollinator 3. one queen, worker
bees, drone bees 4. plant more flowers

science
Early Reader
circle: sneezing, itchy roof of your mouth, runny nose, itchy
nose and eyes
Early Elementary only
3. runny or itchy eyes, a runny or itchy nose, sneezing, an
itchy roof of your mouth
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page science
3 Refer to the completed illustration of the bee’s life cycle in
the Teacher’s Guide.
Bonus: male bees are called drones; females are called
worker bees
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page Science
4 1. Hay fever is an allergy to pollen.

2. Symptoms include runny or itchy eyes, runny nose,
sneezing, and coughing.
3. Anaphylactic reactions can cause swelling and
difficulty breathing. This person may need emergency
help.
4. Antihistamines are medications that can help with
seasonal allergy symptoms.

MIDDLE + HIGH SCHOOL
page
1

Notebooking
Middle School
Section 1
proboscis: straw-like mouth part that many insects use for
sucking up nectar
propagate: the process of reproduction in plants
High School only
Section 1
propolis: a mixture of pollen, honey, and tree resins that bees
use to seal their honeycomb
Answers will vary for synonym and antonym.

page
2

science
Middle School
• pollen: sneezing, runny nose, cough, scratchy throat;
antihistamine medication
• peanut or other nuts: severe reactions include swelling
of mouth, tongue or throat, difficulty breathing, rash,
dizziness; needs emergency medical help
• insect sting or bite: severe reactions include rash,
swelling, trouble breathing; needs emergency medical
help for severe reactions
• animal hair or fur: stuffy nose, red itchy eyes, rash;
avoid contact with the animal, some medications can
help
• egg: varies depending on the person; avoid eggs, use
egg substitute
High school only
2. The immune system sees the allergen as a foreign
invader and overreacts by producing antibodies. These
antibodies travel to cells and release certain chemicals
that cause the allergic reaction and the symptoms we see.
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High school only
2. The immune system sees the allergen as a foreign
invader and overreacts by producing antibodies.
These antibodies travel to cells and release certain
chemicals that cause the allergic reaction and the
symptoms we see.

page
3

social studies
Middle School
1. Scientists believe a number of things contribute
to the drop in bee population, including habitat
destruction, the use of pesticides and other toxins,
diseases, and pollution.
2. Bees and other pollinators are a crucial part of
crop production. Many foods that I eat are able to
grow because of bee pollination.
3. Scientists are working hard to research and
provide education opportunities to increase
pollinator health. Things my family can do include
cutting back on the use of pesticides and planting
more flowering plants to provide what bees
need.
High School only
1. Due to things such as habitat destruction, the
use of pesticides and other toxins, diseases, and
pollution, a large number of worker bees will
disappear from the hive resulting in a devastating
loss to the colony.

page science
4 Middle School

1. egg: the queen bee can lay up to 1,000 eggs per
day
2. larva: 3 days after the egg is laid, a larva hatches
and is fed by worker bees for about 9 days
3. pupa: the cell is capped, cocoon is formed, and
the adult bee parts start to develop
4. adult: after about 20 days inside, the adult bee
chews its way through the cell cap and emerges
High School only
Bonus: if there is already a queen bee pupa in a cell,
the hive might survive. As soon as that queen bee
emerges, it will hunt out and kill any other developing
queen.
PRETTY POLLINATORS

T O D AY ’ S P R AY E R
LESSON

10
TERRIFIC TREES

Jesus, thank you that you made so many unique trees
to provide shade, food, medicine, shelter, warmth,
and resources. As we see your amazing design, how you
thought of all the pieces, help us to be filled with
awe and wonder toward you today.

LET’S REVIEW!
•
•
•
•

Coniferous trees have needle or scale-like leaves. Most of them keep their
leaves all year long.
In cool climates, deciduous trees lose their leaves each fall.
You can tell what kind of tree you are looking at by the shape of its leaves.
Classification is the process of organizing information about living
things.

Plants are amazing, aren’t they? Today, you are halfway through this unit on botany, and you’ve already learned
so much about the living things that grow all around us. Trees are unique among the plant species. These
beautiful trees begin just like any other plant: as a tiny seed. That seed germinates and grows, and given the right
conditions, trees can live for many years, providing habitat for thousands of creatures and shade for humanity
to rest under. Large or unique trees have been used as geographic markers for millenia. In Genesis 18, the Bible
describes an interaction between Abraham and the Lord. It is said to have taken place near the oaks of Mamre.
Even today, people will sometimes give directions involving trees. People might have a driveway lined with
willows, spruce, or oak trees. You could have a giant weeping willow in your front yard or a cherry tree with pink
blossoms in the spring. These can all be markers to help you give directions to find a specific location, whether it
is your house or some other place.
Remember that trees are classified as deciduous or coniferous. In most cases, deciduous trees are considered
hardwoods, while coniferous trees are considered softwoods. Hardwoods are often used for furniture or
flooring. They don’t tend to scratch or scuff as easily as softwoods do, so they are a lot more durable. Softwoods
are sometimes used for furniture, though they are rarely used in applications like flooring. Softwood is common
in the lumber industry—spruce and pine are common trees that are made into lumber for building. Some trees
defy the common understanding of this grouping, like the balsa, a deciduous (and therefore hardwood) tree that
has wood as soft as styrofoam! It even makes a sound that might make you shiver when you run your fingernail
over it like styrofoam, and it is commonly used in model airplanes.
Pitch pine is an example of a softwood that is actually quite hard.
DID YOU KNOW?
It is used for industrial applications
The round pieces of wood cut
like piers and docks where it is
from a tree’s trunk are called
subjected to intense traffic.
tree cookies. Definitely not the
same as a cookie you might bake
in your kitchen, but these make
for a fantastic canvas to paint
something on!
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LUMBER, PULP, AND PAPER

Soft and hard woods both have many different uses, but the things they are probably used for most often are
building materials and making paper. Lumber, pulp, and paper are important industries around the world. Just
like there are sawmills that produce lumber, there are paper mills that make paper products.
Historically, someone who cut down trees in the forest was often called a lumberjack. The term lumberjack
probably makes you think of a burly man wearing red plaid and carrying a giant ax into the forest. He would
have a flowing beard and rippling muscles, able to haul trees out of the forest by hand. People who work in
the industry of cutting down trees today are called loggers. The modern logging industry is dominated by
huge machines that cut down, de-limb, and cut trees to the right length, while skidders drag the logs to a
pile in a convenient place for the trucks to come pick them up. No need for axes or even rippling muscles
today! In fact, many logging companies have said that people who like to play video games make excellent
equipment operators. Loggers work long hours in often difficult conditions, but it is a whole lot easier than
it was a hundred years ago! Before heavy machinery was invented, many people used axes, swede saws,
and eventually chain saws to cut down trees. They would then drag them out of the woods using heavy
draft horses or other strong animals. In parts of Asia, elephants have been used widely in the logging
industry. There are legends and folktales of lumberjacks from long, long ago. One such legend is of a
man named Paul Bunyan, who was said to be very tall and extremely strong. According to legend,
he could chop down a tree with one swing. It is unclear if Paul Bunyan was an actual person, but
the stories have stretched and grown over time to include extraordinary claims, like
the theory that he created lakes with his hand.
There has been much debate through the years
about whether logging is good for the environment.
Many environmentalists will tell you that logging in any
capacity is bad and is not helpful for the environment.
However, there are many places in the world that work
hard to renew their forests. In British Columbia,
where Gather ‘Round is headquartered, over
80% of the commercially logged areas
are re-planted by professional tree
planters. In 2016, about 259 million
trees were planted in the province during
the summer months to work toward
reforestation efforts. While logging
old growth forests can be problematic, in
some areas, logging is truly a renewable
resource that provides an abundance of
jobs, lumber for houses, paper to write
on, and so many more products. Logging can
reduce the risk of harmful wildfires and increases the available
terrain needed for animals to forage and thrive. As in any conversation,
there are varying opinions and perspectives, but advances in sustainable
forest management have addressed many environmental concerns, while
supporting a crucial industry to many communities.
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So how do we get useful products from a log? Remember the trees that we talked about being skidded to a pile?
Once they are on the pile, a logging truck comes and is loaded with logs. The truck then transports the logs to a
mill or to a builder of log homes. If the logs are destined for lumber, they go to a lumber mill. If they get dropped
off at a log home builder, the bark is scraped off to make the log smooth. If they will be used for paper, they are
sent to a pulp mill. A lumber mill cuts the huge logs into uniform lumber sizes, and then dries the wood in a kiln
to ensure that they are dried uniformly and straight. To make paper, the wood is taken to a pulp mill where it is
made into smaller chips that are soaked in water with added chemicals. Using a screen, the water is drained
from the mixture and what is left is pulp. The pulp is pressed and dried several times, and then used to make a
variety of paper products we use every day like books, paper towels, toilet paper, egg cartons, cardboard, and
tissues.

MAPLE TREES

Mmmmm . . . pancakes! There’s nothing quite like a hot, fresh, pancake drenched in maple syrup. There are over
100 unique species of maple trees around the world, but they are not all used for making syrup. Most maple
syrup is made from just a few varieties of maple trees. The sugar maple is at the top of the list for reliable syrup
producers. Maple syrup is made by collecting the sap of a maple tree, and then boiling it until it becomes a
syrup. Sap is the fluid that is transported in the tree’s vascular system. When the temperature begins to warm up,
the sap that has been dormant all winter begins to flow up the trunk of the tree to the branches and eventually
the leaves, so that the tree can bud and produce leaves in the spring. But don’t worry, when a maple tree is
tapped correctly, the tree isn’t harmed.

HOW TO MAKE MAPLE SYRUP
1. Identify a maple tree. You can do this the
previous summer and mark it. Maple trees
are tapped while it is still quite cold and
may be difficult to identify. Sugar maple
is the best, but black maple, red maple, or
silver maple are all options as well.
2. Find the perfect time. Tapping a tree is
best done when it is above freezing during
the day and just below freezing at night.
3. Drill a hole in the maple tree, and insert a
spile into the hole (a spile is a special kind
of spout). Hang a bucket on the spile.
4. Collect the sap into a big bucket, strain it
to remove any contaminants, and keep
it cool. The sap coming out of the tree
should taste like sugar water. If it is cloudy,
it is too late in the season.
5. Make sure you don’t tap for more than

three weeks or a month, or you run the risk of
killing the tree.
6. Boil your sap down until the water evaporates off
and you are left with sweet, maple syrup. Syrup
should reach a temperature of about 219º F (104º
C), but this depends on factors like altitude, etc.
7. Strain your
syrup again
to make sure
it gets super
smooth.

Check out this video
to see how maple
syrup is made!

https://vimeo.
com/516352377/
a13a02da88

Maple syrup tapping
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If you are using sugar maples, it takes 40 gallons (151 L)of maple sap to make 1 gallon (3.7 L) of syrup. If you’re
using other varieties, it would take even more because of the lower sugar content! Now you know why maple
syrup costs so much in the grocery store. Another tree that has been traditionally tapped in North America is
the birch tree. Birch syrup has a slightly spicy flavor, and it takes 100 gallons (378.5 L) of sap to make 1 gallon
(3.7 L) of syrup! Many Indigenous Peoples tapped birch trees in the spring, not for the purpose of making syrup,
but for drinking it straight from the tree. It is said to have a cleansing effect on the body. It has even gained some
attention as being a cold-weather alternative to coconut water. There are companies that flavor, bottle, and sell
birch water as a health food product.

EXTENSION ACTIVITY
There are many other types of trees that can be tapped for sap
to make syrup. Research what kinds of trees these are, and then
work to identify if any are native to where you live. If you want to,
use search terms like “how to make maple syrup” to find videos
of the process in action.

EUCALYPTUS

G’day mate! While maple trees are known for producing syrup in cold northern climates, eucalyptus trees
are most well known for their connection to the adorable koala bear. This cuddly creature, who is actually a
marsupial, not a bear, has a very picky diet of specific eucalyptus leaves. Koalas live most of their lives in the
branches of the eucalyptus tree.

IMPRESS THE REST!
The towering eucalyptus
trees provide shade and
refuge for anyone sitting
underneath them, and
for the koalas that hide in
their branches. It’s fitting
then, that its Greek root
eu + kalyptós means
“covered” or to conceal
or protect something.
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There are over 660 species of eucalyptus trees
that are all native to Australia, Tasmania,
and the islands nearby. Most species are
considered evergreen, but some lose their
leaves in the dry season. The giant gum
tree, one of the largest species, can grow to
be about 300 feet (90 m) tall, while some
species are just shrubs. Eucalyptus trees have been
brought from these regions to many places around
the world. There are large populations of them
now found in certain regions of California. These
trees are valuable for the 				
economy, as they are 		
used for building and for fuel
in Australia.
Their
leaves are
valued for
their minty,
DID YOU KNOW?
pine-like
Leaf buds are present on
essential oil, used in both
deciduous trees all winter
long.
aromatherapy and for
They are formed in late su
mmer
other medicinal uses.
as the tree prepares for
winter.
One of the defining
When the weather warms up
, the
features of many Eucalyptus trees is the
buds are ready to go, and
they
way the bark of the tree peels off in strings
gr
ow
lar
ge
r
an
d
lar
ger until the
or flakes. One fascinating species is known as the rainbow
lea
ve
s
un
furl!
eucalyptus. As the bark peels off in layers, the trunk of the tree
exposes colored stripes on its trunk and branches.

UNIQUE AND FASCINATING

There are so many different kinds of trees that you could spend years studying trees and probably never get
bored! Remember, there are trees that are particularly important for the economy in terms of lumber or food
production, there are trees that are important for the habitat of animals and for shade for humans, and trees fill
an important role in cleaning the air. Let’s look at some trees that are fascinating and unique!

Arbutus trees are the only broad-leaf evergreen tree found in Canada.
This unique tree is well adapted to areas with little moisture, and it is
characterized by its unique, crooked trunk and its peeling bark. The bark
regularly peels back to reveal green or red bark underneath.
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Baobab trees are unique with their massive trunks rising into the air, giving way to a
mass of branches at the very top. These trees are specially adapted to dry climates
because they can store water in their trunks. They are a very valuable species to the
people who live around them, as they provide food, fiber, and medicine, among other
things.

Wisteria can be grown to look like a tree, but it is actually a vine that belongs to
the legume family, like peas or beans, though the seeds of the wisteria plant are
poisonous. It has delightful clusters of drooping flowers in various shades of pink,
white, blue, or purple.

Japanese maples are commonly used to add visual interest
to gardens, yards, and parks. They have a variety of hues and
put on a spectacular show in the autumn season.

As you go outside this week or drive around
your city or neighborhood, take some time (and
perhaps a field guide) to observe and try to
identify some of the trees around you. Do you
have lots of conifers or deciduous trees? What
types of bark do they have? What types of leaves?
Does your country or region have a logging
industry? Trees are magnificent resources that
play a very important role in the world around us.

Watch Me Grow!

Check on your bean seed and onion bulb. At this
point, you might see a shoot working its way up
from your bean seed! Document any changes you
find in your Botany Book. Add
just enough water to cover
the bottom of your bean
seed cup, if needed.
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Students
It’s time to open up your student notebooks to
complete your assignments. (Teachers: reference
Day at a Glance for answers and additional
resources.) Use the checklist to help you complete
all your tasks.
Today’s Checklist
Read your recitation together as a family.
Complete your copywork in your seatwork page.
Work on your spelling words.
Complete your student notebook pages.
Gather tree artwork for your Botany Book.
Vocabulary
Early Reader: sap, bud
Early Elementary: bud, pulp
Upper Elementary: pulp, lumberjack
Middle School: lumberjack, softwood
High School: softwood, hardwood
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What’s Happening

PAGE 4: art + LA

PAGE 1: Notebooking

Students will work in their Botany Book today using the
artwork they create on page 3 to document trees.

Students will use prompts and targeted activities in their
notebooking pages to help them take notes and/or reflect on what
they are learning about in today’s lesson.

pAGE 5: history
Students and families will read about the history of log drivers.
Younger students will answer questions, and older students
will conduct research.

PAGE 2: Science
Students and families will read together about the importance
of the eucalyptus tree. Younger students will answer questions,
and older students will conduct research.

PAGE 3:art
Students will choose from a list of art projects and use nature
objects to create their project.

• A NSWERS•

early reader + Early Elementary
page
1

Notebooking

page
2

science

page
5

history

page
1

upper Elementary Notebooking

NotebookinG, CONT.
4. Answers could include: lumber is made into smaller
chips that are soaked in water with added chemicals;
the water is drained from the mixture using a screen and
leaving pulp; pulp is pressed and dried several times and
then used to make a variety of paper products.
Section 4: Answers could include:arbutus: only broadleaf evergreen in Canada; crooked trunk and peeling
bark; peeled bark reveals red or green bark underneath
baobab: massive trunk and branches at the top; adapted
to dry climates; store water in their trunk; provide food,
fibre, and medicine
wisteria: actually a vine in the legume family; seeds are
poisonous; dropping flowers in pink, blue, white, or
purple
Japanese maple: adds interest to gardens and parks;
beautiful colors in fall

Section 2: 1. true 2. false 3. true
Section 3: 1. arbutus 2. baobab 3. wisteria
Early Elementary only
Section 1: eu + kalyptós: covered, or to conceal
or protect something
Section 2: 1. arbutus 2. baobab 3. wisteria

Early Reader
1. b 2. c 3. a 4. b
Early Elementary only
1. fuel 2. oil 3. territory 4. monarch butterfly
Early Reader
1. false 2. false 3. true 4. true
Early Elementary
1. b 2. a 3. c

Section 2: 1. lumberjacks
2. drag the logs to a pile for trucks to come pick up
3. Answers could include: huge logs are cut into
uniform lumber sizes and then dried in a kiln to
ensure that they are dried uniformly and straight.
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history
1. Some would have to stand in the cold river and push or
pull out trapped logs. Others would even balance on top
of a group of logs pushing them along or gathering stray
logs.
2. It was dangerous work with long hours. Men had to
leave their families for extended periods of time.
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MIDDLE + HIGH SCHOOL
page
1

page
2

Notebooking
Section 2: Answers could include: lumber mill: huge logs
are cut into uniform lumber sizes and then dried in a kiln to
ensure that they are dried uniformly and straight
pulp mill: lumber is made into smaller chips that are
soaked in water with added chemicals; the water is
drained from the mixture using a screen and leaving pulp;
pulp is pressed and dried several times and then used to
make a variety of paper products
debate: is logging good or bad for the environment; some
would say the industry is removing our natural resources;
some would argue that they are also renewing forests by
replanting in commercially logged areas; also a renewable
resource that provides an abundance of jobs, lumber for
houses, paper to write on, and so many more products;
logging can also reduce the risk of harmful wildfires and
increase the available terrain needed for animals to forage
and thrive
Section 3: Refer to the directions in the Teacher’s Guide;
p. 92
Section 4: Answers could include: arbutus: only broadleaf evergreen in Canada; crooked trunk and peeling
bark; peeled bark reveals red or green bark underneath
baobab: massive trunk and branches at the top; adapted
to dry climates; store water in their trunk; provide food,
fiber, and medicine
wisteria: actually a vine in the legume family; seeds are
poisonous; dropping flowers in pink, blue, white, or purple
Japanese maple: adds interest to gardens and parks;
beautiful colors in fall
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Middle School
Appearance: Koalas can be 24–33 inches (61–84 cm)
long and up to 31 inches (79 cm) long. They are small,
gray, and have round faces with small eyes and big furry
ears. It might look like a bear, but it is actually a marsupial.
Habitat: Koalas live in eucalyptus tree forests in and
around Australia. They have about 12 trees they claim as
their territory, but usually favor one certain tree.
Diet: Their diet consists almost entirely of eucalyptus
leaves, though these are not the most nutritious choices.
The koalas are left with very little energy and spend most
of their time sleeping in the trees.
Interesting facts: Koalas are the only members of the
Phascolarctidae family, a marsupial whose pouch opens
toward the back.
High School Only
Life cycle: Mothers give birth to a single baby, called a
joey. A joey will remain in the mother’s pouch for about
five months, then climb out and cling to its mother’s back
until about a year old. Koalas can live about 15 years in
the wild.
Conservation: Koalas are listed as a vulnerable species,
but are in danger of further decreasing in number. Major
reasons why include habitat loss due to humans, drought,
and forest fires.

page history
5 Middle School

1. Log drivers were people whose job was to help logs
make it down the river to the mill.
2. It was dangerous work with long hours. Men had to
leave their families for extended periods of time. Some
would have to stand in the cold river with long hooks
to push or pull out trapped logs. Others would even
balance on top of a group of logs pushing them along
or gathering stray logs.
3. Eventually, log driving stopped and more roads were
built to allow large trucks to carry logs out instead.
High School only
2. It was the best way to transport logs to then be
sent out all over the world. Also, log drivers made
exceptionally good money.
4. Dangers of the job included drowning or being
crushed by the logs.
TERRIFIC TREES
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Thank you Jesus that you created our world with
herbs that have so many unique tastes and uses. Your
creation is beautiful and varied. Help us to see your
goodness in a new light as we learn all about these
amazing plants that you put on earth to help us.

THINK ABOUT IT!

If you’ve ever eaten at a fancy restaurant, chances are,
you’ve seen herbs used as a garnish on a dish. The word
How do you say herbs? Do you pronounce the h
herb most often refers to a special group of plants that
in this word? Just like different regions of the world
are well known for their ability to add delicious flavour
spell words differently, they say things differently
to food. However, the full name of herbaceous plant is
too. Most often British pronunciation includes the
actually talking about a much larger group of plants.
h, while American pronunciation tends to make it
Technically, an herbaceous plant is any plant that
produces flowers and seeds, dies down at the end of the
silent. Is that true in your house?
growing season, and has a stem that is not woody. A lot
of plants fall into that category, so for today’s lesson, let’s
focus on what are popularly known as herbs. We will cover other types of herbaceous plants later on. Certain
herbs are known to have medicinal properties, and have been used around the world for centuries to treat
sickness and disease. Let’s take a closer look at these amazing powerhouses!

FOOD

Herbs and spices are often put together in the same category when people talk about flavors in cooking. While
spices are stronger and often made from many different parts of the plant—they may come from the roots, the
seeds, or even the bark of a tree—most herbs are used primarily for their leaves and have a milder flavor. Many
people grow herbs for their own personal use at home in pots in their kitchen or in an herb garden outdoors.
This gardening practice is a wonderful way to enjoy the fresh flavors that herbs have to offer. Spices are often
more challenging to grow and harvest, so most people buy their spices from a store. Many herbs can also be
purchased from a grocery store, in both fresh and dried form. Some specialty stores will sell oils that are infused
with herbs to add to your cooking, as well.

IMPRESS THE REST!
Cilantro is an herb that is common in many different cuisines
around the world. It is very popular in both Mexican and Indian
dishes. Some people accuse this amazing leaf of tasting like
soap! People say cilantro is an herb that you either love or hate,
and that it can taste differently to different people. But did you
know that the spice coriander is the seed of the cilantro plant?
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If you’ve ever enjoyed slurping up long spaghetti noodles coated in savory Italian tomato sauce, you can thank
herbs for the signature flavors in that dish. Basil and oregano are two herbs that are used extensively in Italian
cuisine, and they sure make pizza and pasta flavors pop! Basil is an herb that has over 100 varieties, though
not all of them are edible. Their leaves range in color from green to red to purple, and the different varieties even
have unique and unexpected flavors. Other common herbs include parsley, mint, dill, cilantro, thyme, sage,
rosemary (though rosemary has a woody stem), and lavender. These herbs can be added to a variety of dishes
to add flavor and depth to the experience. Some herbs that are not as common are anise, fennel, and hyssop.

MEDICINE

Have you ever gone to the doctor and been given a prescription for medicine?
What we experience today with modern doctors offices, hospitals, and pharmacies
is not what the practice of medicine has always looked like. For centuries, the only
medicine available to people was what grew from the ground. Over the years,
natural medicine has become less common because of the medicines available
to us on pharmacy shelves. Over time, and with new technology, scientists have
been able to extract the medicinal benefits of plants and herbs to help create
many of the medicines that you might take today! Every culture has its own
perspective on herbs as medicine. The Chinese culture values herbs and
spices as part of their unique medicinal practices, and many European
nations have a strong tradition of using natural remedies. In the United
States and Canada, the medical community is not always as open to natural
alternatives to pharmaceuticals as other nations, and there, the use of herbs
can be controversial. Many countries do not regulate herbal supplements, so
manufacturers cannot claim that their products treat or cure any ailment.
Herbs can be used medicinally in many forms, and have a long tradition of
healing properties. When God created the world, He created plants that taste
delicious, plants that look amazingly beautiful, and plants that were designed
to help humanity be strong and healthy. Let’s look at some of the ways herbs
have been traditionally used in medicine.

AROMATHERAPY

Essential oils are made by using pressure or steam to obtain the
oils that cause the plant to have a certain fragrance or property.
WHA
Does your fa T DO YOU THINK?
Essential oils come from many types of plants, but we will focus on
m
the oils that come from herbs today. It often takes several pounds
up some of ily use essential oils? Lo
th
o
of plant material to make just one tiny bottle of essential oil. These
such as pep e uses for essential oil k
s,
p
volatile oils evaporate quickly and smell very strong because they
discuss it as ermint or oregano, an
d
are so concentrated. Aromatherapy has been around for hundreds spend some a family. If you have oil
time smellin
s,
g them and
of years, and it is utilized in many different ways. The most
if you can id
s
e
n
ti
fy
th
e
type of plan ee
common uses today for essential oils are as scent additives in
t.
creams, lotions, or salves. Some people like to diffuse oils into the
air, while other people use them for their health benefits. Essential oils can cause
skin irritation in some people, so many aromatherapists recommend that all
oils be diluted before being applied to the skin.
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Lavender

The oil of the beautiful, purple lavender is often used for relaxation or to help people
fall asleep. It can also be used on burns, along with cold cloths to soothe the skin.

oregano

wintergreen

This herb is often used to fight off
colds and flus. It is thought to fight
against bacteria and viruses and is
often made into a supplement that is
intended to be ingested, unlike most
other essential oils.

Wintergreen is a spicy-cool smelling
oil that is usually used to soothe sore
muscles. (It should never enter your
body through a cut or scrape.)

EXTENSION ACTIVITY
If you have some lavender or tea tree oil in your house, you can make a diluted
mixture of oils. Five-to-twenty drops is all you need in 15 ml of olive oil. Remember
to check if you’re not sure if the oils you have are safe for your skin! You could use
this oil to give a massage or even make some beard oil for your dad or a grandpa!
If you don’t have oils at home, do some research about essential oils as a family,
and discuss what you think about them.
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TINCTURES, TEAS, AND TABLETS

Essential oils aren’t the only way to get the goodness of herbs into your body. Some herbs are dried and ground,
then pressed together or put in a capsule to be swallowed, just like a pill you might get from a pharmacy. Other
dried herbs are used to make teas that can range from delicious to bitter, depending on the herb. Tinctures
are made when the fresh leaves from an herb are added to a bottle of alcohol and left to steep (like tea), but for
much longer. The alcohol pulls out the medicinal properties from the herbs, and it is then used in small quantities,
often mixed into another drink so that the harsh flavors are easier to swallow

Echinacea

This herb, also known as purple coneflower, is used by people to
help their immune system fight off colds and flus. It can be found
in tablet, tincture, and tea form.

Chamomile

Chamomile has cheery white flowers that make a delightful
addition to a wildflower garden. The flowers and leaves of this
herb are dried to make tea. It is said to promote relaxation and
soothe the throat.

Peppermint

Peppermint is often used to calm an upset stomach. This soothing
herb can be made into a tea, a tincture, or an essential oil.

MODERN MEDICINE AND PLANTS

Today when you feel sick, you don’t usually go out to the forest and pick some plants to feel better, but many of
the medications we use today have a strong connection to nature and the herbal remedies of long ago. Mint
flavored antacids are often used for an upset stomach or nausea. Ginger is added to anti-nausea drugs because
it is known to help calm a stomach, as well. Some people might dismiss these examples as not scientific, but they
are only the tip of the iceberg when it comes to medicinal properties of plants. At the beginning of this century,
11% of the drugs that we consider essential were founded entirely from flowering plants. That is remarkable!
Despite all the research in the world, they have not figured out how to make many of the drugs considered
necessary out of synthetic, or man-made, things. God designed these plants in a very specific way. They are
not easy to copy in a lab! Many drugs used to treat cancer came as a result of research with plants, and many
common painkillers used today were discovered in plants before they were manufactured on a large scale. Plantbased medicines have been used to treat malaria, alzheimers, and liver diseases, to name only a few ailments.
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GARDENING GENIUS

Herbs are beneficial plants to have in your vegetable garden. Not only are they healthy and delicious, but
companion planting with herbs can help your garden stay free from pests and other problems. Aphids are an
awful thing for any gardener to find. These tiny bugs delight in eating the leaves of vegetables until they die.
Cabbage loopers are another pesky bug in the garden that like to feast on plants like cabbage, brussel sprouts,
and broccoli. If you plant dill next to these plants it will discourage these pests. Dill not only drives these nasty
critters away, but encourages beneficial bugs like ladybugs, bees, and butterflies to visit your garden. Tarragon
is a little known herb that does wonders for the garden. While some plants give benefit to certain vegetables and
harm to others, tarragon is different. This herb has the ability to help any plant it is next to. Its smell deters most
pests and its delightful flowers are a joy to look at. Remember how we talked about basil in tomato pasta sauce?
The flavors of tomato and basil are just perfect together on spaghetti, so it’s not surprising that they grow well
together in the garden. It is even suggested that both of them taste better when grown together!
When God planted the garden of Eden, He knew how to plant things together to make them grow well. He knew
what herbs would taste good with tomatoes, and which plants would be used to bring relaxation. Isn’t it amazing
that even before sin and sickness entered the world, He made plants that had properties that could bring
healing? We serve an awesome God!

Students
It’s time to open up your student notebooks to
complete your assignments. (Teachers: reference
Day at a Glance for answers and additional
resources.) Use the checklist to help you complete
all your tasks.

Watch Me Grow!
Check on your bean seed and onion bulb. What
changes have you seen in their roots lately?
Document any changes you find in your Botany
Book. Add just enough
water to cover the bottom
of your bean seed cup, if
needed.
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Today’s Checklist
Read your recitation together as a family.
Complete your copywork in your seatwork page.
Work on your spelling words.
Complete your student notebook pages.
Choose either cutouts from the appendix or
pictures of herbs for your Botany Book.
Vocabulary
Early Reader: beneficial, medicinal
Early Elementary: medicinal, cuisine
Upper Elementary: cuisine,aromatherapist
Middle School: aromatherapist, volatile
High School: volatile, tincture
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What’s Happening

PAGE 4: art

PAGE 1: Notebooking

Students will use prompts and targeted activities in their
notebooking pages to help them take notes and/or reflect on what
they are learning about in today’s lesson.

PAGE 2: Science
Students will get to use what they’ve learned so far to design a
beautiful garden! Younger students will use cutouts, and older
students will do some research on companion plants.

Students will use watercolor or sketching tools to create a
detailed picture of an herb of choice.

pAGE 5: art + LA
Students will be back in their Botany Book today to sketch and
write about herbs, either indoors or outdoors.

PAGE 3: science
Together, students and families will read about the sense of
smell and how God created it to connect to emotions.

• A NSWERS •

early reader + Early Elementary
page
1

upper Elementary

Notebooking

page
1

Early Reader
Section 1
beneficial: having a good result
medicinal: being able to heal
Section 2
1. relaxation and burns 2. colds + flus 3. boost
immunity 4. upset stomach
Early Elementary only
Section 2
Lavender: relaxation, burns
Oregano: colds + flus
Echinacea: boost immunity
Chamomile: relaxation, sore throat
Peppermint: upset stomach
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Notebooking
Section 1
cuisine: a cooking method
aromatherapist: a professional trained in the use
of essential oils
Section 2
Answers could include: parsley, mint, dill, cilantro,
thyme, sage, rosemary, basil, oregano, and
lavender
Section 3
1. lavender: relaxation and burns
2. oregano: colds + flus
3. wintergreen: sore muscles
4. echinacea: boost immunity
5. chamomile: relaxation and sore throat
6. peppermint: upset stomach
Section 4
Answers could include:
dill: chases away pesky bugs such as aphids and
cabbage loopers; encourages helpful bugs
such as bees, ladybugs, and butterflies
tarragon:helpful to any plant it grows beside; a
smell that deters critters
basil: tomato
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MIDDLE + HIGH SCHOOL
page
1

page science + social studies
2 Scents trigger memories because the smells that enter

Notebooking
Middle School
Section 1
aromatherapist: a professional trained in the use of essential
oils
volatile: something that evaporates at room temperature
Section 2
1. lavender: relaxation and burns 2. oregano: colds + flus 3.
wintergreen: sore muscles 4. echinacea: boost immunity 5.
chamomile: relaxation and sore throat 6. peppermint: upset
stomach
Section 3
Answer could include:
• traditional: aromatherapy, teas, tinctures, and tablets
• modern: medicines can have connection to herbs such as
mint flavored antacids often
• used for an upset stomach or nausea: ginger is added
to anti-nausea drugs because it is known to help calm a
stomach
Section 4
Answers could include:
• dill: chases away pesky bugs such as aphids and cabbage
loopers; encourages helpful bugs
• such as bees, ladybugs, and butterflies
• tarragon: helpful to any plant it grows beside, with a smell
that deters critters
• basil: tomatoes
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your nose are interpreted by the part of your brain that
keeps track of your emotions. This part of your brain
is right next to the learning part of your brain. These
two things together make it so that the memory is
associated with the smell.
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C R E AT I V E C OV E R C R O P S

Thank you that you bind us together like the roots
bind the soil. Help us to walk in unity in our homes,
unity with our family and friends, and unity in the
body of Christ. Teach us how to abide in you and
help us to build a strong foundation in your word.
We invite you into this lesson and into our hearts to
speak what you want to speak today, Jesus.

Have you ever wondered why almost every house you drive by has a lawn?
Why do you think that is? Grass is one of many different plants considered
to be a ground cover. You can probably guess by the name that these
groups of plants are all planted to cover up the dirt. But why does dirt need
covering? If you’ve ever been responsible for keeping up a lawn, you know it
is an awful lot of work mowing and watering it all summer long. Why can’t
we just have dirt yards? Today’s lesson is all about ground cover. We will
explore together all of the crazy, wild, and wonderful things there is to know
about this very important type of plant. Let’s go on an adventure through
your local neighborhood and around the world to discover why you have to
mow that lawn in the blazing heat.

IMPRESS THE REST!
The Latin root for erosion gives
a very vivid picture of what
this word means. The root,
erosionem, means “a gnawing
away” and some forms of the
word also mean “to consume.”

Before we learn all about ground cover, it is important to understand the why behind them.
Erosion is a process where soil and other loose particles on the ground are moved by water
or wind. In untouched nature, this natural process doesn’t take place on a large scale
because native plants grow wild and provide cover to the soil, while holding the dirt
together with their roots. Unfortunately, when native vegetation is torn up to make
room for agriculture or housing, the dirt loses the roots that provided its strength.
It is now able to be blown about by the wind. If erosion isn’t controlled, it can have
devastating effects.
If you live somewhere where there is snow in the winter, have you ever
noticed where the snow melts first? Is it on your deck, your
roof, or the lawn? If you’ve never watched the snow melt
in the spring, you might not know this, but the grass on the
lawn is usually the last place the snow disappears. You can
see the gravel in parks or full basketball courts that haven’t been
shovelled for months, but your grass is still covered in snow and it
will melt there last. This is because groundcovers tend to hold
onto the snow. This ensures that the roots of trees and larger
plants are insulated from the changes in temperature that
might harm the plants through the winter. It also allows
your lawn gets all the moisture it can from
the snow as it melts, rather than the water
running into the streets.
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ACTIVITY BREAK

Re-pot a house plant or buy a seedling from your local nursery. You’ll need
a larger pot and some potting soil. Put some water in your new pot, water
the seedling, and then gently turn the plant upside down to allow it to
slip out of its small pot. Observe all of the roots in the dirt. Most seedlings
have so many roots that the dirt is held in the perfect shape of the pot it
was in. Once you put it in the new pot, finish filling the pot with dirt and
water it again. The roots will continue to grow until they will hold the dirt
in the newer, bigger pot.

THE DUST BOWL AND THE DIRTY THIRTIES

In the 1930s, the midwest United States, the southern great
plains, and the Canadian prairies experienced a severe drought.
A drought happens when an area doesn’t get enough rainfall or
moisture for a long time. Droughts have happened throughout
history, but this drought had unfortunate timing. These areas of
the continent had been farmed extensively to keep up with the
need for supplies during the first World War and the years that
followed. Millions of acres of native grassland was plowed to make
space for crops. Native grasslands have strong, deep roots, while
cultivated crops tend to have roots that are more shallow, so they
don’t survive when there isn’t enough water available. For almost
a decade (10 years) the fields lay empty, unable to grow much of
Tractor preparing dusty so
anything. The erosion of these soils created a disaster. Not only
il
was the farmland all but useless, creating food shortages and
economic hardship, but huge dust storms plagued the whole region (this resulted in the name “the
dust bowl” being given to the area). In some cases, the dust blew as far away as the Atlantic Ocean. It was a
terrible time for these areas, but it taught the people something about erosion that they didn’t know before.
Have you ever heard of the Dirty Thirties or the Great Depression? The erosion that took place during this time
period is one reason that we are so concerned with ground cover, but that’s not where the problems began
for Canada and the United States. During the First World War, the need to export food to help the war effort
created a strong economy, despite the difficult times. Imagine coming home from war. You’ve been gone from
your home country, fighting in Europe for almost four years. You are tired of rules, tired of threats on your life,
and ready to have some fun. The Roaring Twenties brought growth economically and in the arts in the wake of
the war. The optimism spread, the economy was booming, there were jobs everywhere, and everyone was living
in the moment. Then the Wall Street stock market crashed in 1929, indicating that there were indeed problems
with the economy. Trade between countries started to decline. What started as a decade of hope was fading into
fear of the unknown. The soldiers that had come home just a decade before as heroes to a strong economy were
suddenly at risk of losing their jobs. By 1933 in Canada, 30% of the people who needed a job didn’t have work.
The drought of the 1930’s only made it worse. Homelessness and poverty became common, and people began
to look to the ill-prepared government for assistance.
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COVER CROP USES

Plants like fruits and flowers have obvious uses; they are a source of food for us and all kinds of other animals.
It is harder to see the purpose of cover crops. You might think grass on a lawn is just there as a cozy spot to lay
a blanket for a picnic, but these often undervalued plants actually have a more important role to play than just
preventing erosion or being a soft landing place for a cartwheel. Like silent, steady, rows of soldiers, cover crops
discourage weeds from taking root and taking over. Planting a cover crop that grows low
to the ground and minimizes the need for weeding is a common practice in orchards
or vineyards. Cover crops grow around profitable plants like a tree skirt around
a Christmas tree, keeping the weeds at bay and helping to feed the soil. When
resting their fields for a season, farmers may plant a cover crop like alfalfa to both
protect their fields from weeds and to pack the soil with
nutrients for the next growing season.

NUTRITIOUS NITROGEN

While other plants may deplete the soil’s
nitrogen reserves, cover crops encourage
nitrogen to build up in the soil. When a field
with a cover crop is still green, a farmer may
till it back into the soil to make living mulch
or green manure. This turns the cover crop
into compost so it can continue to provide
nourishment to the soil, long after it’s gone. You can
buy bags of fertilizer to add nitrogen to your garden, but isn’t
it amazing that God already created a way to naturally add this
important nutrient through cover crops?
The legumes that you might find in your soups or chili, peas, beans,
and lentils, are in the same plant family as clover and alfalfa.
Legumes are also special plants known for nitrogen fixing. They put
nitrogen back into the soil through their unique roots. If you
dug up and inspected the roots of a legume, you might be
surprised at what you find. Legumes have nodules, or
little bumps, all over their roots. Like little raised goosebumps, these nodules interact with bacteria in the
ground to pull nitrogen from the air and make it usable
for the plant. As this process occurs, the little white
bumps grow into larger bumps, and begin to change to
a red or pinkish color. If the plant is then tilled into the
soil as “green manure” it leaves a legacy of nitrogenrich soil behind.

Nodules
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GRASSES

It would just take a quick ride around the neighborhood for you to see that not all grasses are the same.
Compare the thick, short, grass of a golf course to the haphazard, leggy grasses in an abandoned lot or field.
There are lots of different types of ground cover grasses and they have different growing needs and different
ways that they spread. You can even buy varieties of grass that are mixed and matched to create an ideal lawn.
In the northern United States and Canada, there are grass blends sold that are perfectly suited to cool-season
lawns made up of varieties like ryegrass and fescues. While you can purchase bags of grass seed and plant a
lawn by scattering handfuls of tiny seeds across the dirt, then spend weeks watering and staying off the seedlings
as they’re growing, there’s also a much faster route to a lush landscape. Grasses can be purchased as turf or sod.
These are rolled up strips of grass that are already grown and come in a roll like toilet paper. They are unrolled
and fit together on a prepared area covered in topsoil, then carefully watered as their roots establish in the new
soil. Though it takes some hard work to keep it growing, a lawn grown from sod grows to maturity much faster
than a lawn that is grown from seed.
Grasses usually spread in one of two ways (though sometimes both). Stolons and rhizomes are the parts of
a plant that help it spread. Stolons typically are a shoot off the stem of the plant, and they grow sideways or
horizontal above the ground where they reproduce and form a new plant. They’re often called runners because
they grow fairly quick. Strawberry plants use stolons to spread and grow. Rhizomes are the main stem of the
plant. While they also grow horizontally, they usually stay underground. They are shorter, thicker, and grow more
slowly than stolons. Bamboo and bermuda grasses are examples of plants that spread with rhizomes.

GRAINS

In temperate climates, it is possible to use winter grains as another cover crop for gardens that would otherwise
lie empty through the winter. Though they do not fix nitrogen like legumes do, they will provide ample mulch
when tilled under in the spring to prepare for planting (some resources suggest that you may want to use a
nitrogen fertilizer when tilling under winter grains). Wheat, barley, winter rye, and triticale all make great winter
crops. These grains can also be planted in the spring for weed control or as physical barriers between separate
areas of the garden, as they will not have enough time to go to seed during the summer growing season, and
they can be tilled under when the garden is harvested. It is important to remember that if you are using a grain as
a ground cover crop that you must till it under before it goes to seed. Otherwise you will have to contend with a
garden full of unwanted grain the following year.
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BEAUTIFUL AND UNIQUE
Wooly thyme is a unique ground cover. Tolerant to dry conditions, this soft herb
has uses in the kitchen and under the feet. As it gets crushed under your feet it
emits a delightful aroma that is rivaled only by the beauty in its purple flowers.

Brass buttons is a delicate ground cover characterized by fine leaves
and bright yellow, button-shaped flowers. It is hardy enough to walk on,
and so beautiful!

Lily of the valley blossoms give off a delightful fragrance, and are so stunning to
look at. This ground cover loves the shade and spreads easily.

Students
It’s time to open up your student notebooks to
complete your assignments. (Teachers: reference
Day at a Glance for answers and additional
resources.) Use the checklist to help you complete
all your tasks.

What amazing variety God created when he
made plant life! Did you think this lesson was
going to just be about the grass on your lawn?
Who knew that ground covers could be so
beautiful and diverse?

Today’s Checklist
Read your recitation together as a family.
Complete your copywork in your seatwork page.
Work on your spelling words.
Complete your student notebook pages.
Gather grass clippings or cut out the pictures in
the appendix for your Botany Book.

Watch Me Grow!

Check on your bean seed and onion bulb. As your
bean plant continues to grow, measure how tall the
shoot is each day, and take note of how much
it has grown. You can write
these notes and other
observations in your Botany
Book.
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Vocabulary
Early Reader: native, legume
Early Elementary: legume, erosion
Upper Elementary: erosion, drought
Middle School: drought, stolon
High School: stolon, nodule
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What’s Happening
PAGE 1: Notebooking

Students will use prompts and targeted activities in their
notebooking pages to help them take notes and/or reflect on what
they are learning about in today’s lesson.

PAGE 2: Science
Today, younger students will conduct experiments about soil
erosion, and older students will do research and present their
findings about droughts through history.

PAGE 4: art + LA
Students will work in their Botany Books today. They will
collect pictures or grass samples to place in their Botany Book
and label them.

pAGE 5: history
Students and families will read about the effects of the Great
Depression. Older students will conduct independent research
and compile their findings.

PAGE 3: social studies
Students will learn about city laws governing lawns. Younger
students will do a craft, and older students will read and
answer questions.

• A NSWERS•

early reader + Early Elementary
page
1

upper Elementary

Notebooking
Early Reader
Section 2 dust bowl map:

page
1

Notebooking

page
2

science

Section 2
Use the dust bowl map included for Early Reader.

The paper towel acts like ground cover plants and
protects the soil from wind and rain.

page history
5 1. The Great Depression started with the Stock

Market Crash of 1929.
2. During the Great Depression, many people lost
their jobs, their homes, and couldn’t pay for food.
3. The severe drought and dust storms of the 1930s
destroyed crops and made farming impossible.
Farmers were not able to grow their own food or
grow crops to make money for their families.

MIDDLE + HIGH SCHOOL
page
2

page
1

science
The paper towel acts like ground cover plants and
protects the soil from wind and rain.
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Notebooking
Section 2
Use the map included for Early Reader.
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MIDDLE + HIGH SCHOOL
page
2

4. Tall grass can attract mice, insects, or snakes. Extremely
dry grass that doesn’t get watered could be a fire hazard.
High School only
4. Curb appeal means how a house looks from the sidewalk
or street. If a house has good curb appeal, that would mean
it looks well taken care of, clean, and valuable. A house with
bad curb appeal might make a potential buyer afraid of what
the inside of the house looks like, assuming the homeowner
doesn’t take care of their property.

science

1930s Dust Bowl: In the 1930’s, a severe drought struck the
midwest United States. Without crops to cover the ground, the
fields were nothing but dirt. Huge dust storms would blow the dirt
into surrounding states, even reaching the Atlantic Ocean. Farmers
were unable to grow crops for their families or to make money.
Some lost their homes and land, while others fled to various parts
of the country.
Northern Great Plains Drought: After the Dust Bowl of the
1930’s, the United States did not experience another severe
page
drought until the 1980’s. From 1987–1989, the Great Northern
5
Plains was struck by drought, heat waves, and forest fires.
The devastating fires destroyed about 1.2 million acres in and
surrounding Yellowstone National Park. The park was forced to
close for the first time in history. The 1980’s drought is thought to
be the most expensive US natural disaster, having caused about
$39 million in damages.
Syrian Drought: From 2006–2010, Syria experienced a drought
so severe that almost 60% of its land was turned from agricultural
to desert. Farmers searched for jobs in the cities, but were met
with discrimination. Tensions were high among the Syrian people
and as the drought persisted, a civil war erupted. Syria has yet to
recover from this civil unrest.
High School only
Australia’s Millennium Drought: Australia experienced its
worst drought on record from 1997–2010. The largest cities in
Australia were also the cities that were hardest hit by the drought.
A strict ban on outdoor water usage was put in place for years.
Farmland disappeared, riverbeds dried up, and floodplain forests
died out. Water conservation programs were established to
conserve as much water as possible during the drought, but also to
prepare for future droughts. Today, Australia uses about the same
amount of water as it did 30 years ago, even though it has added
close to a million people to its population.

page social studies
3 Middle School:
3. The way my neighbor’s house looks could impact the ability for
me to sell my house or the overall look of the area. Any potential
buyers look at the area surrounding the house they are interested
in. If they don’t like what they see, my house is no longer valuable to
them.
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history
Middle School
Answers could include:
What happened: Some believe overproduction of
goods, unwise investments in the 1920’s, and financial
fears contributed to the start of the Great Depression. The
first major event was the Stock Market Crash of 1929.
Effect: A 10 year severe recession began, leading to
famine, homelessness, and worldwide economic struggles.
What happened: People were afraid to spend money
and were buying fewer goods. Factories had to let workers
go and/or pay them lower wages. Many people could no
longer pay their mortgage or buy food for their families.
Effect: Many people were left homeless and without food.
What happened: The severe drought and Dust Bowl
destroyed crops and the farmers’ livelihood.
Effect: Farmers were left with no crops and no way to
make money for their families.
High School only
Answers could include:
Cause: Some believe overproduction of goods,
investments in the 1920’s, and financial fears contributed
to the Great Depression. People were afraid to spend
money and were buying fewer goods. Factories had to let
workers go and/or pay them lower wages. Many people
could no longer pay their mortgage or buy food for their
families. The severe drought and dust bowl destroyed
crops and the farmers’ livelihood.
Effect: The Great Depression began in 1929 after the
Stock Market Crash. Factories and banks were forced to
let workers go, and some had to close their doors. Many
people were left homeless and without food. Farmers were
left with no crops and no way to make money for their
families
CREATIVE COVER CROPS
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STUNNING SUCCULENTS

Jesus, thank you that you provide everything we need,
even in seasons of life that seem dry or inhospitable.
You are the sustainer of our souls when the world
around us seems harsh and unforgiving. Teach us to
lean into you and your Spirit as we learn to walk in
this world.

LET’S REVIEW!
•
•
•

Stomata are tiny pores that let carbon dioxide into the leaves of a plant.
Roots draw up water to the leaves.
Photosynthesis occurs when light causes a chemical reaction between
carbon dioxide and water, which then produces glucose and oxygen.

Have you ever had a potted plant in your home? How long did it live? You can usually tell a lot about someone’s
green thumb (or ability to keep green things alive) by the life of their plants. In Rebecca’s house, for example, most
green things have a pitifully short lifespan. She forgets to water the plants, her kids forget to water the plants,
and slowly but surely, the poor plant meets a dry, crispy end. The perfect plant to buy for people like Rebecca are
succulents, the very type of plant we will discuss today. The plump, thick leaves hold water to sustain them during
desert seasons during which Rebecca’s family might neglect them.

TALK ABOUT IT
What about you? Does your family have a lot of plants? How long do they
last in your home? Plants are much easier to keep alive outside, where the
soil is rich in nutrients and the rain provides just what they need. What are
some of the challenges of having indoor plants? (Smaller amounts of soil dry
out faster and the plant uses the nutrients faster; They are easier to overwater
and sometimes that water has nowhere to go, causing rot; The plant might not
get enough sun; etc.)
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INCREDIBLE ADAPTATIONS

Succulents are perfectly adapted to their environment. These beautiful plants grow mostly in desert regions,
though they are sometimes found in areas that are only semi-arid for part of the year. Because of their unique
environment, they are specially adapted for storing water—a necessary feature for a plant to survive dry
conditions. If left for extended periods without water, most plants will wither and die. But not succulents. They
have a source of water inside that is stored for these events. There are many species that fall into this category,
and they are found in over 60 families of plants all over the world. Commonly known succulents include cacti,
aloes, and agaves, but the succulents you have seen growing in people’s houses are just the tip of the iceberg.
There are many unique and beautiful succulents to discover.
Deserts are generally characterized by blazing heat and scorching sun during the day and cold temperatures at
night. If you’ve ever camped in a desert region, you’ve experienced the need to have light, airy clothes with a sun
hat to protect you from the heat of the day and a fall or winter coat and gloves for the cool of the night. Desert
camping isn’t for people that like comfortable temperatures! But have you ever wondered why this phenomenon
happens in the desert? The air in the desert is dry, so there is no humidity to trap the heat from the day near the
surface of the earth. It all dissipates once that scorching sun goes down. For succulents, these cool temperatures
are a blessing. Unlike most plants, who open their stomata during the day to let life-giving carbon dioxide into
their leaves for photosynthesis to occur, succulents are adapted to have their stomata open at night, letting
in all of the carbon dioxide they need, without allowing the moisture they have stored to escape. This is called
crassulacean acid metabolism (or CAM), and it prevents these unique plants from shriveling up in the desert
heat. Another unique adaptation that some succulents have is the ability to absorb water directly from the air
using aerial roots, or specialized cells or hairs.

AGAVE

In the semi-arid regions of Mexico and the Caribbean, agave plants grow, storing water in their fleshy leaves.
Agave plants look like the leaves of a giant pineapple. Their spikey rosette
shape can range from just 1 inch (2.5 cm) to over 8 feet
(2.5 m) high. They are rich in fiber and known for their
sweet nectar used as a sweetener in baking.
Agave plants have been used historically
by Mexican people for uses such as ropes,
sandals, nets, and even sleeping mats. They
are also being considered as potential
raw materials to create biofuels. Blue
agave are important to the economy of
Mexico because they are harvested and
used for different exports, such as agave
syrup. (Have you ever tried it?). The heart of
the blue agave is not harvested for use until it
is at least eight years old. Though many things are
made using agave plants, it is important to know that
the sap of most of these plants is likely toxic, and
even the commonly used plants require the sap
to be cooked before it is distributed for sale, eaten, or
drank.
Agave
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Aloe

Have you ever burned yourself and had someone put a goopy
gel on the burn? Chances are, that gel had aloe vera in it, also
known as true aloe. This plant is known for its ability to soothe the
skin after a burn. It is used in many cosmetic products, including
face washes, lotions, and shaving creams. Some people even
drink aloe vera juice for its health benefits. Aloe vera has a high
concentration of vitamins C, A, and E, as well as other nutrients. This amazing plant is
said to help with anything from eye health to constipation, and it is becoming a popular supplement around the
world. It is also a common house plant in many places around the world. People keep this plant in their house
because of its beautiful, soft, green and spiky leaves, but also because you can cut into a leaf and apply the
cooling gel to a burn or to irritated skin and get all of the benefits of the aloe gel without going to the store! Aloes
as a group of plants find their native home on continental Africa, Madagascar, and the Arabian Peninsula.
These plants all have jelly, gooey insides where they store their water, but only aloe vera is known for its healing
properties.

CACTI

Cacti are unique in the succulent world. While
most succulents have smooth, fleshy leaves
where they store their water, cacti store water
in their stems. Many cacti are characterized by
spines. These spines serve different purposes,
depending on what the plant needs, though all
spines are intended to protect the cactus. Soft,
feathery spines provide some protection from
the sun, while hard, pointy spines discourage
desert animals from trying to access the water
stored in the cactus for themselves. Most cacti
came from North and South America, but they
can now be found in many other places around
the world. Cacti are not only found in deserts.
Some have adapted to other environments.

Saguro Cactus

When you think of cacti, what image comes to
mind? Some people think of the tiny succulents
grown in a miniature garden, while others may envision the giant saguaro cactus. The saguaro can grow to
heights of 40–60 feet (12–18.3 m), but the tallest one recorded was 78 feet (23.8 m)! They have arms that
grow out from the main stem and reach up toward the sun. These cacti are found only in the Sonoran Desert,
but have become famous the world over. These remarkable succulents can grow for well over a hundred years;
some estimate that the same plant can stay alive for 200 years. These cacti grow sloooooow. At 10 years old,
a Saguaro cactus might be less than 2 inches (5 cm) tall. The roots on these plants are usually only 4–6 inches
(10–15 cm) below the surface of the desert, but they spread out as wide as the plant is tall. There is one exception
to this: the single taproot that goes deeper into the soil. These impressive cacti produce white flowers and red
fruit. The fruit is edible when ripe, and it is said to taste almost like a strawberry. This cactus is an important part
of the culture and history of the Sonoran Desert and its people. The government of Arizona is very concerned
with maintaining the populations of this species.
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Prickly pear is the name given to more than one species of edible cacti. These cacti
have adapted to grow in many conditions, including tropical and subtropical
locations. It is considered a significant food source in many places around the
world. Most of the prickly pear is edible, including the stems, leaves, flowers, and
fruit. It can be made into jam or juice, boiled or grilled, and has recently attracted
attention for its possible health benefits.

Prickly pear

EXTENSION ACTIVITY
Head to a local nursery, or even the floral department at your grocery store,
and look for mini succulents to make a small rock garden. Choose a pot and
buy some soil specially made for succulents, and then re-pot your plants into
your own garden! Use rocks as a ground cover between the succulents and
water sparingly!

WEIRD AND WONDERFUL
The giant quiver tree is an endangered plant native to South Africa. This immense aloe species is known for
reaching heights of about 32 feet (10 m) and having yellow blossoms amongst the green leaf rosettes.
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The sand dollar cactus is native to Texas and Mexico. This cactus has
no spines! It resembles a sand dollar you might find on the beach, and
it has been so popular among cacti enthusiasts, that it is now protected
under law and cannot be removed from the wild in an attempt to
preserve native populations.

Teddy bear cholla, also called the jumping cholla (pronounced choyah), is found in northwest Mexico and the southwest United States. It
gets its name from its thick spines which detach very easily from the stem
of the plant. Even gently brushing by the plant can cause the spines to
detach and embed themselves in the skin, which are notoriously difficult
to get out (usually involving a sturdy set of pliers). These plants grow to
be about 4–5 feet (1.2–1.5 m) tall and are covered so densely with spines
that they almost look cuddly (maybe?). The spines protect the stem
from the sun.
Isn’t it amazing that God made these plants just
perfectly to survive their environment? When the
rainy season comes, the plants store up water so
that they can survive the dry season and continue
to produce fruit and nourishment for themselves.
He provided them with protection from animals
and designed a unique system of photosynthesis
just for them. God cares about the little things in
our lives. He wants to see us survive and thrive,
even when things seem tough, like the dry season
in a desert!

Students
It’s time to open up your student notebooks to
complete your assignments. (Teachers: reference
Day at a Glance for answers and additional
resources.) Use the checklist to help you complete
all your tasks.
Today’s Checklist
Read your recitation together as a family.
Complete your copywork in your seatwork page.
Work on your spelling words.
Complete your student notebook pages.
Find your succulent painting or create new
artwork for your Botany Book.

Watch Me Grow!

Check on your bean seed and onion bulb. How many
roots can you count for each plant? Do you have
a shoot growing from the onion bulb? Measure the
height of your bean plant.
Document all of your findings
in your Botany Book.
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Early Reader: spines, succulent
Early Elementary: succulent, aloe vera
Upper Elementary: aloe vera, economy
Middle School: economy, semi-arid
High School: semi-arid, biofuel
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What’s Happening

PAGE 4: art + LA

PAGE 1: Notebooking

Students will use prompts and targeted activities in their
notebooking pages to help them take notes and/or reflect on what
they are learning about in today’s lesson.

Students will work in their Botany Books today. They will use
an illustration of a succulent to display, and then record facts
about the plant.

pAGE 5: social studies

PAGE 2: Science

Students will complete activities and/or answer questions to
reflect on conserving cacti in desert regions. Older students
will research some conservation laws.

Younger students will complete activities showing animals
especially adapted to their environments. Older students will
conduct research and record their findings.

PAGE 3: art
Students will use watercolor to illustrate a succulent.

• A NSWERS •

early reader + Early Elementary
page
1

Notebooking
Early Reader
Section 1: spines: hard prickles or spike-like

projections intended for defence and protection
succulent: a plant that stores water in its leaves
Section 2: agave

page
5

social studies

page
1

science
stores water in its bloodstream: camel
gets water from food: beetle
kidneys help retain moisture: cactus wren
Early Elementary only
buries itself in the sand to retain water: desert toad
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art
succulents can store up water
66 feet (20 m)

upper Elementary

appearance: use picture in Teacher’s Guide; p. 113
special use: they have a sweet nectar (used for
sweetening in baking)
interesting fact: the blue agave heart is not harvested
for use until it is at least eight years old
aloe
appearance: use picture in Teacher’s Guide; p. 114
special use: the aloe vera plant can soothe burns
interesting fact: they have jelly, gooey insides where
they store water
Section 3: giant quiver tree: South Africa
sand dollar cactus: Texas and Mexico
Early Elementary only
Section 1: aloe vera: an aloe that is known for its
health benefits, particularly its ability to soothe burned
skin

page
2

page
3
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Notebooking
Section 1
aloe vera: an aloe that is known for its health benefits,
particularly its ability to soothe burned skin
economy: resources and wealth of a specific country
Section 2
Answers could include:
agave: use picture in Teacher’s Guide; p. 113
native to: Mexico and the Carribean
special uses: used for making ropes, sandals, nets,
and sleeping mats; sweet nectar used for baking
interesting facts: full of fiber; heart of the blue
agave is not harvested for use until it is at least eight
years old; sap of most of these plants is likely toxic,
and even the commonly used plants require the sap
to be cooked before it is distributed for sale, food, or
beverage
aloe: use picture in Teacher’s Guide; p. 114
native to: Africa, Madagascar, and the Arabian
Peninsula
special uses: (for aloe vera) ability to soothe the skin
after a burn; cosmetic products, including face
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upper Elementary, cont.

washes, lotions, and shaving creams; possible to drink aloe
vera juice for its health benefits
interesting fact: have gooey insides where they store water;
contains vitamins C, A, and E
Section 4: giant quiver tree: South Africa
sand dollar cactus: Mexico
vahondranda: Madagascar

page
2

science
Answers could include: Succulents grow best in dry hot
environments. They are able to store water in their leaves.

page social studies
5 If a large saguaro cactus was destroyed, it would take a
very long time for another to grow.

MIDDLE + HIGH SCHOOL
page
1

Notebooking
Section 1: economy: resources and wealth of a specific country
semi-arid: a dry region that has slightly more moisture than a true
desert
High School: biofuel: any fuel that is made from organic or living
matter
Section 2: Answers could include: adapted to have stomata open
at night; lets in carbon dioxide they need, without allowing moisture
to escape; called crassulacean acid metabolism (or CAM); prevents
shriveling up in desert heat
High School: Answers could include: adaptations: life in desert
regions, source of water stored inside; ability to absorb water
directly from the air using aerial roots, specialized cells or hairs,
photosynthesis: adapted to have stomata open at night; lets in
carbon dioxide they need, without allowing moisture to escape;
called crassulacean acid metabolism (or CAM); prevents shriveling
up in desert heat
Section 3: Answers could include:
agave: pictures in the Teacher’s Guide; p. 113
native to: Mexico and the Carribean
special uses: used for making ropes, sandals, nets, and sleeping
mats; sweet nectar used for baking
interesting facts: full of fiber; heart of the blue agave is not
harvested for use until it is at least eight years old; sap of most of
these plants is likely toxic, and even the commonly used plants
require the sap to be cooked before it is distributed for sale, food, or
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beverage
aloe: use the pictures in the Teacher’s Guide; p. 114
native to: Africa, Madagascar, and the Arabian
Peninsula
special use: (for aloe vera) ability to soothe the skin after
a burn; cosmetic products, including face washes, lotions,
and shaving creams; possible to drink aloe vera juice for its
health benefits, interesting fact: have gooey insides where
they store water; contains vitamins C, A, and E
Section 4: Answers could include: saguaro cactus:
heights of 40–60 feet; found only in the Sonoran Desert;
grow for over a hundred years; produce white flowers and
red (edible) fruit
prickly pear: name given to edible cacti; significant food
source in many places around the world; can have edible
stems, leaves, flowers and fruit
giant quiver tree: native to South Africa; aloe species
known for heights of 32 feet (10 m); has yellow blossoms
amongst the green leaf rosettes
sand dollar cactus: native to Texas and Mexico; has
no spines; resembles a sand dollar on the beach; now
protected under law and cannot be removed from the wild
in an attempt to preserve native populations
vahondranda: native to Madagascar; endangered; aloe
grows to heights of 32 feet (10 meters); bright red flower
buds in late winter or early spring; flower buds mature and
open, fading to pale yellow before the flower fully opens

page science
2 Camels can store water in their humps for long journeys

across the desert. The desert beetle has a thick exoskeleton
that prevents water from escaping its body. Desert toads
escape the hot sun and retain water by burying themselves
in the sand.

page social studies
5 1. In Arizona, it is against the law to destroy or remove
protected plants from government or private land without
the proper approval and permit.
2. Breaking this law is a class four felony and could result in
1–3.75 years in prison.
3. Answers could include: These plants can only be
found in this area, and some are extremely slow-growing.
Replenishing these unique plants would be a difficult and
long process.
STUNNING SUCCULENTS
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Jesus, help us to learn to thrive even when the
environment around us looks difficult. Give us tenacity
to adapt to every changing season and environment.
Thank you that you are always with us, and that you
have promised to never leave us.

LET’S REVIEW!
•
•
•

Plants produce oxygen.
Plants can help heal.
Not all plants are made the same.

Have you ever gone on a hike in an old-growth forest? There is nothing like the feeling of stepping into a dark,
damp forest surrounded by massive trees. Splintered light falls in shafts from the gaps in the canopy above,
showing off rocks and logs covered in moss: like nature’s carpet. You begin to feel like you have just stepped
into a story that begins with “Once upon a time, in a land far away . . .’’ Spending time in God’s creation can be
incredibly peaceful. Perhaps it is the fresh air with so many green things around us. Maybe it is the rhythms of
nature in the steady beating of a woodpecker against a tree trunk or the gentle rattle of the wind in the leaves.
Most likely, it is just seeing the hand of the Creator which makes us feel closer to Him and reminds us of His
greatness. We remove ourselves from distractions and have the opportunity to be still and know that He is God. It is
here in the forest that we find the main attraction of today’s lesson: moss.
You’ve learned so much about plants in this unit so far, but every plant you have learned about has been a
vascular plant. Moss is a non-vascular plant, which means it is smaller and lacks some of the structure that
vascular plants have. Because they lack the sophisticated “circulatory system” of other plants to move water
and nutrients throughout the plant, non-vascular plants do not have the opportunity to grow large and tall.
Most mosses grow to less than 1 inch (2.5 cm) high, though some can grow up to 20 inches (51 cm) tall. Mosses
make up the largest majority of these plants, with over 10,000 species. Other plants that belong in this category
are liverworts and hornworts. These plants are an important part of the environments in which they live, often
considered a keystone species.
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KEYSTONE SPECIES

Have you ever heard someone say, “Grandma (or mom, or
dad, or grandpa) is the glue that holds the family together”?
There is usually one person in the family who keeps everyone
connected. They are the ones who arrange Sunday dinners,
yearly reunions, or perhaps they just call every single person on
their birthday each year. The family can usually recognize that
this person plays an important role in keeping the extended
family together. A keystone species is similar. Keystone species
are any species of plant or animal in an ecosystem that are
necessary for the system to function as it is. Some environments
have had keystone species disappear and it has changed the
ecosystem forever, but it has been able to adapt and change
over time.

IMPRESS THE REST!
The word ecosystem actually comes from
two different words. Eco comes from oeco
in late Latin, meaning “household” and
oikos is Greek, meaning “house.” System
comes from systemat in late Latin, and
systemat in Greek meaning, “to stand.”
Together, the words mean something
like “a standing household, system, or
method.”

Other times, when a keystone species disappears, it allows for invasive and dangerous species to take over,
destroying the delicate balance that used to exist. Mosses are considered a keystone species because they
provide habitat for many insects and bugs inside ecosystems, they provide protection from erosion, and a fertile
place for new seeds to grow and flourish. Mosses need moist, shady locations to thrive. Many people will tell you
that in the Northern Hemisphere, moss grows on the north side of trees, and can therefore be used to help you
navigate in the forest. This is true sometimes, but given enough moisture trapped in the bark of a tree, moss will
even grow on the south side!

ACTIVITY BREAK
Take some time to go for a walk and look for mosses. Look up high in trees, and
look down low on rocks and fallen logs. Collect several different varieties of moss
if you can, and then try to identify them! No moss to be found? Take your search
online and see what different types of moss you can discover!

Mosses are unique specimens in the plant world. They grow on every continent, and though there are many
different species, they have some similarities. Most mosses live in moist places, though some have adapted to
tolerate cold or dry conditions. These plants do not have roots. They do have structures called rhizoids that look
like little roots and help them get nutrients and to stay in one place, but rhizoids are not considered true roots.
Most of the nutrients that mosses need come from absorption through leaves and stems rather than through
whatever they are anchored to. Mosses reproduce using spores rather than seeds, and if a piece of a moss plant
is ripped up, both portions will easily begin to grow their own plant, which is another way that they reproduce.
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SPHAGNUM MOSS

The first stop on our moss journey is the peat bogs of Canada. As we approach the bog, you will notice that
the ground under your feet begins to feel spongy. It is believed that many bogs were formed by rainfall being
captured by sphagnum moss over the course of many years. Sphagnum moss is a type of moss with over 300
species, and it is the plant been responsible for the formation of these immense peat bogs. As the moss died and
was replaced by new moss, the slow decay formed peat underneath the surface, which in turn holds more water.
It is similar to having soaked sponges stacked on top of each other: when another layer of sponge is added it
makes it thicker, but just as soft. These bogs provide habitat for a relatively small number of animals and plants
due to the acidity of the water, but they are viewed as a valuable ecosystem. Sphagnum moss is plentiful here;
you just have to look for it. This bright-green moss grows on fallen trees, rocks, and the surface of the bog. It is
harvested and dried for use in the craft or floral industry. When it is dried it looks stringy and is most often brown
or grey-green.

Live sphagnum moss

Dried sphagnum moss

When European settlers came to Canada, they found that the peat bogs of Canada, which make up around
13% of the landmass, were not easy to farm. The high acidity and low amount of nutrients in the “soil” of the
bogs made it difficult to grow cultivated crops. These areas were seen as barren wastelands until sometime in
the 20th century.
If you have a parent or grandparent who likes to garden, you may have heard of peat moss. This substance is
sold in large brick-like bags in the springtime in many places in the world. The bogs of Canada that once seemed
actually useless, produce something unique and useful. Peat moss is the name given to the dead organic matter
from sphagnum moss and other organisms that is buried in these bogs. Because of a lack of oxygen in the bogs,
peat decomposes slowly. Because of its remarkable ability to absorb liquid, it is the perfect addition to sandy soil
to help it retain moisture for plants and is used widely in potting soil mixes.

EXTENSION ACTIVITY
Research more to find out about how peat moss is mined
from bogs. What are the controversies around it? Do you
think they are real concerns? Why or why not?
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Now it’s time to hop across the “pond” to Scotland, Ireland, and England. Here we will find more species of
sphagnum moss that have been used for centuries, not for their ability to foster plant growth, but for their
practical uses as well as healing potential. The history of the Gaelic-Irish people documented using moss to
pack wounds in ancient times. Imagine you were a doctor during the First World War. A never-ending stream
of wounded soldiers to treat has quickly used up your supplies of linens and medicines. Modern hospitals are
overflowing into tents in a field to house the wounded. Supplies like bandages have started to run out as the
war drags on. What would you do? A surgeon (Charles Walker Cathcart) and a botanist (Isaac Bayley Balfour)
identified two sphagnum moss species that effectively stopped bleeding and seemed to aid in the healing of
wounds. Experiments with moss showed that the mosses could hold 22 times their weight in liquid. Experience in
the field showed that wounds packed with moss were less likely to get infected. As the war continued, more and
more bandages were made using this moss, and it was imported from around the world.

DUNG MOSS

While sphagnum moss species are quite common, there
are many other types of moss in the world, as well.
Let’s sail over to New Zealand, where we’ll discover
the remarkable dung moss. The spores from most
mosses spread through the air, but there are a few
mosses that employ other methods. Dung mosses are
known for their awful smell that attracts flies. These
flies are lured in close where spores attach to the
unsuspecting bug. When the fly realizes that there
is nothing for it at the moss, it moves on to some
real carrion or dung, depositing the spores in a
new location. These particular mosses thrive in this
environment, and the cycle repeats itself.

Dung moss

MOSS OR NOT?

Despite the large number of species that belong to this group of plants, not all strange-looking
green growths in wet places are mosses. There are many plants that even have “moss” in the name that are not
technically mosses. Let’s look at a few of them.
Pleurococcus is the green growing plant often seen on the shaded, north side of
trees in the forest, but is not a moss at all. Instead, it is a type of green algae that
grows on trees.

Beard moss is a common sight in forests. This light green growth is not a moss
either, though its name suggests otherwise. Technically, this organism is a lichen.
Lichens are organisms that are created when a fungi and an alga are working
together. This “moss” is often used as a fire starter, but has many other uses.
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Oak moss is another species of lichen that is commonly harvested and used in
the perfume industry. This beautiful growth can be found in many places in North
America, but has also been found in ancient Egyptian burial sites. Parts of the
lichen are edible, and it is used to make drugs that are designed to treat infections.

Spanish moss is another organism with a misleading name. Spanish moss is a
plant that is part of the pineapple family. It has aerial roots and unique systems
of absorbing nutrients. It is supported by another plant, most often a tree, and it
occasionally produces flowers.

Irish moss is actually a type of red algae. It grows primarily on the rocky shores of
the Atlantic Ocean. You may not know it, but you have probably eaten Irish moss
more than once! Carrageenan is a common ingredient in commercially prepared
ice cream, whipping cream, or sour cream. This product is produced from boiling
Irish moss.

There are so many more fascinating things to
discover about mosses. These unique plants have
an important role to play in the preservation of
our ecosystems around the world. They grow
under difficult conditions and provide homes for
countless insects and other small creatures, while
providing the world with healthy air to breathe.

Watch Me Grow!

Check on your bean plant and onion bulb. If your
bean plant is getting too tall for its container, you
can move it to another container with some potting
soil. Very gently remove it from the glass and place
it into the potting soil. Cover the roots and pat
the soil gently. Add a little water to the soil, and
you’re all set! Don’t forget to
document this step in your
Botany Book.
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Students
It’s time to open up your student notebooks to
complete your assignments. (Teachers: reference
Day at a Glance for answers and additional
resources.) Use the checklist to help you complete
all your tasks.
Today’s Checklist
Read your recitation together as a family.
Complete your copywork in your seatwork page.
Work on your spelling words.
Complete your student notebook pages.
Gather some moss samples from outside for your
Botany Book.
Vocabulary
Early Reader: peat bog, decompose
Early Elementary: decompose, sphagnum moss
Upper Elementary: sphagnum moss, keystone
species
Middle School: keystone species, lichen
High School: lichen, rhizoid
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What’s Happening
PAGE 1: Notebooking

Students will use prompts and targeted activities in their
notebooking pages to help them take notes and/or reflect on what
they are learning about in today’s lesson.

PAGE 2: Science

PAGE 4: art + LA
Students will work in their Botany Book today. They will collect
moss pictures or samples to record in their book and write
observations about.

pAGE 5: social studies

Younger students will complete cutout diagrams of keystone
species in ecosystems. Older students will conduct research
and record their findings.

Students will answer questions about moss used as medicine.
Younger students will reference the lesson, and older students
will conduct additional research.

PAGE 3: science
Students will conduct various moss-identifying activities. There
are outside and inside adaptations available.

• A NSWERS •

upper Elementary

early reader + Early Elementary
page
1

Early Reader
Section 2: circle: moisture, shade, spores, and
rhizoids
Section 3: beard moss: lichen used for starting a fire
oak moss: lichen used in perfume
Irish moss: red algae used in dairy products
Early Elementary only
Section 2
1. moisture and shade 2. rhizoids 3. spores

page
2

science

page
3

science

page
5

page
1

Notebooking

Notebooking

Section 2: Answers could include: moss needs moist and shady
locations to grow; no roots, but instead have rhizoids that help
to get nutrients and keep moss in place; nutrients are absorbed
through leaves and stems; reproduce using spores (not seeds)
Section 3: Answers could include: moss found in peat bogs;
too acidic for farming; used in gardening to help retain moisture
in sandy soil
Section 4: Answers could include:
pleurococcus: algae that grows on the north side of trees
beard moss: lichen used for starting a fire
oak moss—lichen used in perfume
Irish moss—red algae used in dairy products

Fish, frog, waterlily, turtle, deer, heron

page
2

1. c 2. b 3. f 4. a 5. e 6. d

social studies
Early Reader
1. a 2. b 3. c
Early Elementary only
1. a 2. b 3. d 4. c
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science
Answers will vary but could include:
beaver: fish, ducks, turtles, moss, water lily, frogs, deer,
etc.
bee: flowers, fruit and vegetables, humans, herbivores
(and in effect, carnivores), etc.

history
1. WWI
2. The war continued on and supplies were running
out.
3. Two species of sphagnum moss were used to
pack wounds.
4. Doctors found this moss was able to absorb
blood, help to stop bleeding, prevent infection,
and help in wound healing. M A J E S T I C M O S S
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MIDDLE + HIGH SCHOOL
page
1

page
2

Notebooking
Section 2: Answers could include: Moss needs moist and shady
locations to grow; no roots, but instead have rhizoids that help to get
nutrients and keep moss in place; nutrients are absorbed through
leaves and stems; reproduce using spores (not seeds)
Section 3: Answers could include: moss found in peat bogs; too
acidic for farming; used in gardening to help retain moisture in
sandy soil
Section 4: Answers could include:
pleurococcus: algae that grows on the north side of trees
beard moss: lichen used for starting a fire
oak moss: lichen used in perfume
Spanish moss: part of the pineapple family that needs to be
supported by another plant
Irish moss: red algae used in dairy products
High School only
Section 3: Answer could include: sphagnum moss is found in
peat bogs; too acidic for farming; used in gardening to help retain
moisture in sandy soil; dung moss has an awful smell to attract flies;
the flies pick up spores and carry them to dung or carrion

eat. Herbivores would have trouble finding food. Carnivores
could be affected by the loss of herbivores.
keystone species: gray wolf
Contributions: The gray wolf is a predator that keeps
its ecosystem in a healthy balance. By keeping the elk
population balanced, overgrazing is prevented. Scavengers
are able to feed on the scraps left behind by the gray wolf.
Impact: If the gray wolf population disappeared, the elk
population would grow causing overgrazing and diminishing
plant species. The animals that would normally eat the
leftover scraps from wolves would have a harder time finding
food.
High School only
keystone species: African elephants, African elephants
eat about 300 pounds of vegetation a day, which prevents
overgrowth and grasslands becoming forests. The open
grasslands benefit from ample sunlight reaching the ground.
Other herbivores have plentiful vegetation for consuming,
and carnivores have plentiful prey for consuming. Elephants
also help to spread further vegetation through seeds in their
dung, replenishing the ecosystem to start the process over
again.

science
Middle School
Answers will vary but could include:
keystone species: beaver
contributions: Beavers build dams creating a body of water for
many other species to flourish. Fish, frogs, turtles, ducks, herons,
and many plants benefit from the presence of a pond. Deer and
other mammals can drink from the pond.
Impact: Without the beaver, the pond would not exist. Instead,
it might remain a small stream or creek. These would easily dry
out and disappear with little rainfall. Without the water source,
the animals above would have to search elsewhere, hoping to find
what they needed for survival.
keystone species: bee
contributions: Bees are important pollinators to many plants.
They affect the reproduction of flowers, fruits, and vegetables.
Bees also make honey in their hives which can also be enjoyed by
humans.
Impact: Without bees to pollinate flowering plants, they would
not reproduce. Gardens could not flourish, affecting the food we
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page social studies
5 Middle School
1.

Sphagnum moss was used by doctors during WWI
to pack and treat soldiers’ wounds. It was found that
this moss could absorb and stop bleeding, prevent
infection, and help with wound healing.
2. Marchantia polymorpha has been used in China,
Europe, and South America to treat various liver
diseases. It is said to reduce inflammation and cleanse
the liver.
3. Hyophila involuta is used by boiling the leaves to
extract precious medicinal fluid and mixing that with
ground pepper. This mixture is consumed daily to
treat colds, coughs, and sore throats.
High School only
5. Polytrichum commune is used by the Himalayan natives
to promote hair growth. They believe that plants can tell
you what they can be used for by their appearance. Since
Polytrichum commune has hair-like leaves, then it must be
good for hair growth.
MAJESTIC MOSS

T O D AY ’ S P R AY E R
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FOREST FERNS

Thank you Jesus that you created each type of
plant unique and different. Thank you that you
have a plan for each of those plants in the
environment where they are planted. Show us your
plan for our lives where you have planted us. Thank
you for giving us what we need to grow in each
season.

FUN FACTS!
•
•
•
•

Ferns reproduce with spores.
Unlike mosses, ferns are vascular plants.
Ferns do not produce flowers.
There is even a species of fern called a Rebecca tree fern! Do you think
there is a fern with your name?

Welcome to the rainforest! Rainforests are some of the most
interesting places on earth. Though these unique ecosystems
only account for a small percentage of the world’s landmass, they
are home to an enormous number of plant and animal species. The
biodiversity found in these locations is shocking and awe-inspiring. It
is generally understood that rainforests have four layers. The
emergent layer is made up of massive trees that reach above the
canopy. The canopy of the forest is a thick layer of greenery high
up in the trees. This layer traps moisture and is the main reason
that rainforests stay damp and humid all the time. The plants in
the understory are much shorter than those in the
layers above, but often have huge leaves to catch as
much sun as possible as it filters through the leaves
and growth above. The bottom layer of a rainforest
is called the floor. Here the leaves that fall from the trees
decay into new and nutritious soil for seeds and spores
to take root. Bugs and fungi thrive here, while
anteaters and other insect-loving animals search
for their next meals. In this damp and
warm climate, you might encounter
more than 100 species of ferns in a few
hectares (about 5 acres) of forest!
These species range in size from
tiny plants less than .5 inch
(1.2 cm) tall to massive tree
ferns reaching up to 80
feet (24.3 m) in
the air.
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These plants have leafy fronds that have many
different appearances, though they are generally lush and
green. The fronds are divided into leaflets and grow from
stems or petioles. Ferns have a rhizome for a root, with smaller
roots and root hairs coming off the central rhizome. These are
vascular plants that do not flower. Unlike mosses, they have a
sophisticated circulatory system. However, they reproduce with
spores like mosses do. Some ferns are evergreen, while others
have fronds that die back in the fall, only to produce new growth in
the spring. Ferns are abundant in the understory of the rainforest.
The fertile soil found here makes reproduction easy for this beautiful
plant, and it provides a habitat and a hideout for many insects
and animals looking to survive another day in the forest. Some
species of ferns are considered air plants, growing on other
plants for structural support and absorbing water and many nutrients
from the air in moist, tropical places. Many ferns can be found
growing in the crevices of rocks or in fallen logs. As long as it’s
shaded and damp, these abundant plants have a great chance
of survival.

FERN REPRODUCTION

Do you know your grandparents? What about your great
grandparents? When we look at a family tree, we
see the different generations in different rows. Some
people that are biologically related to you might look
like you, while some of them might not. Ferns are
reproduced by two different generations that look
very different.
Most plants that we have studied produce a seed and
that seed produces the exact same plant that it came
from. Ferns have a different reproduction method. Take a look at
the poster in the appendix and let’s walk through it. When a
fern’s spores are released and land on a moist, wet surface, it
grows into an organism that looks nothing like the original fern. It
is part of a second generation, called the gametophyte generation. This small green patch, usually no bigger than
a fingernail, produces either male or female reproductive structures, or sometimes they produce both. Remember
where ferns grow? They always grow in wet environments. A primary reason for this is because of the way their
unique reproductive structure works. The male sperm is released and swims through the wet film to fertilize the
egg. The fertilized egg becomes an embryo, and as the new fern plant grows, the gametophyte disintegrates,
and the new plant is a sporophyte generation that produces the spores that will start the process all over again.
These spores grow in clusters called sori, and can be found in different places depending on the species of fern,
but they are frequently on the bottom of the frond. Other plants that reproduce using a method similar to this are
horsetails and mosses.
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ACTIVITY BREAK
Take some time to go on a nature walk if it is nice outside and see if
you can spot some ferns. Check under the fronds! If it is late enough in
the season, you may be able to spot sori on the bottom of some of the
fronds! If you don’t have ferns in this season or in your region, look up
some different types of ferns that might grow in your area.

TREE FERNS

Tree ferns are the tallest of all ferns. These beautiful plants resemble palm trees, but are in fact true ferns. Their
“trunk” is actually made up of many rhizomes that have grown out of the ground to make these ferns stretch
into the air. Most tree ferns prefer to grow in an area with a lot of shade and moisture, like other ferns, and many
are not suited to planting in areas where it freezes in the winter. Because the trunk of these plants is actually a
mass of roots, it is important that the trunk gets water as well. That is why these plants do so well in the humid
rainforest environment. If you happen to plant one outside of that environment, you will need to water its trunk as
well as the ground around it!

FERNS AROUND THE WORLD

Rainforests aren’t the only place ferns live and contribute to the
ecosystem. They can be found in different quantities and varieties all
over the world, with a small number of species even in some Arctic
and Antarctic regions. In cold climates, you may encounter a fern
occasionally in a forest; in temperate climates you might find a wider
variety of ferns more easily; while in the tropical rainforests of the world
you would have to close your eyes if you didn’t want to see multiple
species of ferns everywhere you turn!
When a fern reproduces and begins to grow new shoots, these shoots
come out of the ground all curled up. These growths are commonly
referred to as fiddleheads. As the plant matures and grows, the
fiddleheads unfurl, growing into the fully formed frond that is its
mature form. There are only a few edible species of ferns, and the
fiddlehead stage of the ostrich fern is probably the most well-known.
The fiddleheads are only harvestable for a couple of weeks in the spring
because after that, they have unfurled too much. These ferns, native
to North America, can be harvested during their fiddlehead stage
for personal consumption, or even for sale to upscale restaurants or
at farmers markets. They can be frozen or canned for use later in the
season, and they are usually eaten cooked.
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EXTENSION ACTIVITY
Look up recipes for
fiddleheads, or videos of
people cooking them. Do
you think you would like
to try them if you had the
opportunity? What wildgrown food is sourced near
your home?

FOREST FERNS

All over the world, ferns provide a habitat for bugs and other creatures. But would you plant one in your garden?
Most species of fern aren’t edible, and the leafy beauty isn’t a look most people strive for in a flower garden. But
sometimes, having a home for bugs is important.

LADYBUGS

The delightful little beetle affectionately known as the ladybug or ladybird beetle can be found all around
the world. Farmers and gardeners love these beetles because, unlike many bugs found in the garden, they
are helpers. Some gardeners will add a fern to their flower beds or vegetable gardens to attract bugs away
from their other plants and bring ladybugs to the area. Aphids are pesky creatures that are known to destroy
crops. They live on the leaves of plants and suck all of the juice out of the leaves, leaving them dry and useless.
Aphids are part of gardening, but if they get well established, they can destroy all your hard work—whether it’s a
greenhouse full of tomatoes or a field of peas.
Ferns attract aphids and other pesky bugs to its delicious fronds. This serves two purposes. If the nasty bugs
are attracted to your fern, they might leave your beautiful flowers and your tasty veggies alone! However, even
if that doesn’t work, they will also attract ladybugs to come and make their home among the fronds. Ladybugs
eat pests that destroy plants, and they eat more than just aphids. Nevertheless, ladybugs must lay their eggs
where there are aphids. The larvae of the ladybug dines almost exclusively on aphids, which is good news when
you have aphids in your garden! You can even buy refrigerated ladybugs at some nurseries. Refrigerating them
keeps them close to the state of hibernation that they enter in the winter, and when they are released into an
environment where there are aphids, they lay their eggs on the underside of the leaves and make their home in
your garden.

LADY BUG LIFE CYCLE

eggs

larvae
adult

pupa
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Isn’t it amazing how God makes
each fern unique? His creativity
is endless to make over 10,000
species of ferns. Sometimes, it is
tempting to believe that small
people or small things aren’t
important, but just think about
the spores and gametophytes we
learned about in this lesson. Those tiny little
structures are responsible for the production of
a whole new plant. Think about the ladybug and
its larvae. These small creatures have the capacity to
do so much good. God created you unique for the exact
purpose He intends for you. You are His beloved creation,
and He wants to see you produce exactly what He has put in
your heart. Sometimes when you do what God asks you to do,
it doesn’t look like you think it should. (Remember the gametophyte stage of the fern’s development?) But when
you trust Him with the process of obedience, He will produce the growth He desires in you.

Students
It’s time to open up your student notebooks to
complete your assignments. (Teachers: reference
Day at a Glance for answers and additional
resources.) Use the checklist to help you complete
all your tasks.
Today’s Checklist
Read your recitation together as a family.
Complete your copywork in your seatwork page.
Work on your spelling words.
Complete your student notebook pages.
Gather or create artwork about ferns for your
Botany Book.

Watch Me Grow!
Check on your bean seed and onion bulb. Measure
the height of your bean seed plant. You can keep
track of this each day and
document it in your Botany
Book.
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Early Reader: spores, fronds
Early Elementary: fronds, sori
Upper Elementary: sori, fiddleheads
Middle School: fiddleheads, biodiversity
High School: biodiversity, petioles
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What’s Happening
PAGE 1: Notebooking

Students will use prompts and targeted activities in their
notebooking pages to help them take notes and/or reflect on what
they are learning about in today’s lesson.

PAGE 4: art + LA
Students will work in their Botany Book today. They will
illustrate a fern or ladybug and journal facts about either one.

pAGE 5: bible

PAGE 2: Science

Scripture tells us that God has plans for each of us to fulfill
mighty purposes. Students will read about this in 2 Kings 22
and Luke 23:32–34 and reflect on God’s work in their lives.

Students will conduct activities to show the life cycle of a
ladybug. Younger students will use cutouts, and older students
will conduct research.

PAGE 3: social studies
Students and families will read together about generations of
people and fill out graphic organizers.

• A NSWERS •

early reader + Early Elementary
page
1

page
2

page
5

Notebooking
Early Reader
Section 1: spores: reproductive cells
fronds: the name for the leaves of a fern
Section 2: Refer to the diagram in the Teacher’s
Guide; p. 127
Section 3: Answers could include: aphids love ferns,
ladybugs eat aphids, ladybug larvae only eat aphids
Early Elementary only
Section 1: sori: a cluster of spores

Early Elementary only
generation: a group of people who live around the same
time; people who grow up in the same culture; raise their
children around the same time

upper Elementary
page
1

science
Early Reader
1. eggs 2. larva 3. pupa 4. adult
Early Elementary only
1. eggs: female ladybugs lay 5–50 bright yellow
eggs on the underside of a leaf
2. larva: eggs hatch after 2–10 days; larva will eat
other small insects and eggs for about a month
3. pupa: the larva attaches itself to the underside of
a leaf and forms a shell; inside the shell, the larva
is completely broken down and the adult ladybug
is formed
4. adult: after about 1–2 weeks inside, the adult
ladybug emerges from the shell
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Notebooking
Section 1: sori: a cluster of spores
fiddleheads: the young growth of a fern, sometimes eaten as
a vegetable
Section 2: Refer to the diagram in the Teacher’s Guide; p.
127
Ferns grow well in a rainforest because they need areas that
are moist and shaded.
Section 3: Refer to the diagram in the Teacher’s Guide; p.
127
Section 4: Answers could include: aphids love ferns,
ladybugs eat aphids, ladybug larvae only eat aphids

science
1. eggs: female ladybugs lay eggs
2. larva: eggs hatch, larva eat other insects and eggs for
about a month
3. pupa: the larva forms a shell and breaks down before
re-forming into an adult
4. adult: after about 1–2 weeks, the adult ladybug
emerges
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page
3

social studies

of the ground; important for the “trunk” to get water as
well; they thrive in humid rainforest environment

answers may include: generation is a group of people who
were born and grew up at about the same time

page science
2 Middle School

MIDDLE + HIGH SCHOOL
page
1

Notebooking
Section 1: fiddleheads: the young growth of a fern, sometimes
eaten as a vegetable
biodiversity: when there is a lot of different plant and animal life
as part of one ecosystem
High School only
petioles: the name of a stem on a fern
Section 2: Refer to the diagram in the Teacher’s Guide; p. 127
Answers could include:
the emergent layer: made up of massive trees that reach
above the canopy
canopy: a thick layer of greenery high up in the trees; traps
moisture and is the main reason that rainforests stay damp and
humid all the time
understory: plants are much shorter than those in the layers
above, but often have huge leaves to catch as much sun as
possible as it filters through the leaves and growth above
rainforest floor: the leaves that fall from the trees decay into
new and nutritious soil for seeds and spores to take root; where
bugs and fungi thrive
Section 3: Answers could include: spores are released and
land on moist, wet surfaces; the spores grow into an organism
nothing like the original fern; this organism is part of second
generation (gametophyte generation); they produce either
male or female reproductive structures (occasionally both);
male sperm is released and swims through wet film to fertilize
female egg; the fertilized egg becomes an embryo and a new
fern plant grows; gametophyte disintegrates and new plant
(sporophyte) grows; the new plant produces spores to start the
process again; spores grow in clusters called sori, frequently
found on bottom of the fronds
Section 4: Answers could include:
appearance: leafy fronds; generally lush and green; frond is
divided into leaflets; grows from stems or petioles; has rhizome
rather than root; is a vascular plant with no flower; reproduce
with spores; includes circulatory system; some are evergreen
and some are seasonal; they grow best where it is shaded and
damp
tree fern: tallest ferns; “trunk” is many rhizomes grown up out
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1. eggs: female ladybugs lay 5–50 bright yellow eggs on
the underside of a leaf
2. larva: eggs hatch after 2–10 days; larva will eat other
small insects and eggs for about a month
3. pupa: the larva attaches itself to the underside of a leaf
and forms a shell (pupate); inside the shell, the larva is
completely broken down and the adult ladybug is formed
4. adult: after about 1–2 weeks inside, the adult ladybug
emerges from the shell
High School only
The vedalia beetle was brought to North America from
Australia to help fight against the cottony-cushion scale
invasion of citrus orchards.

page social studies
3 Middle School
answers will vary: A generation is a group of people who
are born and grow up at about the same time.

page bible
5 Middle School
1. Josiah was only eight years old when he became king of
Jerusalem.
2. In Josiah’s 31 year reign, he obeyed and served the Lord,
repaired the temple, and turned the people back to God.
3. God’s timing is always best. He sees what we can’t see.
If Josiah’s father had not died, making Josiah the new king,
the people might have continued to live in sin and grown
further away from God. Yet another generation would
have been raised turning their backs on God.
High School only
4. Right at the point of death, the thief’s life was changed
and his eternity in Heaven was set.
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Thank you Jesus that you care about each and
every aspect of your creation. Thank you for caring
for your forests and creating fungi to help the
ecosystems of the forest. Thank you for making
beauty come out of ashes.

LET’S REVIEW WHAT WE’VE LEARNED!
•
•
•
•

Forest fires are helpful in the regeneration of spore-bearing plants.
Some fungi have a symbiotic relationship with the plants around them.
Many spores are as fine as dust.
Moss helped stop infection in soldier’s wounds in WW1.

IMPRESS THE REST!
The English word plant didn’t
vary much from its Latin root,
planta, meaning “a young plant
such as a tree, herb, or shrub
which is planted.” From this
root came Plantae to refer to
the kingdom of plant species.

Remember when we talked about taxonomy earlier in this unit? Each
species of plant that we have covered has had their very own scientific
name. This name is given to the plant based on how it is classified or
ordered. The largest grouping in taxonomy is called a kingdom. A king
rules over many subjects that live their lives in different ways. There may
be groups of people within a kingdom that look very different from one
another, but they all must follow the basic laws of the kingdom. Kingdoms
in taxonomy are similar. All plants are plants, even when they may look unique or have strange features. Plantae
is the name of the kingdom that all plants belong to. To help you remember, you could tell yourself that the name
of the king of plants is “King Plantae.” Today, we are going to take a step way away from the kingdom of Plantae
and check out a whole different realm. Fungi is another kingdom in the natural world. These organisms are often
mistaken for plants, and are very important to the ecosystems where plants grow. This makes them extremely
important to learn about. Let’s take a journey into this kingdom!
Fungi are different from plants in several ways, take a look at the diagram on the next page to see the unique
features. You have learned that plants have roots, stems, and leaves. Fungi have something called hyphae.
These are not true roots, rather, they are a type of filament. The mass of hyphae that the fungus produces is
collectively called mycelium. While these structures serve to anchor the fungi just like a root system, they are
much thinner and serve different purposes than root
systems. While the roots of plants are primarily
occupied with getting nutrients from the soil,
the hyphae of fungi are part of the necessary
decomposing cycles on the forest floor, ensuring
that the soil is nutrient rich and available for
plants to grow in. Fungi have a reproductive
cycle that is most similar to that of mosses and
ferns, growing from spores that are as fine as dust
rather than seeds. These spores are commonly
produced on the gills of a mushroom, or in the green
splotches of mold on an old piece of bread. Mold
spores are always floating through the air.
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Cap

Gills
Ring
Stalk
Spores

HABITAT AND FEATURES

The average person probably has no idea the
amount of fungi they encounter on a daily
basis. From microscopic to monstrosities, this
kingdom is massive.There’s fungi in the air you
breathe, the food you eat, the earth you walk
on, the water around you, the plants you’re
surrounded by, and even right inside your
own body! Actually, fungi are even known for
helping make some pretty miraculous medical
discoveries. Fungi can live almost anywhere. Today,
you will become a mycologist (a person who studies
fungi) as we delve deeper into the world of fungi.

The fungi kingdom includes mushrooms, rust, yeast,
molds, mildews, and lichen. Fungi don’t produce their
own food like plants; they live on their food and “absorb”
the food they need through their hyphae. Perhaps you’ve
Hyphae
noticed that if you leave left-overs in the refrigerator
long enough, eventually a fungus will grow?!
It’s true. Fungi can grow just as well in our
refrigerators as they can on the forest floor.
They grow on and in humans, animals, and
plants. Typically, a fungus prefers a rather
balmy environment of 70–90° F (21–32° C),
but there are exceptions to this rule. Most fungi
thrive in moist or wet environments (like between
your toes), but some have been made to adapt to
dryer conditions. The popular mushroom prefers the
dark, but rust and mildew don’t seem to mind the sunlight.
This kingdom is definitely full of organisms that like to defy the odds!

Fly Agaric

Have you ever stopped to think about the fungus you can find at your local grocery store? No! Not the fungus
that might be growing on produce that is past its prime, fungus you can eat! It’s estimated that there are more
than 100,000 species of fungi in the world, so those button mushrooms you saw last month at the store are just
a tiny glimpse into the vastness of the fungi world. If you keep going through the grocery store, you will find even
more things that have fungi as a component. Bread is the most common example. The yeast used to make bread
rise is a type of fungus. It lies dormant in its dried form, but when warm water and food is supplied, it bubbles
and foams, causing air bubbles to form in the loaf of bread. This results in delightfully soft bread. You might
be surprised to know that if you carry on toward the dairy aisle, you will find cheeses that require mold to give
them their signature flavor. Many people dislike the strong flavor that fungi give blue cheese, but others love it.
Mushrooms are actually the most common fungi (that’s the plural form of fungus) that are mistakenly identified
as plants. Maybe this is because you can find various types of mushrooms in the produce aisle of most grocery
stores.
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DELIGHTFUL OR DEADLY

Sauteed mushrooms can be an amazing
JUST FOR LAUGHS
addition to your steak dinner, but not every
Why is the mushroom always invited to parties?
kind of mushroom is safe to eat. If you’ve ever
Because he’s such a fun guy!
gone walking through a wet forest, or even a
park
during a particularly wet summer, you’ve
What did the claustrophobic fungi say to his friend?
probably seen mushrooms poking up through
There’s not mushroom in here!
the grass. If you’re a mushroom lover, you may
have wanted to snatch them up and eat them,
but you must be careful with mushrooms. Many
species of mushroom are not good for you, and some even have the ability to kill a person if eaten! So never eat
a mushroom from the wild unless you have a mushroom expert with you. Let’s take a look at some famous fungi
together!
Lion’s mane mushrooms are white and shaggy, and resemble . . . you guessed it, a
lion’s mane. These mushrooms are popular in homes and restaurants because they
have a taste similar to lobster. They can be eaten raw, cooked, or even made into
tea. This particular type of mushroom is being studied for its medicinal value, and
it’s quite possible that it can help with brain function. If you live in parts of northern
Canada or the northern United States, you just might find this unique mushroom
growing in a forest near you. Remember, you should always consult with an expert
before just picking a mushroom, bringing it home, and having it for supper!

lion’s mane
Entoloma hochstetteri is a mushroom you have to see to believe. Most of us
probably think of whites, browns, and taupes when we think about the colors of
mushrooms. If we’ve ever really stopped to think about it at all! The entoloma
hochstetteri however is a sight to see; it’s beautiful blue color almost radiates off
the forest floor. To find it, you’ll have to trek to New Zealand.This beautiful fungus is
actually featured on New Zealand’s $50 bill! Blue is actually one of the rarest colors
in the natural world, and perhaps that’s exactly why this little mushroom stands out
from the crowd. These little guys don’t have a common English name like many other
mushrooms, but to the Maori (an Indigenous group in New Zealand) they are called
werewerekokako. The kokako (see it in the name?) is actually a brilliant-blue bird that
is endemic to New Zealand—a fitting namesake for this amazingly beautiful fungus.

entoloma hochstetteri

Enoki mushrooms typically grow in bouquets. You read that right! These mushrooms
could be considered the flowers of the mushroom world. They have long, thin stems
and a tiny little button top. They’re actually quite delicate. These little guys are native
to North America and eastern Asia, but you can usually find them in the produce
section. They are good to eat cooked (just don’t overcook them) or raw.

enoki
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Morels are wild mushrooms that love to grow one year after a forest fire has cleared
the land. In parts of the midwestern United States, you can find these brain-like
mushrooms growing in large clusters around old elm trees.These mushrooms are
harvested and sold at farmers markets and to fancy restaurants for up to $349 USD
for just 4 pounds (1.8 kg)! What makes these mushrooms so expensive? Well, they’re
not typically farmed like the majority of mushrooms you find in the produce aisle.
They have to be harvested in the wild, and this means that they’re more expensive.
Morels can be dried and rehydrated to use in soups or even to fry and have on top of
your steak! They are unique and highly sought after. When looking for morels in the
forest, make sure you don’t accidentally pick false morels—these are toxic.

morels

Basket stinkhorn—also known as Latticed Stinkhorn or Red Cage—and you just
might smell this mushroom before you see it. Stinkhorn seems quite appropriate for
this mushroom that apparently smells like rotting flesh. Native to the Mediterranean
region, it seems to be spreading to other parts of the world. This unique mushroom
actually seems to hatch as the “egg” breaks open to reveal the beautiful, red lattice
or basket inside. Most people don’t eat this mushroom because they can’t handle the
smell. However, it is considered a delicacy in some parts of the world that harvest the
“egg” and pickle it, creating the mushroom version of pickled eggs.

basket stinkhorn

The death cap mushroom is possibly the most dangerous mushroom that we know
of. It grows in Europe and looks a little like an edible mushroom called the straw
mushroom. While some mushrooms will make you less sick after you cook them, this
mushroom retains its ability to kill even after it’s been cooked. Within a few hours of
eating this mushroom, people get violently sick. Can you believe that this mushroom
has been observed to cause a coma and death in over half the people who have
eaten it?

the death cap
Anthracophyllum archeri looks like something you might find on a beach
somewhere. Native to the tropical forests of New Zealand and Australia; their
common name is Orange Fan. You won’t find these beauties growing on the forest
floor. Instead, they grow on the limbs of dead trees or on dead logs. They’ve actually
been known to completely cover the limb or log they’re growing on! Imagine walking
through the forest and suddenly finding yourself surrounded by these stunning
orange and red fans!

MIRACULOUS MOLD

anthracophyllum
archeri

Infections used to be very common in hospitals in the early part of the 20th century. They were dangerous, and
there wasn’t yet a safe and reliable treatment for them. In the field hospitals in the First World War infections
were especially deadly. Many soldiers died—not just from battle wounds that were fatal—but from infections deep
inside their wounds that raged out of control. A captain in the Army Medical Corps, Alexander Fleming saw this
happening first hand. Fleming was a dedicated medical researcher who had some unconventional methods.
If you do a science experiment you probably want to make sure your environment is neat, organized, and well
controlled. Fleming however, was known as a sloppy scientist. His lab was often disorganized with half-finished
experiments forgotten about. What appeared to be a careless mistake actually ended up giving the world an
amazing discovery!
FAMOUS FUNGI
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In 1928, Fleming started an experiment in a petri dish, then left for a two week vacation.
When he returned, he found the petri dish contaminated by bacteria
as well as mold spores. He noted that the bacteria were beginning
to die where the mold had grown. Through further study, he
observed that there was a liquid being formed by the mold
that seemed to be killing the bacteria. This was intriguing! He
experimented some more and discovered this liquid would kill
many kinds of harmful bacteria. He called the liquid penicillin,
which is a type of antibiotic (something that fights bacteria) and
published his findings one year later. For ten years this amazing
discovery basically went unrecognized. Fleming was not successful in
being able to harvest the liquid penicillin in large quantities. But in 1940, two other
scientists became interested in his discovery. Working together, they were able to figure
out how to produce this precious liquid for use during the Second World War. The availability
of penicillin during that time was surely a blessing, as many more soldiers would have been lost
without it. Since the 1940s, millions of lives have been saved from diseases that were once considered dangerous
or deadly. If you’ve had an ear or throat infection you may have had penicillin before.
Since the ground-breaking discovery of penicillin, medical researchers have been able to use different types
of fungi for other medicines, as well. Some statins—drugs that are often used to lower cholesterol—are derived
from fungus, while others are synthetic. Some beneficial fungi can be used to treat not only bacterial, but also
fungal infections in humans, while others have proven useful for treating migraine headaches and helping organ
transplants be received by the new body.
Students
It’s time to open up your student notebooks to
complete your assignments. (Teachers: reference
Day at a Glance for answers and additional
resources.) Use the checklist to help you complete
all your tasks.

Watch Me Grow!
Check on your bean seed and onion bulb. Water both
plants, if needed. Has your onion shoot grown?
Measure and document its
height in your Botany Book.
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Today’s Checklist
Read your recitation together as a family.
Complete your copywork in your seatwork page.
Work on your spelling words.
Complete your student notebook pages.
Choose artwork you create or the cutouts from
the appendix for your Botany Book.
Vocabulary
Early Reader: fungi, decomposing
Early Elementary: decomposing, penicillin
Upper Elementary: penicillin, mycologist
Middle School: hyphae, mycologist
High School: hyphae, mycelium
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What’s Happening

PAGE 4: art + LA

PAGE 1: Notebooking

Students will use prompts and targeted activities in their
notebooking pages to help them take notes and/or reflect on what
they are learning about in today’s lesson.

PAGE 2: Science + Home economics
Students will learn about yeast and its role in bread. Younger
students will conduct experiments; older students will research.

Students will work in their Botany Book today. They will
illustrate, diagram, and record observations about fungi.

pAGE 5: bible
God hides precious truths in nature, and today students will
learn how He creates life from destruction, such as the morel
mushroom, and read Isaiah 61:3.

PAGE 3: science
Students and families will read and/or research about fungi
and its harm or benefit to health.

• A NSWERS•

early reader + Early Elementary
page
1

Notebooking

page
3

science

Early Reader:
Section 2: circle all pictures
Section 3: lion’s mane: looks like a lion’s mane
enoki: grown in bouquets
basket stinkhorn: smells like rotting meat
Early Elementary Only
Section 2: Answers could include: the food
we eat, the air we breathe, along the ground, in
water, among plants, in the human body
Section 3: morels: have a brain-like appearance

Early Reader:
1. b 2. b 3. a 4. c
Early Elementary:
1. decompose 2. spores 3. yeast 4. penicillin

upper Elementary
page
1

Notebooking

Section 2: Answers could include: the food we eat,
the air we breathe, along the ground, in water, among
plants, in the human body
Section 3: Answers could include:
lion’s mane: white and shaggy; tastes similar to
lobster; edible: raw, cooked, or made into tea; studied
for medicinal value (may help with brain function);
138
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found in North America
entoloma hochstetteri: blue color—rarest in
natural world; found in New Zealand; featured of
NZ’s $50 bill; Maori name of werewerekokako
enoki: typically grow in bouquets; long, thin stems
and time button top; delicate; found in North
America and East Asia; edible when cooked or raw
morels: wild mushrooms; grow one year following
a forest fire; brain-like appearance; grows in
clusters around elm trees; expensive mushroom
because only harvested in the wild; can be dried
and dehydrated
basket stinkhorn: known as latticed stinkhorn
or red cage; smells like rotting fish; found in
Mediterranean area; seems to “hatch” and reveal
red lattice or basket inside; is edible, but not
frequently eaten due to smell
anthracophyllum archeri: found in forests of New
Zealand and Australia; common name is orange
fan; grows on limbs of dead trees or logs; orange
and red fan-like appearance
Section 4: Answers could include: Alexander
Fleming discovered mold growing on bacteria. The
mold was able to kill the bacteria and create a liquid
he called penicillin, which has become an infectionkilling medicine still used today.
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page
2

science + home economics

page
3

science

page science + home economics
2 Middle School: research: Yeast is activated by

Results: When the yeast was activated by the warm
water, it released carbon dioxide. This air was caught
in the balloon making it inflate.
Across: 2. hyphae 7. penicillin 9. mushroom 10. yeast
Down: 1. decomposer 3. Plantae 4. taxonomy 5.
ringworm 6. spores 8. dioxide

MIDDLE + HIGH SCHOOL
page
1

Notebooking
Section 2: Reference the diagram in the Teacher’s Guide;
p. 134.
Section 3: Answers could include:
• lion’s mane: white and shaggy; tastes similar to
lobster; edible: raw, cooked, or made into tea; studied
for medicinal value (may help with brain function);
found in North America
• entoloma hochstetteri: blue color - rarest in natural
world; found in New Zealand; featured of NZ’s $50
bill; Maori name of werewerekokako
• enoki: typically grow in bouquets; long, thin stems
and time button top; delicate; found in North America
and East Asia; edible when cooked or raw
• morels: wild mushrooms; grow one year following
a forest fire; brain-like appearance; grows in clusters
around elm trees; expensive mushroom because only
harvested in the wild; can be dried and dehydrated
• basket stinkhorn: known as latticed stinkhorn or red
cage; smells like rotting fish; found in Mediterranean
area; seems to “hatch” and reveal red lattice or basket
inside; is edible, but not frequently eaten due to smell
• anthracophyllum archeri: found in forests of New
Zealand and Australia; common name is orange fan;
grows on limbs of dead trees or logs; orange and red
fan-like appearance
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warm water. It then feeds on sugar and releases
carbon dioxide. These air bubbles create swelling in
the bread, making it light and fluffy.
observation: Once mixed with warm water, the yeast
began to swell and rise up in the bottle. The balloon
began to inflate.
conclusion: When the yeast was activated by the
warm water, it released the carbon dioxide. This air
was caught in the balloon, making it inflate.
High School
1. Yeast is a live single-celled fungus.
2. Yeast is activated by warm water, feeds on sugar,
and releases carbon dioxide.
3. When wheat flour is combined with water,
chemicals in the flour form gluten. As the dough is
kneaded, the gluten becomes stretchy and is filled
with the carbon dioxide bubbles from the yeast,
allowing the dough to rise and the bread to have
a light and fluffy texture.
4. Too much yeast can affect the flavor and lead to
the dough falling flat by releasing the air too soon
instead of it being absorbed by the flour.

page science
3 nature: decomposers, recyclers, toadstools

food: yeast is used to make bread, some cheeses
get their taste and smell from mold, morel and truffle
mushrooms are delicacies
medicine: penicillin was discovered from mold, statin
drugs are derived from mushrooms and help control
cholesterol, some fungi can treat migraines

page bible
5 1. Morel mushrooms grow completely underground
until a devastating forest fire compels their fruit to
grow above the ground.
2. Scientists are not even sure why this happens. It is
part of God’s great design.
3. God can take our ashes, our difficulties, our
devastation, and give us beauty instead.
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Jesus, thank you that you have provided living
organisms with chlorophyll so that they can produce
the oxygen we need to breathe. Nothing you have
created was an accident. Thank you for showing
us through your creation that we can trust you to
provide for all of our needs.

LET’S REVIEW WHAT WE’VE LEARNED!
•
•
•
•

Kingdom Plantae contains all the plants in the world.
Most plants use photosynthesis to produce food.
Kingdom Fungi contains all mushrooms, molds, and yeasts.
Lichens are created through a symbiotic relationship between a fungus
and an alga.

Have you ever been on a boat, on the shores of a pond, or by the ocean and noticed something that
appears to be growing under the water? Perhaps you’ve walked along a beach and seen what appears
to be slimy weeds washed up on shore? While some plants have adapted to dry environments, others are
more at home in the water. Today’s lesson is all about things that grow in the water. But not everything we
think of as a water plant falls into kingdom Plantae!

ALGAE

So far in this unit, we have talked about two kingdoms, but today we are going to learn about one more.
Did you know that some of the most well known “plants” that grow in the water aren’t plants at all?
Algae belong to the kingdom Protista, the third and final kingdom you will learn about in this unit.
These organisms are often mistaken for plants because they use the same process of photosynthesis
to produce their own food, and many of them look similar to plants. The process of classifying this
group of organisms is constantly changing as scientists discover new information about how they are
structured.

If you’ve ever gone for a walk on an ocean beach that isn’t part of a resort, chances are that you have
seen seaweed, and probably even smelled the strong odor of it as it rots in the sun. Seaweed grows
underwater in every ocean around the world, so it is expected that some of it will wash up on the shore
with the tides. It is so common that many resorts who cater to tourists employ people to clean up the
beaches so that the vacationers don’t have to smell the seaweed. These organisms are held to the
floor of the ocean by a structure called a holdfast. The holdfast doesn’t provide nutrients to the algae
(because let’s face it, sand is not very nutritious), but is purely for stability. There are red, green, and brown
seaweeds, and many of the species are edible. Thankfully the seaweed that you will encounter in the store
isn’t harvested from the rotting stuff on the sand, but rather from deep water where the algae grow healthy
and strong. Though you may not realize it, algae are extremely important to the ocean ecosystem. Without
algae, a major food source for fish and other animals would be gone. This would disrupt the food chains in the
oceans and create problems for us here on land. But even more importantly, because algae use photosynthesis
to produce food for themselves, they are important contributors to the amount of oxygen in the atmosphere. You
need oxygen to survive. Scientists believe that around half of the oxygen that is in the atmosphere is produced by
photosynthetic organisms in the water, including algae!
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Some of the most well known seaweeds are kelp and
nori. If you’ve ever seen sushi rolls in a display case
at the store, you’ve likely seen nori wrapped around
the outside of the sushi. Nori is a mild seaweed and
can be used to roll up a variety of fillings, or you can
just eat it as a snack. Kelp is a brown algae known
for its large size. It provides an important home and
source of food for many ocean creatures in cool
ocean climates. The largest kelp species can grow
215 feet (65 m) long. Kelp is known for the strength
of its savory flavor. You may not know it, but even if
you’ve never dreamed of eating seaweed, you have
likely eaten much of a seasoning that was inspired
by the flavor of kelp. MSG, or monosodium
Sea
glutamate, has been described as having a
super-salty flavor. This compound, that is used in
many packaged sauces and restaurants, was created by a Japanese chemist
in the early 20th century.

kelp

By Lesson 17 of this unit, you will probably not be surprised to discover that not everything that bears the
name “algae” is really an alga. Blue-green algae is commonly found in still water, in
slow-moving areas of streams, or in shallow waters. The real name for this
organism is cyanobacteria. When the number of
bacteria increases drastically, a bloom is formed on the
surface or just under the surface of the water. These
IMPRESS THE REST!
bacteria produce toxins, and when there is a bloom,
Umami is a culinary term
there are enough toxins present to cause damage
to describe a delightful
to both humans and animals. You may experience
savoriness. This flavor
symptoms such as a rash, nausea, vomiting, and
is associated with the
blistering lips among many other symptoms if exposed
saltiness of seaweed used
to these bacteria. Pets or livestock can develop
in many different Asian
jaundice and severe complications related to liver
dishes.
failure. Many pets have become sick and even died
from drinking water that had an active blue-green
algae bloom.

WATER PLANTS

You may be wondering what happened to learning about plants–after
all, the last two lessons have been about unique and different kingdoms
altogether. We have covered fungi and algae because they are commonly
thought of as plants, but now that we have discussed these other organisms, let’s
dive back into kingdom Plantae to finish off this lesson. Water plants are unique
in that they require a specific environment to survive. Many plants have the ability to
adapt to wet or dry years, but water plants require lots of moisture to grow and develop.
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Many plants that live on the surface of water can cause problems for the environment it is a part of. Duckweed,
watermeal, and water lettuce are all examples of aquatic plants that can cause problems for pond and lake
ecosystems. These plants can grow over the surface of the water in such thick layers that they prevent plants
and algae that grow entirely underwater from being able to photosynthesize. The lack of photosynthesis means
a lack of oxygen. If the body of water is home to fish, they become stressed by this lack of oxygen and can even
begin to die. Do you think that if you went fishing in this kind of environment that you would catch any fish? Many
governments work to control weeds like this that grow on the surface of lakes with either natural methods or the
use of herbicides.

duckweed swamp

Plants that live underwater can cause problems, as well. Curly pondweed looks similar to seaweed, but it is not
quite as helpful. This invasive weed is often found in lakes in large quantities. It tends to grow in large groupings,
stopping the growth of native plants. This weed often gets caught in propellers or jets of a boat and can cause
some difficulty for motorized watercraft. Sago pondweed is another weed that grows primarily underwater in
ponds and lakes. Ducks and other waterfowl use this weed as a source of food, but if it is introduced into a new
area, it can quickly disrupt the natural balance of the ecosystem.

RICE

Rice field
teacher’s guide LESSON 17

Have you ever wondered how your food gets to the
grocery store? We buy food so neatly packaged, but
that rice that you buy in a plastic bag or a woven sack
didn’t come out of the ground that way. Let’s take a look
at what it looks like to grow rice in the United States.
Rice is a unique grain crop because it is a plant that
needs a lot of water to grow. Most farmers spend a lot
of time making sure their soil has good drainage so that
when it rains a lot their crops don’t drown. Rice farmers
want just the opposite; they want their fields flooded
to provide for these water-loving plants. In the United
States, rice is planted in the spring and harvested in the
summer or fall. Rice plants can grow quite tall, reaching
heights of up to 4 feet (1.2 m) by the end of the growing
season.
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Rice farmers monitor their fields closely to ensure that there is always 2–4 inches (5–10 cm) of water on the field
during the whole growing season. When it is time to harvest the rice, the fields are drained and machinery is used
to cut the plant and separate the stalk from the grain. The rice is then dried before being packaged and sent to
the store to be put on shelves. Because much of the rice farming in the United States takes place in southern,
warmer climates, the farmers flood their fields again after harvest, providing a helpful habitat for birds who
have flown south to escape the harsh northern winter. They do this to control weeds and prevent erosion, and
this means that they need less chemicals. The birds are helpful to the farmer by not only eating some of the straw
waste from last year’s crop, but also by providing fertilizer to the field for next year so they don’t have to add
fertilizer!

EXTENSION ACTIVITY
Do further research about rice farming. Look up pictures of rice
fields from different places around the world, and discover the
different ways rice farming is approached in different countries.

POND EDIBLES

Some water plants that grow wild in ponds provide necessary habitat for
ducks and other water-loving birds, as well as providing food for creatures and
humans. Let’s take a look at some of the beneficial plants you can find on or in
the water.
Watercress grows in water or in wet,
muddy conditions. This water plant is
grown for its young shoots that are edible.
The leaves taste almost like pepper, and this
delightful plant is packed full of nutrients.

watercress
Cattails are found in wet, marshy environments. These iconic plants provide home to
many types of wildlife, complete with camouflage to protect the nests of vulnerable
eggs and young birds. They are characterized by their furry, brown spikes that
produce seeds distributed by the wind. They grow from a rhizome, and these rhizomes
are even eaten in some areas of the world.

cattails
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Water lilies are rooted in the mud at the bottom of bodies of
freshwater. These plants are well known for their lily pads that
float on the surface of the water. Many varieties of wild water
lilies have edible parts, including the rhizome, young leaves,
flowers, and seeds. These plants are often planted in private
ponds for decoration.

water lily
Water chestnuts are grown for their edible fruit or roots. The
Chinese water chestnut is well known for its crisp corms that
do not soften when cooked.

water chestnut
If you are interested in other wild edible plants that
can be harvested from ponds or wet areas, do
further research to find out what kinds of plants
grow near your home. Maybe you would like to
try to eat some cattails or try some watercress
in a dish. If you aren’t excited about the idea of
foraging for food, look for water chestnuts in the
canned vegetable section of your grocery store
and put them in a stir fry or a spinach dip!

Watch Me Grow!

Check on your bean seed and onion bulb. Document
any changes in your Botany Book.
.

Students
It’s time to open up your student notebooks to
complete your assignments. (Teachers: reference
Day at a Glance for answers and additional
resources.) Use the checklist to help you complete
all your tasks.
Today’s Checklist
Read your recitation together as a family.
Complete your copywork in your seatwork page.
Work on your spelling words.
Complete your student notebook pages.
Choose cutouts from the appendix or an 		
illustration of your own for your Botany Book.
Vocabulary
Early Reader: habitat, algae
Early Elementary: algae, kelp
Upper Elementary: kelp, alga
Middle School: alga, umami
High School: umami, herbicides
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What’s Happening
PAGE 1: Notebooking

Students will use prompts and targeted activities in their
notebooking pages to help them take notes and/or reflect on what
they are learning about in today’s lesson.

PAGE 2: Science
Students and families will read together about invasive species.
Younger students have an activity, and older students will
research.

PAGE 3: social studies

plants, animals, and even people. Older students will also
read about Jacob and Esau in Genesis 27:1–38.

PAGE 4: art + LA
Students will work in their Botany Book today by using either
cutouts or their own artwork to illustrate water plants, and
then document facts about them.

pAGE 5: home economics
Move to the kitchen where students will use a water crop to
create sushi!

Students will read examples about mistaken identities with

• A NSWERS•

early reader + Early Elementary
page
1

page
2

Notebooking
Early Reader
Section 1: habitat: a plant’s natural home or
living environment
algae: photosynthetic organisms that live
underwater or in wet environments
Section 2: Plantae: rice and watercress
Protista: kelp and nori
Early Elementary only
Section 1: kelp: a large seaweed that grows in
cool ocean environments

upper Elementary
page
1

1. Fish would not have enough oxygen in the water
to survive, because of the lack of sunlight for
photosynthesis.
2. Underwater algae would not be able to
produce their own food without sunlight.
3. Boaters traveling through the water would get
stuck in the thick vegetation.
4. Any animal that ate these plants would be
harmed.
5. Native plants would no longer be able to grow
and thrive if they had to compete for sunlight,
water, and soil nutrients.

page social studies
3 1. This attracts male bees to the petals, the bees

Notebooking

pick up pollen from the orchid, and then spread
the pollen to other blooms.
2. It does this in hopes that the other bird will act
as a foster parent to its young.
3. If it plays dead, the predator might lose interest
and leave it alone.
4. The vine can blend in and resemble any plant
that it attaches to.

Section 1
kelp: a large seaweed that grows in cool ocean
environments
alga: the singular form of algae
Section 2
Answers could include:
Plantae: duckweed, watermeal, water lettuce, curly
pondweed, sago pondweed, rice, watercress, water
chestnuts, and cattails
Protista: kelp and nori
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MIDDLE + HIGH SCHOOL
page
1

easily controlled.
High School only
2. water lettuce: A shrub that can have 15 foot
long stems and looks like a floating head of lettuce.
It grows in the Florida wetlands, and is known as
one of the world’s worst weeds, because it forms
huge thick mats that can block water channels and
damage underwater ecosystems.
5. canary grass: A perennial grass that can grow
up to 6 feet tall. Green, purple, or tan flowers
bloom from May to July. It grows in the central and
western parts of the United States in muddy wet
areas, and can quickly fill the ground. This plant
will choke out all other plants and is very difficult to
get rid of.

Notebooking
Section 1
alga: the singular form of algae
umami: the name given to the savory flavor in culinary
dishes
Section 2: Answers could include:
rooted to the ocean floor by a holdfast that doesn’t
provide nutrients, it is only for stability; there are red,
green, and brown seaweeds; it is important to the ocean
ecosystem as a food source for ocean life and contributing
to oxygen levels in the atmosphere; most well-known
seaweeds are kelp and nori
nori: mild seaweed (edible and used for rolling)
kelp: brown algae with large size, strong flavor
Section 3: Answers could include:
a unique grain that needs lots of water; farmers want fields
flooded for rice; always want 2–4 inches of water during
growing season; once harvested, grains are dried before
packaging and shipping

page
3

page science
2 Middle School: 1. alligator weed: Floats on the

water and roots in wet soil or shallow water in the
southern United States. Can grow 3 feet tall with 4
inch long leaves. Grows in a thick blanket that covers
the water, competes with native plants, clogs and
prevents drainage, and decreases the amount of
oxygen in the water.
2. flowering rush: Can grow from 1–5 feet tall with
linear leaves around 3 feet long. Its seeds float, which
allows them to be carried downstream to further
spread growth. This plant can displace native plants
and cause problems for boaters. Because it can
tolerate a wide range of water temperatures, it has the
potential to spread across the U.S.
3. yellow iris: Can grow up to 3-4 feet tall with
broad sword-shaped leaves and yellow flowers that
bloom from April to July. Irises grow in thick groups
competing with native plants. Their seeds can be
carried downstream to further spread growth. This
plant is toxic to grazing animals, so coverage is not
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social studies
Middle School
1. The bee orchid has flower petals that resemble a
female bee. This attracts male bees to the petals,
and the bees pick up pollen from the orchid and then
spread the pollen to other blooms.
2. The cuckoo bird will lay an egg in the nest of
another bird. It does this in hopes that the other bird
will act as a foster parent to its young.
3. When surprised by a predator, the opossum can
play dead. If it plays dead, the predator might lose
interest and leave it alone.
High School only
4. The Boquila trifoliolata is a vine found in Chile
and Argentina that can change its appearance like a
chameleon. The vine can blend in and resemble any
plant that it attaches to.

home economics
High School: Some parts of the puffer fish contain
a dangerous neurotoxin called tetrodotoxin. A person
could start showing symptoms within 20 minutes
of consuming this toxin. Symptoms include tingling,
dizziness, trouble speaking, muscle weakness,
vomiting, and more. If severe enough, consuming this
toxin could lead to death. It is possible to eat puffer
fish if prepared properly, but it’s probably not worth
the risk!
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pitcher
plant

Thank you, Jesus, that you have created plant life to
be so diverse and unique. You have provided each plant
species with specific abilities and features to help
them thrive in the environment where they live. You are
so wise and kind, and we are in awe of your goodness.

You’ve learned that you should never eat mushrooms you find in the woods without being
absolutely sure what kind of mushrooms they are. However, mushrooms aren’t the only thing
that grow in the forest that you must be careful of. For all of the delightful and tasty
plants on this amazing planet, many others are quite strange and even dangerous. The
unique features of these plants are often what help them to survive in the world. God
created plants with everything they need to survive, just like He promised to provide for
the needs of His children. Philippians 4:19 says, “. . . and my God will supply every need of
yours according to his riches in glory in Christ Jesus.” Let’s take a look at some of the most
dangerous and unique plants on the planet!

CARNIVOROUS PLANTS

While plants for the most part may seem happy and harmless, did you know that there
are some that actually set traps to capture insects? There are over 600 species
of carnivorous plants that are known for their habit of capturing and digesting
insects. Most of the traps on these plants are created by unique leaf structures,
and they are described as either passive or active traps. While some carnivorous
plants move in the process of trapping insects, others simply take the opportunity
to digest insects that land in their traps. Carnivorous plants obtain energy from
sunlight just like other plants through the process of photosynthesis, but they
usually live in environments that are not rich in nutrients. The habit of digesting
insects helps them to receive necessary nutrients that are not available through the
soil.

FLYPAPER PLANTS

Have you ever been annoyed by the buzzing of an obnoxious fly that just won’t seem
to leave you alone? Some people use flypaper traps hanging from the ceiling in their
homes or holiday trailers to trap the irritating creatures without having to chase them all
over with a fly swatter. Butterworts and sundews work similarly to flypaper. Butterworts
have a sticky substance on their yellowish-green leaves that an insect mistakes for water
or nectar. When they land they cannot get away, and the leaf then gently rolls up to cover
the insect and digests it. When it has gained the necessary nutrients, the leaf unfurls and
continues to photosynthesize.
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sundew plant catching a fly
Sundew plants are similar to butterworts, but are covered in plant hairs that excrete a sticky goo that looks like
water droplets on the leaves. This attracts insects and once they land in the goo they are trapped. Once trapped,
these unfortunate creatures are covered by a curling leaf that contains sticky glands, and they are digested by
the enzymes the sundew produces. Once the plant has digested the insect, the leaf opens to wait for its next
meal.
There are over 150 species of sundew plants that are found growing in many tropical and warm regions of the
world. Many of the members of this family are considered flypaper plants. They usually grow in fens (a type of
wetland) and bogs, and they prefer soil with an elevated acid content. Most species grow back each year and
have white or pink flowers.
While you don’t have to worry too much about getting caught in the sticky traps
that flypaper plants set (you are much stronger than a tiny insect and can
pull free), you can identify these plants by looking for clues around you. What
might look like dew droplets on a plant may very well be some sort of sticky
sap, some of which can be poisonous or irritating to the skin. So look around
at other plants in the area and see if the dew is everywhere or if it is isolated
to one particular type of plant (or check with an adult!) before touching it!

pitcher
plant

PITCHER PLANTS

Pitcher plants are carnivorous plants identified by their leaves, which look like
a pitcher of water. There are many different types of pitcher plants. They
are found in areas that have soil with few nutrients. The carnivorous nature of
these plants provides them with necessary nitrogen and phosphorus that help
the plants thrive. The passive pitcher plant attracts its prey with its nectar. When
an insect or small animal climbs into the pitcher, it falls into the liquid pool at the
bottom of the leaf structure and drowns. Once dead, the prey is digested by enzymes
produced by the leaves. Some species of pitcher plant are known to digest frogs or
even salamanders! Different species of pitcher plants have varying leaf shapes and sizes,
and the flowers can vary from plant to plant: pink, red, burgundy, purple, white, or yellow.
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DID YOU KNOW?

The cobra plant, or cobra lily, is named for its similar appearance to
the famous snake when it is about to strike. It has growths that are
said to resemble the forked tongue or the fangs of a snake peeking
out from below the hooded pitcher that is designed to catch prey.
This plant is unique among the classification as a pitcher plant, as it
uses bacteria rather than enzymes to digest its prey. This species can
be found in northern California and southern Oregon.

Another type of pitcher plant is the monkey cup. When the leaves on these plants first form, they look as harmless
as any other leaf. However, as it grows and develops, a large pitcher shape is formed and filled with air. When it
is ready to entrap its prey, the pitcher opens to lure in its unsuspecting victims. When an insect crawls into the leaf
to explore it, it finds itself trapped at the bottom, unable to climb back out. The walls of the leaf are coated in a
substance that prevents the insect from climbing. Even though wall climbing is already impossible for the trapped
insect, a response is then triggered in the plant that releases acid that works to digest the prey. The largest of this
type of plant can even digest mice! Sometimes the digestive acid does not fully consume the prey, leaving some
remains in the pitcher. In some instances, the decaying organisms provide food for insect larvae or ants that live
in the plant.

BLADDERWORT

This carnivorous plant is unique in the way it grows,
and in the way it catches its prey. Found in moist
locations and even growing in water, these plants do
not possess roots, but rather grow from a stem that
has tiny traps under the water or moist soil. The wet
conditions help the traps—called bladders—to create a
vacuum that sucks its prey into the chamber. When a
small insect swims or crawls by and touches the hairs
on the bladder, the mouth is opened and the suction
immediately sucks the creature inside. This can take
less than a millisecond to occur in some instances,
making bladderworts the fastest carnivorous plant
that we know of.
(Parent note: You can find a video of how it works by, but
only watch if your children won’t be sensitive to a creature
being caught.)

Bladderwort
VIDEO
BREAK
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VENUS FLY TRAP

Remember when we talked about the sundew family of plants? While
many sundews trap their prey using sticky substances, venus flytraps
fold up when they sense pressure from an insect on their trigger
hairs. Once folded closed, the traps release a red sap that both
digests the insect’s body and dyes the inside of the leaf red,
contributing to its stunning appearance. Venus fly traps
take around 10 days to digest an insect and each trap
is only capable of trapping and digesting up to four
insects before it dies.

EXTENSION ACTIVITY
Take some time to research carnivorous plants. See if you can
find some videos of venus fly traps or pictures of various types of
pitcher plants. What remarkable creativity God has to make so
many different kinds of plants!

POISONOUS PLANTS

You may be thinking to yourself that the plants you’ve learned about today don’t sound like they are very
dangerous unless you are a fly or other unsuspecting bug, and you would be right. Although some cartoons set
in supposedly prehistoric times paint a picture of man-eating
plants, carnivorous plants do not pose a threat to your health
and life. However, there are other plants that certainly do.
Poisonous plants are plentiful throughout the world. Many
plants are simply not designed to be eaten by humans, and
some are even easily mistaken for safe plants. This reality
makes it necessary that you never eat a wild plant unless you
are absolutely sure of what it is. One of the most deadly plants
in North America is the water hemlock. This plant belongs to
the carrot family and can sometimes be mistaken for celery or
parsnips. Eating just a small amount of this plant can result in
death, and people who do survive eating this plant often have
long lasting effects on their health. White snakeroot is another
poisonous plant that can cause milk poisoning when a person
drinks milk or eats the meat of a cow that has eaten the white
snakeroot plant. Fortunately, farmers today are diligent in making
sure that this weed stays out of their pastures.
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IMPRESS THE REST!
Our word poison actually
comes from the Latin
word potion, referring to
a potion or something
that is harmful to drink.
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While the discovery of a wild raspberry or blackberry bush makes for a delightfully sweet treat on a hike, you’ll
want to be absolutely sure you know what any berries are before you eat them. Some berries look plump, juicy,
and sweet, but can actually cause serious problems. Let’s take a look at some berries and leaves that are best left
on the plant.
These small, bright berries are not a sweet treat. They are part of the
nightshade plant, and eating them can use muscle paralysis or even affect
the heart. Touching their leaves can even cause a skin rash.

Nightshade plant

If you’ve ever seen a neatly trimmed hedge with glossy black berries, you
may have been looking at a hedge of privet. The leaves and berries on
these shrubs are poisonous not only to humans, but to pets as well.

Privet
Elderberries are a uniquely poisonous plant. The berries themselves
are useful and safe, but the seeds inside the berry are poisonous. While
these berries should never be eaten raw (that can cause major stomach
upset), they are commonly made into juices, syrups, or elixirs to help to
fight the common cold.

Elderberry

Houseplants, while lovely to have in your home, can sometimes cause
reactions if consumed. Dieffenbachia (deef-en-bach-i-ah), also
known as dumb cane, is a common houseplant that can irritate the
tongue and throat if eaten, causing temporary speechlessness.

Dieffenbachia
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There are many types of
leafy green philodendron
plants that are wellsuited to growing
indoors in low light.
However, they too
can cause illness
if consumed, and
should be kept out of
the reach of pets and small
children.

Does your family put up mistletoe
at Christmastime? This famous
plant with delicate white berries
is known for being a plant to
kiss someone under. However,
the berries on this festive plant
can cause issues with the heart
and digestion, and while
harmful to humans, they’re
especially dangerous for pets if
consumed.

Philodendron

Mistletoe

Have you found yourself wondering why some plants are poisonous? Just like carnivorous plants use their unique
features to provide necessary nutrients, poisonous plants use their unique toxins to stop herbivores from eating
them. This is a defense mechanism designed to help them survive as a species. Each plant has its very own
unique features that help it survive in the environment in which it is planted. God really does give each of His
creations what they need!

Students
It’s time to open up your student notebooks to
complete your assignments. (Teachers: reference
Day at a Glance for answers and additional
resources.) Use the checklist to help you complete
all your tasks.
Today’s Checklist
Read your recitation together as a family.
Complete your copywork in your seatwork page.
Work on your spelling words.
Complete your student notebook pages.
Choose cutouts from the appendix or an 		
illustration of your own for your Botany Book.

Watch Me Grow!

Check on your bean seed and onion bulb. Water both
plants, if needed. Has your onion shoot grown?
Measure and document its
height in your Botany Book.
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Early Reader: carnivorous, toxins
Early Elementary: toxins, flypaper plant
Upper Elementary: flypaper plant, poisonous
Middle School: poisonous, fen
High School: fen, pitcher plant
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Perilous Plants

What’s Happening
PAGE 1: Notebooking

Students will use prompts and targeted activities in their
notebooking pages to help them take notes and/or reflect on what
they are learning about in today’s lesson.

PAGE 2: Science
Younger students will read and discuss with a parent about
poisons in nature. Older students will conduct research.

questions, while older students research more about
addiction and its effects.

PAGE 4: art + LA
Students will work in their Botany Book today by illustrating a
plant they learned about and documenting facts about it.

pAGE 5: science + art
Students will design their very own carnivorous plant out
of household materials! Older students will also have some
research involved in the process.

PAGE 3: social studies
Students will learn about making wise choices with the
things they put in their bodies. Younger students will answer

• A NSWERS •

upper Elementary

early reader + Early Elementary
page
1

Notebooking
Early Reader:
Section 2: carnivorous: venus fly tray,
bladderwort, and pitcher plant; plants that
capture and digest insects (or other small animals)
poisonous: nightshade berries, mistletoe, privet;
plants that have unique toxins for protection
Early Elementary only
Section 1: conservare: to save, guard, or watch
over
Section 2: water: water flow limits
soil: cover crops
forests: conservation organizations

page
2

science

page
3

social studies

Early Reader: Answers may include: observe,
admire, sketch, take a picture; never eat
something you can’t 100% identify; plant could be
poisonous and hurt you very badly
Answers may include: a lot of studying,
experimenting, and researching over a long
period of time
Early Elementary: 1. malaria 2. foxglove 3. yew
tree 4. opium 5. aspirin
1. bad 2. good 3. good 4. bad 5. good
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page
1

Notebooking

page
2

science

page
3

Social Studies

Section 2: carnivorous: venus fly tray, bladderwort,
and pitcher plant, flypaper plants (such as butterworts
and sundews)
poisonous: elderberries, nightshade berries, mistletoe,
privet, dieffenbachia, philodendron
Section 3–4: carnivorous: plants that capture and
digest insects (or other small animals)
poisonous: plants that have unique toxins for
protection
(other answers will vary)
1. malaria 2. yew tree 3. Answers will vary: opium,
mandrake, hemlock, henbane 4. aspirin
1. This is bad for your body. You should only eat
medicines, even vitamins, when a parent or doctor gives
them to you.
2. This is good for your body. Medicines given
appropriately by parents are safe.
3. This is good for your body. Brushing your teeth after
eating sugary treats is a good idea.
4. This is bad for your body. You should not help
yourself to medicine, especially if it is medicine
prescribed for another person.
5. This is good for your body. This snack will give you
good energy for your game, unlike a chocolate bar.
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MIDDLE + HIGH SCHOOL
page
1

page science
2 Middle School: 1. A toxic ingredient in the bark can

Notebooking
Section 2 : Answer could include: they capture and
digest insects; there are passive or active plants (typically
leaf-structure traps); gain nutrients from photosynthesis
process, but often live in areas not rich in nutrients; digest
insects to receive nutrients not available in soil
Section 3 : Answers could include:
pitcher plant: leaves look like pitcher of water; found
in areas without nutrients in the soil; get nitrogen and
phosphorous from insect diet; attracts prey with nectar;
small insect falls into pool of liquid and drowns, then
digested by enzymes; some can even digest small animals
(frogs or salamanders)
venus fly trap: they fold up when they sense an insect on
trigger hairs; red sap is released and digests insect; red sap
dyes the leaf red; it takes 10 days to digest an insect; it can
only trap and digest four insects before the plant dies
Section 4 : Answers could include:
carnivorous: venus fly tray, bladderwort, and pitcher
plant, flypaper plants (such as butterworts and sundews)
poisonous: elderberries, nightshade berries, mistletoe,
privet, dieffenbachia, philodendron
High School only
Section 3
Answers could include: flypaper traps
butterworts: insect mistakes sticky droplets on leaves
for water or nectar; can’t get away when they land; leaf
gently rolls to cover insect and digest it; leaf then unfurls to
continue photosynthesis process
sundews: covered in plant hairs that excrete sticky goo
that looks like water droplets; attracts insects and then
traps them; covered by curling leaf and digested
Section 4 Answers could include: elderberries,
nightshade berries, mistletoe, privet, dieffenbachia,
philodendron
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be used to treat cancer.
2. While the bark of this tree is toxic to cats, it contains
salicin, which is used to make aspirin.
3. Toxic if consumed in large amounts, this herb is
used to make an antimalarial drug.
4. This is still used today in medications that treat
heart conditions, however the plant itself is not safe
at all for self-medication as all parts of the plant are
poisonous.
High School Only: 1. Licorice is used in cough
syrup, candies, and tobacco products. Too much over
time can cause a person to retain water and increase
their blood pressure.
Dig Deeper: While synthetic drugs may be more
widely available, they also come with more side effects
and a higher cost. Synthetic medications also focus
on fixing a certain issue. Natural remedies focus on
improving the body as a whole. There are generally
fewer side effects, but these methods may not be as
effective.

page social studies
3 1. short-term: Altered senses, changes in mood,

impaired body movement, hallucinations, difficulty
thinking
long-term: loss in memory and learning abilities, lower
IQ,
breathing problems, damage to heart and blood
vessels
2. short-term: increased adrenaline, blood pressure,
heart rate, and
breathing
long-term: cancer, lung disease, heart disease, stroke,
loss of
smell and taste, yellow teeth, aging skin
3. short-term: relaxation, slower breathing, impaired
reflexes, lower
heart rate
long-term: increased tolerance leads to needing more
of the drug to
get the same effect, dependence, lead poisoning,
organ damage
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High School Only
1. short-term: builds muscle and improves athletic
performance, can cause fluid retention, oily skin,
and infection
long-term: kidney and liver damage, enlarged
heart, stroke, heart attack, extreme mood swings

page
5

science + art
1. Nepenthes hemsleyana: Pitcher plant that grows
in the jungles of Asia. It’s nectar does not attract
insects very well, but instead, it attracts small bats.
These bats live in the pitcher, and the plant gets its
nutrients from the bat’s feces.
2. Nepenthes ampullaria: Found on the forest
floors of New Guinea and Malay Peninsula. Due
to its open shape, rainwater is collected in the
bottom of the plant which dilutes the digestive pool,
making it useless for catching prey. Dead leaves
will fall into the plant and provide nutrition. Also,
frogs lay their eggs within the pitcher. The eggs
hatch, tadpoles grow, and eventually frogs will
climb out of the plant.
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TURNING TROPISMS

Thank you God that you have given us the ability
to turn toward you. Help us to always follow your
direction and guidance for our lives. Use this lesson
and the plants we will learn about to show us how
to reach for your living water, and how to live in the
light of your Son.

When you are hungry, thirsty, tired, or irritated, what do you do?
Usually, if you are hungry or thirsty, you will go get a snack or a
drink. If you’re tired, you may sit or lie down. If you are irritated, you
will most likely leave the thing or situation you are irritated with.
Humans and most animals have the ability to move their bodies
in response to a stimulus. A stimulus is anything that is designed
to get a response. When you dangle a shiny object over a baby’s
head, you will usually see their eyes light up. You have just
provided a stimulus to get that baby’s brain working. The baby
is drawn to the object and may be enticed to try to reach out for
the toy. This begins to build connections in the child’s brain about
how to move their muscles more efficiently.
Plants don’t have the same ability to get their own food, or to
walk away from an irritating situation like you or I. Because they
are anchored to the ground, they have different ways to obtain
what they need from their environment. Today, you are going
to learn all about tropisms. Tropism is a word that is used to
describe a plant’s response in the direction of a stimulus.

DID YOU KNOW?

A stimulus package is a governm
ent
plan that is designed to move
an economy forward that has
been struggling. It is designed
to
encourage people to spend mo
ney
so that jobs are created and the
economy becomes stronger. It ma
y
include an increase in spending
by the
government, tax breaks for pe
ople,
and other similar measures.

THE SUN

The most commonly observed tropisms in plants have to do with the sun. Different plant structures react to the
sun in different ways. Leaves and stems use the sun’s stimulation to encourage upward growth, reaching for the
sky to obtain the sunshine so necessary to its process of photosynthesis. The roots on the plant know that they
do not need the sunlight, so they respond to the shining sun in a negative way, by growing away from the light.
This phenomenon is known as phototropism. If you’ve ever grown a seedling in your house and placed it in the
windowsill, you have probably noticed that the plant will tend to grow toward the window it is facing. This is a
result of the stimulation from the sun. Many greenhouses start their plants under special grow lights that are
placed close to the soil cells so that the plants will grow straight and not get too tall, too fast. Gardeners call a
seedling that is too tall “leggy,” and they are often at risk of breaking during transplanting, or they will not be
very strong plants. Rotating plants to face different ways each day, exposing them to fans, and keeping them
under special grow lights are all ways that greenhouses and home gardeners work to reduce legginess in their
seedlings.
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Have you ever driven past a field of young sunflowers and seen their cheery faces smiling up at the sun? Some
plants, like beans and alfalfa, follow the direction of the sun their whole lives. Every day, these plants follow the
motion of the sun to gain all the light they need for photosynthesis. They face east when the sun rises and follow
it all the way to its sunset in the west. When the sun comes up in the morning, their leaves and flowers are found
facing east yet again. Sunflowers follow this pattern until they become mature, when they will settle with the
flower facing one direction, generally east. This is called heliotropism.

ACTIVITY BREAK

Look up videos of phototropism. Just search “video of phototropism”
and you will see some excellent options. If you have a seedling started
at home, or if you buy a seedling at a nursery, you could even try it for
yourself and make a timelapse video!

GRAVITY

Gravity affects every person on the planet, every day. This amazing force keeps us all on the ground and keeps us
from floating away. Gravity is strong enough to keep your feet on the ground, but still allows your body to stand
up tall. Plants need gravity too. When the force of gravity acts on a plant, the plant reacts to it in both positive
and negative ways. The roots agree with the gravity—they head down into the ground, providing a strong, stable
foundation for the plant. This is necessary for the survival of the plant so that it doesn’t get swept away by wind.
When plants roots grow downward, they are working with gravity, which is called positive geotropism. The stem
of a plant though works against gravity, which is an example of negative geotropism. Just like we talked about in
some of our first lessons, botanists think that plants can sense gravity! This force is so strong, and so perfectly
designed to work with God’s design for plants, that if a seed is planted upside down, the root will curve back
down into the soil and the shoot will curve up out of the ground. It may take a little longer to see that the plant
has germinated, but it is following the laws that were put in place for it at Creation!
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WATER

While roots are designed by our creator to reach down into the soil, He has also built in a mechanism that helps
plants thrive in conditions that are not ideal. Hydrotropism is the reaction caused by the presence or absence of
water in a root system. Roots are designed to get water for the plant, and they generally grow down to do that.
However, in an environment where water is scarce, roots have the amazing ability to respond to water rather
than gravity. Did you know that the roots of a plant can actively seek out water? What an incredible feature!
Some interesting experiments have been carried out that observed plant roots growing down until they reach
a line of soil that is not wet. At this point in their growth, the plants will often keep growing out into the moist
soil rather than down into the dry soil. Many gardeners recommend that you don’t water your garden too often
because it will make for roots that aren’t too deep. Once a plant is well established, it should be able to tolerate
some amount of dryness in the soil. If the top of the soil is continually wet, the roots will not grow deep, causing
weak plants.

VINES AND TENDRILS

Have you ever observed a grape vine up close? Have
you looked at a row of pea plants or cucumbers? These
plants, as well as many others, produce tendrils because
of a tropic response to running into something. Many
plants that produce tendrils are considered vines, and
they are often grown with some form of structure for
the plant to climb. Grapes are grown in long rows with
permanent fences that are made with the durability
to last for decades as the precious vines grow more
established each year. Garden crops like pole beans
and peas are often grown on fences that are put up in
the spring at planting and removed in the fall when
the garden is done producing. Cucumbers and other
squashes and melons are often put next to fences
so that they can grow up and take up less space
in the garden. Other plants that have tendrils are
Ivy growing on stone pill
ars
ivies and other climbing plants used for decoration.
Thigmotropism occurs when these specialized
plants run into a hard surface, like a fence or a wall.
There is a hormone in the plant called auxin that makes the tendril grow larger when it
hits a surface. As the tendril grows and curls around the structure, the plant borrows strength from it, and it is
able to grow larger than it could have on its own. Plants that have these abilities use many tendrils to support
themselves. Some gardeners even find that their pea plants have the ability to tear down the fences they put up if
the plants get too big.
Just like all the other tropisms, this one has a positive and a negative. The negative version of this tropism can be
seen under the soil. When a root runs into something that is too hard to grow through, like a rock or a stick, this
ability allows the plant to change directions when it runs into the offending part of the earth and it keeps growing
into soft, useful soil.
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EXTENSION ACTIVITY

Make a list of all the foods that you eat that
come from plants with tropisms. You have
learned some of them in this lesson, but there are
so many of them! Which is your favorite?

NASTIC MOVEMENTS

While there is movement implied in tropism, the movements of carnivorous plants to close up and digest their
prey that you learned about in the last lesson is different. This is considered a nastic movement. Remember that
a tropism is a movement in the direction of a stimulus. That means that the reaction goes either toward or away
from what is stimulating it. Carnivorous plants are an example of a response to a stimulus that doesn’t have a
direction. When a fly lands in a venus fly trap, it snaps shut. It is a reaction that happens the same way no matter
if the fly lands on the east or west side of the trap. Flowers that open in the day and close at night are using nastic
movement because, although they are reacting to the sun, they are not following the sun’s movement.
Like a hand that quickly recoils after touching something hot, the Mimosa pudica is a fascinating plant that
quickly closes its leaves and droops after being
touched. Also known as the “humble plant” the
Mimosa pudica is part of the pea family
with small cotton ball-like pink or purple
flower puffs. It grows as a weed in
Central and South America. When it
is touched, within seconds it closes
up its leaves and shyly droops or
moves away from whatever touched
it. Scientists don’t know exactly why it
does this, however, some speculate that
this quick movement serves as a defense
mechanism—it startles herbivores that
came for a meal. Within minutes the Mimosa
pudica opens back up again. Additionally, it also
droops in darkness and opens up again in daylight. A rapid
release of water from special cells in the stalks allows it to move so quickly.
It’s quite amazing to see this nastic movement in action!

Mimosa pudica
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The Maranta or “prayer plant” has wide green
leaves that also use nastic movement on a
daily basis. Each evening ,it folds its leaves like
hands folding for prayer. It opens up again
in the morning, and sometimes you can even
hear the rustle of its leaves as it moves. The
leaves can vary in color, from a wide variety
of green hues to greys and even purples. This
perennial makes a great houseplant.

Maranta

Plant movement is an amazing thing. When God
created the world he really did think of everything
each one of His creations would need to survive and
thrive. Spend some time thinking about the unique
ways He has equipped you and your family to thrive in
the place He has placed you. See if you can draw parallels
from the lesson and learn from the plants. Ask Him to show
you how to seek out living water with your roots and the presence
of Jesus with your face. He is faithful, and He has designed us to seek
Him, so spend some time doing that today!

Students
It’s time to open up your student notebooks to
complete your assignments. (Teachers: reference
Day at a Glance for answers and additional
resources.) Use the checklist to help you complete
all your tasks.

Watch Me Grow!

Today’s Checklist
Read your recitation together as a family.
Complete your copywork in your seatwork page.
Work on your spelling words.
Complete your student notebook pages.
Choose cutouts from the appendix or an 		
illustration of your own for your Botany Book.

Check on your bean plant and onion bulb. Have
you noticed that your bean plant is bent toward
a window? Spin it around and watch for a few
days to see if it bends the other way! You’ve just
watched an example of phototropism! Don’t forget
to document this phenomenon in your Botany Book.

Vocabulary
Early Reader: stimulus, tropism
Early Elementary: tropism, phototropism
Upper Elementary: phototropism, nastic
movement
Middle School: nastic movement, thigmotropism
High School: thigmotropism, heliotropism
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Turning Tropisms

What’s Happening
PAGE 1: Notebooking

Students will use prompts and targeted activities in their
notebooking pages to help them take notes and/or reflect on what
they are learning about in today’s lesson.

PAGE 2: Science
Students and families will read together about the body’s
circadian rhythm and its relationship to the sun. Older students
will document their own circadian rhythms.

Younger students will create their own stimulus package
to foster the fruit of the Spirit. Older students will conduct
research and also create a stimulus package.

PAGE 4: art + LA
Students will work in their Botany Book today by illustrating
or using cutouts to demonstrate tropism, and then document
facts they learned.

pAGE 5: bible
Just as plants turn toward the sun, our hearts need to turn
toward Jesus. Students and families will meditate and reflect
on the hymn Turn Your Eyes Upon Jesus.

PAGE 3: social studies
Students will learn about government stimulus packages.

• A NSWERS•

early reader + Early Elementary
page
1

upper Elementary

Notebooking

page
1

Early Reader:
Section 1: stimulus: something that stirs up a
specific reaction or response
tropism: the action of a plant that reacts towards
or away from a stimulus
Section 2: 1. a 2. c 3. b 4. d
Section 3: circle a and c
circle a and b
Early Elementary only
Section 1: tropism: the action of a plant that
reacts towards or away from a stimulus
phototropism: the response of a plant to move
toward or away from the sun
Section 2: 1. phototropism: sun; b
2. geotropism: gravity; d
3. hydrotropism: water; c
4. thigmotropism: hard surfaces; a
Section 3: mimosa pudica: called the “humble
plant”; closes its leaves and droops after being
touched; grows in Central and South America;
part of pea family; opens again within minutes;
also droops in darkness and opens in daylight;
moves so quickly due to rapid release of water
from cells in the stem
maranta: called the “prayer plant”; wide green
leaves; folds leaves like folding hands for prayer
each evening; opens leaves again in the morning
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Notebooking
Section 1: phototropism: the response of a plant to
move toward or away from the sun
nastic movement: a plant’s response to a stimulus that is
not directed toward the stimulus
Section 2: 1. phototropism: sun; sun encourages
upward growth of plants; roots grow away from the
sun because they do not need the sunlight; some plants
follow the movement of the sun through the day (beans,
alfalfa, sunflowers when young, etc.)
2. hydrotropism: water; a reaction caused by presence
or absence of water; roots are designed to get water;
if water is scarce, roots will grow toward closest water
source (despite the pull of gravity)
3. geotropism: gravity; roots react in a positive way by
reaching down into the ground for a stable foundation,
called positive geotropism; stem works against gravity,
called negative geotropism; if a seed is planted upside
down, the root will curve toward the gravitational pull
and the shoot will curve to grow against the pull
4. thigmotropism: hard surfaces: plants produce
tendrils that curl around hard structures they run into
causing positive movement; negative movement is when
roots run into something hard and change directions to
continue growing in softer soil
Section 3: Answers could include:
mimosa pudica: called the “humble plant”; closes its
leaves and droops after being touched; grows in Central
and South America; part of pea family; opens again
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opens leaves again in the morning
High School only
Section 1: heliotropism: the movement of a plant to
follow the sun’s daily path through the sky
Section 2: Answers could include:
tropism: the action of a plant that reacts towards or
away from a stimulus

within minutes; also droops in darkness and opens
in daylight; moves so quickly due to rapid release of
water from cells in the stem
maranta: called the “prayer plant”; wide green
leaves; folds leaves like folding hands for prayer each
evening; opens leaves again in the morning

MIDDLE + HIGH SCHOOL
page
1

Notebooking
Section 1: nastic movement: a plant’s response to a
stimulus that is not directed toward the stimulus
thigmotropism: the response of a plant to move towards
or away from an obstacle, like a rock, a wall or a fence
Section 2: Answers could include:
phototropism—sun: sun encourages upward growth of
plants; roots grow away from the sun because they do not
need the sunlight; some plants follow the movement of
the sun through the day (beans, alfalfa, sunflowers when
young, etc.)
hydrotropism—water: a reaction caused by presence or
absence of water; roots are designed to get water; if water
is scarce, roots will grow toward closest water source
(despite the pull of gravity)
geotropism—gravity: roots react in a positive way by
reaching down into the ground for a stable foundation,
called positive geotropism; stem works against gravity,
called negative geotropism; if a seed is planted upside
down, the root will curve toward the gravitational pull and
the shoot will curve to grow against the pull
Section 3: Answers could include:
when plants run into a hard surface, hormone called auxin
is triggered, causing tendril to grow larger; tendril grows
and curls around structure providing more strength to
the plant; plants are able to grow taller/bigger and more
stable, producing a healthier plant
Section 4: Answers could include:
mimosa pudica: called the “humble plant”; closes its
leaves and droops after being touched; grows in Central
and South America; part of pea family; opens again
within minutes; also droops in darkness and opens in
daylight; moves so quickly due to rapid release of water
from cells in the stem
maranta: called the “prayer plant”; wide green leaves;
folds leaves like folding hands for prayer each evening;
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page science
2 Middle School: Research: Humans, animals, and

even plants have something called circadian rhythms
that are like internal clocks affected by light and dark.
For instance, sleeping at night and being awake
during the day is part of a circadian rhythm. Circadian
rhythms are very important for growth, development,
and overall health.
High School only
Dig Deeper: The blue light from electronic devices
can suppress the sleep hormone (melatonin), making
it harder to fall asleep and confusing our internal
clocks. This can cause sleep disorders that lead to
other major health problems.
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page social studies
3 Middle School: In the U.S. two stimulus packages were passed to boost money back into the economy. Many people

received cash payments, extended tax deadlines, help with student loans, and relief for small business loans. Another point
to this bill was that private insurances would have to cover COVID-19 tests, treatments, and vaccines.
In Canada, the government gave out CERB (Canada Emergency Response Benefit) to people who had lost their jobs or
were without a wage. The tax payment deadline was increased, there is more grace with loans and mortgages as a result
of difficulties. Businesses were also able to apply for business wage subsidy to pay employees as well.
High School Only
In the U.S. a $2 trillion stimulus package was passed to boost money back into the economy. Many people received cash
payments, extended tax deadlines, help with student loans, and relief for small business loans. Another point to this bill
was that private insurances would have to cover COVID-19 tests, treatments, and vaccines.
The Canadian government issued a $27 billion stimulus package to support its citizens and help stabilize the economy.
This package included delayed tax deadlines, a one-time tax credit for individuals and families, up to six month mortgage
payment deferral or special payment arrangements, and temporary wage support for small businesses struggling to keep
their employees.
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Jesus, thank you for allowing us to care for your
creation. As we finish our unit on plants, help us
to remember to grow strong in you. Help us to turn
toward you and keep our eyes fixed on you. Help our
roots to be grounded in your word so that we cannot
be shaken. Teach us what it means to abide in your
love.

Now the Lord God had planted a garden in the east, in Eden;
and there he put the man he had formed. The Lord God made all
kinds of trees grow out of the ground—trees that were pleasing
to the eye and good for food. In the middle of the garden were the
tree of life and the tree of the knowledge of good and evil. A river watering
the garden flowed from Eden; from there it was separated into four headwaters.
The Lord God took the man and put him in the Garden of Eden to work it and
take care of it. And the Lord God commanded the man, “You are free to eat from
any tree in the garden; but you must not eat from the tree of the knowledge of
good and evil, for when you eat from it you will certainly die.”
Genesis 2:8–10, 15–17
Think about where you spend the majority of your time. Is it inside or outside? When was the last time you were
outside in nature? It might have been earlier today, or it might have been yesterday, but you likely don’t spend the
majority of your day outside. Most people in industrialized nations spend a lot of their time inside, where there is
heat when it’s cold out and air conditioning or fans when it’s hot.
In many ways, we are disconnected from the original job God gave to Adam just before He formed Eve. Most
people read the creation account in Genesis and remember that God gave Adam and Eve a perfect garden to
live in, and that is true. It must have been so beautiful! Just think of the most beautiful garden or forest you’ve
ever seen and imagine a garden a million times more beautiful than that. The Garden of Eden was the perfect
home. But God didn’t just string a hammock for each of his uniquely crafted humans to sip sweet drinks in while
lounging in the sun. Scripture tells us that God placed Adam in the garden to work it and take care of it—to look
after it. When He formed Eve from Adam’s rib, she began to work alongside him to care for the creation God had
given them. This work was a joy and full of rewards. They got the satisfaction of seeing the plants cared for, and
the animals having a safe home. Their role was simple, and they had only one rule. Unfortunately, when that rule
was broken and they ate of the forbidden fruit, the work that they were given outside
of the garden became a lot more complicated—with thorns and weeds and pesky
bugs, and a lot more hard work and pain.
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In Eden, there was no waste, no imbalance, no genetic mutations
or disease, no drought or crop failure. But when humanity
IMPRESS THE REST!
fell, sin entered the world. The ground was cursed and life
Conservation is so much
has never been the same. For many centuries and millennia,
these imbalances in the natural world were noticed each year
more than maintaining
by everyday people. Today, many people believe they are not
the current state of
affected by these imbalances. A thousand years ago, if there
nature. The Latin root
was a summer without water, each and every person would
for conserve is conservare,
have noticed it. Not because their lawns needed a sprinkler, but
which means “to save, to
because they lived outside and their gardens and fields of grain
watch over, or to guard
didn’t grow. Their streams and ponds and sources of water dried
something.”
up, and they wondered what would happen next year, or if they
would even make it through the winter. But today, if you have a
dry summer, people will complain that their lawn is brown, or if
the summer is dry enough, sometimes a city will tell its citizens
that they aren’t allowed to water their lawns or wash their cars.
This causes irritation, but does not stop people in industrialized
nations from getting food. Many farms have the technology to
irrigate their crops so that food is still able to be grown even in the midst of a drought. As a result, it is easy to
believe the lie that we will never run out of food, or water, or comfort. But the very first job God gave to humanity
was stewardship, not excess consumption. The idea of conservation is that people are responsible to protect
natural resources and manage them well, rather than to exploit them.

SOIL CONSERVATION

Remember when we learned about the Dust Bowl and the Dirty Thirties? The farmland in the United States
and Canada had been ravaged by over farming and a poor understanding of what the soil needed. Because of
events like this catastrophic drought, we understand the need for soil conservation better now than we did in the
past. Soil is important to the health of all living creatures. If the soil isn’t healthy, plants don’t grow well. If plants
don’t grow well, the air we breathe isn’t as rich in oxygen, which we all need to survive. Soil is important to the
stability of the food supply chain. Healthy soil produces lots of food for herbivores and abundant crops to be
harvested, while a depleted soil will not grow things as well. There are many different practices that are used to
help soil stay healthy and strong. Many farmers and gardeners will add natural fertilizer like manure or compost
to their soil to add nutrients from the decomposing organic waste.

ACTIVITY BREAK
Think about soil for a moment and discuss these things as a family. What does
healthy soil need? Why is a soil’s health so important? What effects can healthy
or unhealthy soil have on a plant?
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Remember when you learned about ground cover crops? These are also used as a part of conservation for the
soil. They provide protection from erosion as well as nutrients for the ground when they are plowed back under
to decompose. Another way that soil is protected is by the rotation of grazing animals on pasture. If too many
animals are eating from a small area of land, the native grasses will die off, exposing the soil to the elements and
leaving it at risk to be blown or washed away. When a farmer or rancher rotates their animals through different
pastures, it gives the grasses and vegetation a break and allows them to continue to grow strong so that they
can be used for years to come. The waste from the animals also decomposes and becomes fertilizer for the soil to
provide new nutrients.

WATER CONSERVATION

You may have never really thought about
how much water you use or where it comes
from. Most of us turn on the tap and take for
granted that the water comes out clean and
cold or hot depending on what tap we use.
There is always rain, and the oceans are
huge and full of water. In fact, water covers
around 70% of the surface of the earth. But
did you know that 97% of the water on our
planet is saltwater? Saltwater isn’t useful for
humans to drink or for growing crops, but
how much of that 3% of the world’s water
that is fresh is accessible? It turns out that
about 2% of that water is frozen in ice caps
and glaciers—not exactly available for
washing your family car or cooking your
favorite pasta. Most of the remaining 1%
water treatment plant
is accessible to humanity in the form of
lakes, rivers, the atmosphere, and water
underneath the ground. As you can see,
fresh, clean water is not endless. Water that is piped
into your home is often treated to make sure that it doesn’t have any harmful substances in it.
The waste water that flows out of your home is also treated before it is disposed of. These demands on treatment
plants are another reason that conserving water is important.
Many places in the world have automatic water conservation. If you have to walk miles to get clean water from
a community well, you are not wasteful with it once it is at your home. These places are often very conscious of
their water needs because they are working for it every day. But in many modern houses it is easy to waste water.
In recent years, the need for water conservation has had many scientists and politicians pay attention and begin
to advocate for change. It is now common to have toilets, taps, and appliances that limit water flow so that we
can conserve water without changing our lifestyles. If the water supply on our planet was ever depleted, it would
spell disaster for our lives, not just our lifestyles. We need to learn to steward what God has given us so that there
is clean, healthy water on our planet.
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FOREST CONSERVATION

There are not many activities that are as calming and restful as a peaceful walk through a quiet forest. Between
the fresh air and the sun streaming through lush greenery onto your face, you probably can’t help but smile
as you stroll through the forest. Tropical rainforests are known for their high humidity, heat, and their ability to
foster growth of incredibly diverse populations of animals and plants. Remember when we talked about how
the forests in British Columbia are actively being re-planted as they are logged? Many places in the world do not
practice this—in fact, forests that are considered “old growth” forests have taken many years to grow and are
not easily replaced like many of the boreal forests in British Columbia. Both tropical and temperate rainforests
are considered old growth forests. Tropical rainforests in particular are at risk for mass deforestation. Because
they provide home to such a large number of species, the loss of habitat for native species when the forest is cut
down can be devastating. Many rainforest animals are at increased risk of extinction because of the practice of
cutting down or burning large areas of the rainforest to make space for agriculture. Countries with large areas
of rainforest must decide if it is good for the country to allow further growth in agriculture at the expense of the
natural habitat, or if they need to prioritize the conservation of forests. This is a tricky balance. Each country
approaches it in different ways. There are organizations like the Rainforest Alliance and the World Wildlife
Federation who work with governments all over the world to educate and encourage the conservation of these
critical forests. This is important not only for the animals that live there but also for the amazing ability to
produce the oxygen we need to breathe.
Hopefully you have enjoyed this journey through the natural world of plants in this study of botany. Remember
that taking care of the plants God created takes care of all the living beings on earth, as well—from the bees to
the people! God gave us this beautiful world we live in and asks us to care for it. At the same time, we are not
supposed to worship creation. In today’s culture it is easy to move toward idolizing creation or idolizing the idea
of making a better future on our earth. Romans 1:20 tells us that God’s invisible qualities are seen through all of
creation. Creation isn’t greater than God, intead it points to Him and gives Him glory. You can honor God with
the way that you live. When you care not just for yourself but for each living thing and person around you, you
honor Him. As image bearers of our Father, we can carry part of His nature to nurture and care for everything
around us.
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May you never fail to see the Creator in the creation.
May your eyes be eternally drawn up to Jesus, focusing
on Him and praising Him for all of the incredible
goodness that is around you. May you see Him in each
and every plant you discover on your life’s journey.

Watch Me Grow!

Continue to care for your bean and onion plants. If
the weather is right, you can plant your bean sprout
outside and soon reap the harvest of all of your
hard work! You can also trim your green onions
and enjoy them on a salad or a baked potato! Just
keep changing out the water about every four days
and they will continue to grow!

Students
It’s time to open up your student notebooks to
complete your assignments. (Teachers: reference
Day at a Glance for answers and additional
resources.) Use the checklist to help you complete
all your tasks.
Today’s Checklist
Read your recitation together as a family.
Complete your copywork in your seatwork page.
Work on your spelling words.
Complete your student notebook pages.
Choose artwork you create or the cutouts from
the appendix for your Botany Book.
Vocabulary
Early Reader: diverse, advocate
Early Elementary: advocate, disconnected
Upper Elementary: disconnected, stewardship
Middle School: stewardship, conservation
High School: conservation, exploit
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Conservation + Stewardship

What’s Happening

it teaches about taking care of creation. Younger students
will draw pictures, and older students will answer reflection
questions.

PAGE 1: Notebooking
Students will use prompts and targeted activities in their
notebooking pages to help them take notes and/or reflect on what
they are learning about in today’s lesson.

PAGE 4: art + LA
Students will add to their Botany Books one more time and
will use this opportunity to look back through the unit to
illustrate and document their favorite things from it.

PAGE 2: water conservation
Students will learn a little more about water conservation and
ways to save water in their own homes. Older students will
research certain states’ conservation efforts.

pAGE 5: bible
We are called to work to glorify the Lord, as laid out in
Colossians 3:23. Students and families will learn how this
scripture points to cultivating a strong work ethic within
ourselves, and then complete activities or answer reflection
questions.

PAGE 3: social studies
Families are encouraged to watch Wall-E and discuss how

• A NSWERS•

early reader + Early Elementary
page
1

Notebooking
Early Reader:
Section 2: circle: water, soil, and forests
Early Elementary only
Section 1: conservare: to save, guard, or watch
over
Section 2: water: water flow limits
soil: cover crops
forests: conservation organizations

upper Elementary
page
1

page science
2 1. Fix any leaky pipes to save water.

2. Use a small amount of water in the sink instead of
letting the water run.
3. Take a short shower or fill the bathtub half-full. 4.
Only water gardens when necessary for crop growth.
5. Turn the water off unless rinsing hands or
toothbrush.
6. Set the washer to use the smallest amount of water
possible.

Section 2: water: water flow limits, natural
conservation when water is retrieved through work
soil: cover crops, adding fertilizers and composts to the
soil, rotation of grazing animals
forests: conservation organizations, replanting within
logging industries, protection of “old growth” forests
Section 4: Answers could include: discussion of
Genesis 2:8–10, 15–17; we are responsible to be good
stewards of the earth; we honor God by taking care of
His creation; we can’t let conservation become our idol
or worship the earth we live on; conservation should be
for the purpose of serving the Creator rather than the
creation

page science
2 See Early Elementary answers.
page social studies
3 Answers could include: The people stopped taking

care of God’s creation and caused the earth to
become a wasteland. We are responsible to care for
the world God has made.

page bible
5 Early Reader: 1. e 2. c 3. d 4. a 5. b

Early Elementary only
work ethic: (Answers will vary) how hard I work at
completing a task or job
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MIDDLE + HIGH SCHOOL
page
1

Notebooking
Section 2
water: water flow limits, natural conservation when water
is retrieved through work
soil: cover crops, adding fertilizers and composts to the
soil, rotation of grazing animals
forests: conservation organizations, replanting within
logging industries, protection of “old growth” forests
Section 4: Answers could include: discussion of Genesis
2:8–10, 15–17; we are responsible to be good stewards of
the earth; we honor God by taking care of His creation;
we can’t let conservation become our idol or worship the
earth we live on; conservation should be for the purpose of
serving the Creator rather than the creation

page bible
5 High School Only

(Answers will vary)
Extension activity: “Whatever you do, work heartily,
as for the Lord and not for men” (Colossians 3:23).
Everything you do should point back to your great
Creator. When you work hard at something, as
if working for the Lord, you can feel proud and
accomplished knowing that you gave it your best.

page science
2 My conservation efforts: turn the faucet off when

washing my hands or brushing my teeth, take shorter
showers or fill the bathtub half-full, make sure faucets
aren’t dripping and pipes aren’t leaking.
California’s conservation efforts: Regulations
have been passed to make water conservation a new
way of life. Higher cost of water usage encourages
residents to use less. A bill was passed in 2007 to
slowly phase in the replacement of toilets with high
efficiency models that use less water. Goals were also
set for water usage in individual jurisdictions. Fines
could be assessed for going over these goals.
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Posters

Types of Leaves

Shapes of Leaves

Types of flowers

Fruit Classification
a single piece of fruit
that has grown from a
single seed in a single
flower.

a fruit made up of tiny
parts clustered together,
grown from a single
flower with many seeds.

a fruit developed
from multiple seeds in a
cluster of flowers that grow
together to form
one bigger fruit.

Pomes

Berries

drupes

roots

Seeds

bee life cycle

fern life cycle
spore

gametophyte
sperm

egg

sporophyte

new sporophyte

Bingo narration

Bingo Narration
Week 1: Lesson 4

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.

What is the name for the study of plants? (botany)
What is the study of all living things? (biology)
What is taxonomy? (the classification of living things to organize them)
What are the four basic needs of a plant? (light, soil, air, and water)
Name the two types of root. (taproot and fibrous)
What is the purpose of a fruit? (to contain the seed and be eaten)
What is one purpose of the plant stem? (Answers could include: support the other parts of the plant,
grow toward the light, carry water and nutrients through the plant, some have protective features)
What can you learn from counting the rings of a woody stem? (the age of a tree)
What type of stem do we eat? (herbaceous)
What is the name of the process where plants make their own food? (photosynthesis)
What is the name of the pigment making leaves green? (chlorophyll)
What is the difference between coniferous and deciduous leaves? (Answers could include: conifers
usually have round, pointed needles; deciduous have broader shaped leaves )

Bingo Narration
Week 2: Lesson 8

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.

What are the two types of flower seeds? (monocots and dicots)
What type of flowers only grow for one season? (annuals)
What part of the flower produces pollen? (the stamen)
What are the three main types of fruit? (simple, aggregate, and multiple)
Which fruit anatomy classification, including the apple, has seeds surrounded by a scaly exterior?
(pome)
Name two or three vegetables that should actually be classified as fruit? (Answers could include:
tomatoes, tomatillos, sweet peppers, eggplants, winter squashes, summer squashes, cucumbers, bitter
gourds, chayote, green beans, peas, avocados, sweet corn, okra, olives)
Name one purpose of a plant’s root system. (Answers could include: absorb water; absorb minerals:
nitrogen, phosphorus, and potassium; stabilize the plant; store food)
Roots and microbes are symbiotic. What does symbiotic mean? (helping each other)
Name one type of adventitious roots. (Answers could include: aerial roots, rhizomes, corms, tubers,
bulbs)
What is the name of the uncovered seed type? (gymnosperms)
Which type of seed develops within the ovary of a flower? (angiosperms)
Name the three ways that seeds are dispersed. (wind, water, and animal/people carriers)

Bingo Narration
Week 3: Lesson 12

1. Name two types of pollinators. (Answers could include: butterflies, moths, honey bees, hummingbirds,
bats)
2. Which part of the flower do insect pollinators eat? (nectar)
3. What is propolis, the mixture used to seal honeycomb, made of? (pollen, honey, and tree resins)
4. What does the logging industry produce out of trees? (lumber, pulp, and paper)
5. Which part of the maple tree is used to make syrup? (sap)
6. Name one purpose for the eucalyptus tree. (Answers could include: the koala’s diet, building materials,
fuel, aromatherapy oil)
7. Name two common herbs we eat. (Answers could include: parsley, mint, dill, cilantro, thyme, sage,
rosemary, basil, oregano, and lavender)
8. What is one medicinal use for herbs? (Answers could include: aromatherapy, tinctures, teas, pills)
9. What are echinacea, chamomile, and peppermint typically used in? (tea)
10. What is one reason why ground cover crops are important? (Answers could include: prevent
unnecessary erosion, prevent weeds taking over, builds up nitrogen in the soil)
11. Which historic period and weather phenomenon took place in the 1930’s? (the Great Depression and
the Dust Bowl)
12. Name two important types of cover crops. (grasses and grains)

Bingo Narration
Week 4: Lesson 16

1. In what habitat are succulents typically found? (desert regions or semi-arid areas)
2. What special adaptation to succulents have to survive in their unique habitat? (they absorb water
from the air and they can store water)
3. Name three types of succulents. (agave, aloe, cactus)
4. What does “keystone species” mean? (necessary for an ecosystem to function)
5. Name one unique feature of moss. (Answers could include: moss needs moist and shady locations to
grow; they have rhizoids instead of roots, helping to get nutrients and keep moss in place; nutrients are
absorbed through leaves and stems; they reproduce using spores, not seeds)
6. Name one type of moss that is actually not a moss plant, despite its name. (Answers could include:
beard moss, Spanish moss, oak moss, Irish moss)
7. What habitat do ferns best survive in? (shady and damp habitats like rainforests)
8. What is a tree fern’s “trunk” actually made of? (rhizomes, the root system growing above ground)
9. What insect’s life cycle is supported by the fern? (the ladybug)
10. What organism is not actually part of the plant kingdom (although it is commonly mistaken as a
plant) but is useful for plant ecosystems? (the fungus)
11. Name two places where fungi can be found? (Answers could include: the food we eat, the air we
breathe, along the ground, in water, among plants, in the human body)
12. What incredible discovery did Alexander Fleming make from mold? (penicillin: mold was able to kill
bacteria)

Bingo Narration
Week 5: Lesson 20

1. Which mistaken water “plant” is actually part of the Protista kingdom? (algae)
2. What are the two most well-known types of seaweed? (kelp and nori)
3. What is a specific need for a rice crop to grow? (must be grown in water or grows best in a flooded
field)
4. What type of plants need extra nutrition and how do they get it? (carnivorous plants; by trapping and
digesting insects of small animals)
5. Why is the venus fly trap red on the inside? (from the red sap used to digest its prey)
6. Name two types of berries that are poisonous if eaten or not prepared properly. (nightshade berries
and elderberries)
7. Name three stimuli that cause tropism. (water, gravity, and the sun)
8. How do vines respond to hard surfaces in the way of their growth path? (they grow tendrils that curl
around hard surfaces)
9. What happens to the mimosa pudica (“humble plant”) when it is touched? (it closes its leaves and
droops)
10. Cover crops assist with which type of conservation? (soil conservation)
11. What is one natural form of water conservation? (traveling or working for water in non-industrial
areas)
12. Who are we ultimately honoring by caring for the world around us? (God, the Creator)
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